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This dissertation can be divided into two separate sections. Chapters 2-5 constitute the 

first section and reflect my general interest in magnetoelastic interactions in ultra-thin 

film structures. I became interested in both the fundamental structure and origin of 

magnetoelastic interactions in ultra-thin films as well as the various applications that 

this interaction can be used in. Chapters 2 and 3 focus on the fundamentals of the 

magnetoelastic interaction and how magnetoelastic interactions can be affected by 

surfaces. In particular, we conduct experiments in Chapter 3 that demonstrate the 

presence of strong surface magnetoelastic coupling in the technologically relevant 

Ta|CoFeB|MgO interface. While the subject of surface magnetoelasticity is not new, 

we argue for its relevance in certain quandaries that are currently riddling the 

community – in particular: a) the origin/behavior of the surface anisotropy in the 

CoFeB|MgO system and the optimization of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in 

this technologically relevant system. b) the modification of the anisotropy by electric 

field. 

 Chapter 4 focuses on using magnetoelastic interactions to drive spin wave 

resonance in ultra-thin film ferromagnetic films. We use surface acoustic waves 
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(SAWs) in combination with the magnetoelastic interaction to drive these resonances 

in Ni|Pt bilayers and use a combination of acoustical loss measurements (via Vector 

Network Analyzer) and spin pumping + inverse spin-Hall measurements to 

characterize the properties of the spin wave resonance and the SAW-generated 

magnetoelastic pump field.  We argue that GHz-frequency SAWs in tandem with the 

magnetoelastic interaction can be used as a truly novel tool for studying spin-wave 

physics and manipulating nano-scale ferromagnets. 

 Chapter 5 describes modeling work that we conducted in order to understand 

the various limitations involved in using the magnetoelastic interaction in giant 

magnetostrictive materials to switch nanomagnets for ultra-low power memory 

applications. We discuss a variety of switching modes, geometries, and materials and 

conclude that implementation of giant magnetostrictive memories for ultra-high 

density, ultra-low power consumption data storage is not as straightforward as it 

would seem at first glance. We propose a few schemes that have not been considered 

that are better than others (e.g. giant magnetostrictive nanomagnets with perpendicular 

anisotropy) and discuss the limitations of othe other schemes. 

 The second section of our work is concerned with Spin-Transfer Torque (STT) 

Driven Dynamics in MgO-based Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (MTJs). We have 

observed that upon high voltage stressing of the junction and subsequent partial 

breakdown of the barrier, the time-coherence of STT-induced auto-oscillations are 

vastly improved. We discuss the origin of this effect both from the point of view of a 

generalized nonlinear auto-oscillator dynamical system in the presence of Langevin 
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noise (discussed and elucidated thoroughly by Andrei Slavin), but also from the point 

of view of spatial changes in the magnetic structure of the MTJ. Our conclusion is that 

the formation of magnetic nanocontacts between the polarizer and free layers during 

voltages stressing are crucial to all of the observed phenomena including the increase 

in the auto-oscillator time coherence.  
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CHAPTER 1  

MAGNETOELECTRONICS, SPIN TORQUES, AND MAGNETIZATION 

DYNAMICS: AN INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

 

This thesis is organized into two parts. The first part reflects our most recent 

interest in magnetoelastic interactions in ultra-thin films. Chapter 2 is an introduction 

to magnetoelastic interactions and anisotropy with a specific eye towards surface 

effects in ultra-thin magnetic systems. Chapter 3 describes the current state of 

understanding of the surface anisotropy in NM|CoFeB|MgO systems and describes an 

experiment that we conducted to measure surface magnetoelastic interactions in these 

sytems and how they might be important for understanding the behavior of the surface 

anisotropy. We also discuss how magnetoelastic interactions might play a role in 

electric-field based anisotropy control. Chapter 4 describes a study where we used 

GHz frequency surface acoustic waves (SAWs) to excite ferromagnetic resonance in 

Ni|Pt bilayers. We study the structure of such excitations and discuss the possibility of 

using SAWs for nano-scale to micron-scale magnetization control. Chapter 5 is a 

numerical study of various magnetoelastic switching modes and memory schemes in 

giant magnetostrictive magnets. Chapter 6 consists of work we did on spin-transfer 

torque driven dynamics of magnetic tunnel junctions. We observe that junctions that 

have been subject to high voltage stressing and subsequent degradation of the tunnel 

barrier exhibit spin-transfer induced magnetization dynamics that have a high degree 
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of spectral purity. Our study aimed to uncover what possible structural and magnetic 

changes occur during the stressing process and how this might affect the spin-torque 

dynamics of the system. The current chapter is devoted to providing a general 

introduction to key developments in spintronics and magnetization dynamics that are 

important for understanding what follows in the rest of the thesis. 

1.2 Magnetoresistance Effects 

 

Magnetoresistance is the change of the electrical resistance of a solid in the 

presence of a magnetic field. The effect does occur in all metals and is a consequence 

of the structure and evolution of k-space electronic states on the metal‟s Fermi surface. 

We, however, will focus on magnetoresistance effects in systems containing 

ferromagnets. Magnetoresistance in these systems provides a powerful way of 

electrically probing the magnetic state of the system as well as characterizing and 

quantifying spin-dependent processes in these systems. For these reasons, a discussion 

of the various classes of magnetoresistance in systems with ferromagnets is a good 

starting point for a general overview of magnetoelectronics. 

 

1.2.1 Anisotropic Magnetoresistance (AMR) 

The AMR is an affect that occurs in a conducting ferromagnet where the resistance 

depends on the relative orientation of the magnetization vector to the applied current 

direction flowing within the ferromagnet. The effect typically shows a resistance 

minimum when the magnetization is orthogonal to the current direction and has a 
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resistance maximum when the magnetization is parallel to the current direction. The 

angular dependence of this resistance for a single domain magnet is expressed as:  

2

||( ) ( )sinR R R R      

 

 

(1.1) 

 

Here   is the angle between the current and the magnetization direction and R R  . 

The effect is on the order a few percent in permalloy and as low as a few tenths of a 

percent in an amorphous metalloid glass ferromagnet (like CoFeB). The effect cannot 

be interpreted in terms of classic galvanomagnetic effects in that a magnetic induction 

orthogonal to the current flow direction should retard electron motion. The AMR 

originates rather from s-d exchange scattering in the presence of spin orbit coupling. It 

can be shown that, in the presence of S.O. coupling, s-electrons are scattered less 

effectively via minority d-states when the electron flow is in the direction of the 

magnetization [1]. The effect is rather useful in characterizing magnetization processes 

in single ultra-thin magnetic films and so we will be employing it in many of the 

studies in this thesis. 

1.3 Current-Perpendicular-to-Plane (CPP) Giant Magnetoresistance 

(GMR) 

CPP-GMR was first discovered independently by Grunberg and Fert. The first 

studies were conducted on multilayer [Fe|Cr]n superlattices where the FMs were 

antiferromagnetically coupled at zero-field through NM conduction electron-mediated 

exchange [2], [3]. The percentage change in resistance (RAP-RP)/RP for current flowing 

normal the film stack direction in these structures upon saturating them into the P state 
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could be quite high (~40%) compared to AMR effects. For non-superlattice systems 

(i.e. FM|NM|FM systems) the GMR is more modest with MRs on the order of 10%. 

The discovery of the GMR has had major impacts in terms of the understanding of 

spin transport physics in multilayer structures.   The change in the electrical resistance 

of these devices is entirely due to spin-dependent scattering at the NM|FM interfaces 

and non-equilibrium spin-diffusive processes within the FM and NM layers. These 

non-equilibrium spin processes behind the CPP-GMR are described by the Valet-Fert 

model [4]. We will not discuss the GMR any further and refer readers to the many 

reviews articles on the subject for further details. The main reason we bringing it up is 

that the GMR was important in showing that the generation and manipulation of non-

equilibrium spin currents could be used to make useful devices (e.g. GMR field 

sensors). 

1.4 Magnetic Tunnel Junctions and the Tunneling Magnetoresistance 

A similar magnetoresistance effect known as the Tunneling Magnetoresistance (TMR) 

is found in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs). MTJs are ferromagnet (FM)|ultra-thin 

insulator|ferromagnet heterostructures. Electrons tunneling through the insulator from 

one ferromagnet to the other will experience a resistance which depends on the 

relative orientation of the electrodes. The effect was first discovered by Julliere in an 

Fe|Ge-O|Co junction with a TMR (RAP-RP)/RP of ~14% at 4K. The discovery did not 

attract too much attention mainly due to the fact that the not particularly impressive 

MR could be observed only at cryogenic temperature. Interest in the TMR started to 

pick up with the discovery of room temperature TMRs of ~12% in CoFe|AlOx|Co [5] 
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and ~18% in Fe|AlOx|Fe [6] MTJs with amorphous aluminum oxide barriers. The 

highest R.T. TMR measured in these AlOx barriers was ~70% in a 

Co75Fe25|AlOx|Co75Fe25 junction [7]. The subsequent development of MgO barriers 

heralded a new age in MTJs with R.T. TMRs exceeding 100%. We will discuss the 

mechanisms in MgO barriers in some detail as we will be using CoFeB|MgO|CoFeB 

junctions in our dynamics study in Chapter 6.    

One of the first descriptions of TMR was the Julliere model and it provides a 

simple picture for how spin dependent tunneling leads to a magnetoresistance. The 

model assumes that the spin-dependent tunnel current depends only on the majority 

band and minority band tunneling density of states (TDOS) in the left and right 

electrodes. Thus the model assumes that the tunneling matrix is independent of the 

magnetization orientation, wave-vector/electron state. Under these assumptions, the 

conductance in the P state will depend only on the TDOS for majority (minority) 

electrons in the left electrode tunneling and the TDOS for majority (minority) 

electrons in the right electrode. The conductance in the AP state then depends on the 

TDOS for majority (minority) in the left electrode and minority (majority) in the right 

electrode. The conductances in both states can be written as:  

P L R L R

AP L R L R

G n n n n

G n n n n

   

   

 

 
 

 

 

(1.2) 
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Figure 1.1 Julliere cartoon of spin-dependent tunneling in magnetic tunnel junctions. 

 

Each electrode   has an effective tunneling spin polarization P : 
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The TMR defined as the percentage change of resistance between the P and AP 

electrode configuration with respect to the P state resistance can then be recast in 

terms of the electrode tunneling spin polarizations 
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This model is phenomenological and is generally used as a way of making a very 

rough estimate on the magnitude of the TMR and the TSP factors. In reality, the 

tunneling comes from bands with different effective masses and so the TDOS is some 

weighted average over the states involved in the tunnel current. The general vagueness 

of this definition means that the TSP itself is not an entirely well-defined concept. The 

Julliere model also ignores the geometry and structure of the bands of the insulator. 

Even in the case of a free-electron model with a simple rectangular barrier the Julliere 

TDOS contains no information about states in the insulator. This has been shown to be 

inconsistent with a calculation of the TMR using a direct calculation of the 

wavefunctions and the resultant effective tunnel current [8]. Last and most importantly 

the assumption that the tunneling matrix is independent of the nature of the electronic 

states in the electrodes and the barriers can be a very bad one. We will see this in the 

next section. 

1.4.1 Coherent Tunneling and TMR in MgO-based MTJs  
 

The approximation made by Julliere is invalid in the case where there is an 

epitaxial lattice match between the ferromagnetic electrodes and barrier. Under these 

conditions, k  is a conserved quantum number for the Bloch eigenstates in the system 

and wave-function matching considerations give considerable structure to the 

tunneling matrix. Calculations carried out independently by Butler [9] and Mathon 

[10] in the Fe|MgO|Fe system revealed that this conservation rule along with Bloch 

wave-function matching in the Fe electrodes and in the MgO are crucial in 
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determining the overall wave-functions/band structure and resultant conductance 

across the junction.  

The symmetry-class of the Bloch wave-functions (which in general have 

complex k ) in the Fe and the MgO are crucial for determining the matching and 

subsequent transmission of electrons. First, we restrict the discussion of tunneling to 

areas in the 2D 1
st
 B.Z. near the k =0 point (the   point). There reason for doing this 

is that majority transmission within the MgO barrier is strongly concentrated at k =0.  

 

 

Figure 1.2 Majority transmission for 12 layers of MgO sharply peaked about k  = 0. 

Taken from reference [9]. 

 

For simple rectangular barrier models the transmission is also strongly peaked near the 

  point (i.e. low k ). Near the   point, the wave-functions can be classified by the 

symmetry group associated with the in-plane cubic epitaxial relationship between the 

Fe and the MgO. This group is denoted as 4C  (the tetragonal group) and contains five 
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irreducible representation of the group sometimes labeled as Δ1, Δ1‟, Δ2, Δ2‟, and Δ5. 

The first four are one-dimensional representations and the fifth is a two-dimensional 

representation of the group. Δ1 is the trivial representation and represents states even 

with respect to C4 rotations about the z-axis. The character of the wavefunctions 

associated with the Δ1 representation are thus s, pz, and 2z
d . The Δ2 state is the 1D 

representation of the group associated with states that are odd with respect to the C4 

rotation but even with respect to the xz (or yz) plane. Thus the Δ2 state correspond to 

2 2x y
d


. The Δ2‟ representation is the same as the Δ2‟ except odd with respect to 

reflections about the xz mirror plane and thus corresponds to the dxy state. The Δ5 band 

is comprised of states of dxz, dyz, px and py character. The symmetry required for Δ1‟ 

states require f electron systems and thus play no part in the Fe|MgO|Fe system. The 

crucial point is that Bloch wave-functions of the same symmetry character match at 

the Fe|MgO boundary and thus the bands extending through Fe|MgO|Fe and 

contributing to the tunnel current can be essentially labeled by the underlying 

symmetry of the wave-functions. Thus Δ1 bands in the left Fe electrode match to Δ1 

band in the MgO and that to the Δ1 band in the right Fe electrode – thus forming a 

band with a generally complex wave-vector in the Fe|MgO|Fe heterostructure. A 

similar argument applies to the Δ5 band. The Δ2 band in Fe connects to the Δ2‟ band in 

MgO and vice-versa by noting that the BCC Fe and rock-salt structure MgO lattices 

are rotated by π/4 with respect to each other in the xy plane. 

We now must consider that each of the symmetry classified bands are spin-

split into minority and majority sub-bands. The conductance of the junction will then 
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depend on how the bands of various symmetry classes connect to each other when the 

electrodes are in the P and in the AP state. When the electrodes are in the P state, 

majority states will connect to majority states and minority states will couple to 

minority states (in absence of spin-flip scattering).  Here the Δ1 majority band 

dominates the tunnel current when the magnetization of both Fe electrodes are parallel 

[Figure 1.3]. The Δ1 majority bands have a very low effective mass in the MgO in this 

Fe electrode configuration. Minority electron current dominated by the Δ5 band is 

substantially smaller than the Δ1 majority electron current. Therefore the tunnel current 

is highly spin polarized and this spin polarization derives entirely from in-plane wave-

vector conservation, symmetry based selection rules, and the difference in effective 

masses between Bloch states of different symmetries. 
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Figure 1.3 Tunneling density of states (TDOS) for majority and minority bands in 

Fe|MgO|Fe in P state. Bottom row corresponds to majority-minority and minority-

majority tunneling in the AP state. States labeled by symmetry. Taken from reference 

[9]. 

 

When the Fe electrodes are in the AP configuration, majority to minority and 

minority to majority tunneling contributes to the conductance. However, there is a 

hole in the tunneling density of states for the Δ1 minority band near the Fermi energy 

at 0k  . The Δ1 wave-functions are still evanescent into the right Fe electrode and 

the tunnel current is highly suppressed. Other bands contribute to the tunnel current 

(e,g, the Δ5 bands) but their contributions in total are considerably smaller than that of 

the Δ1 bands. The main point is that in the AP state there is a very strong increase in 

the resistance when compared with the P state. This implies a very large TMR that is 
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entirely generated by symmetry-based selection rules. Ab-initio calculations 

(optimistic) have estimated the TMR in the Fe|MgO|Fe system to be on the order of 

~1000%.  

High room temperature TMRs (of ~180% ) in epitaxial Fe|MgO|Fe junctions 

were subsequently demonstrated by Yuasa et al.  In addition, they observed 

oscillations (not commensurate with the MgO lattice spacing) of the TMR with MgO 

thickness indicative of coherent tunneling and interpreted as interference between 

oscillatory decaying Δ1  and  Δ5 states within the MgO barrier [11]. Even higher TMR 

(~220%) in sputtered and annealed polycrystalline Co70Fe30|MgO|Co70Fe30 junctions 

was demonstrated by Parkin et al [12]. The replacement of CoFe with as-deposited 

amorphous CoFeB electrodes (allowing for a large degree of layer uniformity and 

smoothness) in MgO-MTJs constituted a significant advance [13]. Subsequent 

demonstrations of TMR in these junctions after post-deposition annealing showed 

TMR percentages around 600% at room temperature (1160% at T= 5 K) [14]. The low 

temperature values of the TMR in these junctions get close to the theoretical limits. 

The existence of such high TMRs in these MTJs and relative magnetic softness of 

these electrodes have obvious implications for their use in MRAM and sensor 

applications.  

1.5 The Spin Transfer Torque 

Spin currents impingent upon thin ferromagnetic layers (a few nanometers-

thick) can exert a torque on the ferromagnet. This phenomenon, known as The Spin 
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Transfer Torque (STT), was first predicted by Slonczewski [15] and its effects first 

experimentally observed by Tsoi et al. [16]  

The STT, at least in ferromagnets with low spin orbital coupling (e.g. Fe, Ni, Co 

and all their alloys), relies on conservation of the spin angular momentum and the fact 

that the spin quantization axis of the spin current tensor is not collinear with the 

magnetization of the ferromagnet. It can be shown that the component of the spin 

current transverse to the magnetization vector experiences a discontinuity at the FM 

interface [17]. This discontinuity implies a torque on the magnetization that can be 

represented in the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) dynamics of the magnetization as:  

STT STT

eff

dm dm
m H m

dt dt
            

 

(1.5) 

 

The first STT vector is known as the Slonczewski spin-torque and has the form: 

 
( )

2

STT

s

J
m p m

edM
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The second STT vector is typically called the perpendicular or field-like torque term 

and has the form: 

( )

2

STT

s

J
m p

edM

 
    

 

(1.7) 

 

The field-like torque is generally considered small in metallic systems due to 

rapid precessional spin dephasing from electrons coming from different parts of the 

Fermi surface of the FM. However, the field-like torque will be important for any 

system where the component of the spin accumulation transverse to the magnetization 
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vector does not dephase rapidly or where the thickness of the ferromagnet is on the 

order of the transverse spin coherence length (i.e. on the order of ~1-2 nm).  For 

example, the field-like torque is non-negligible in MgO MTJs where the tunneling and 

the spin-torque come from specific pockets in the 2D B.Z. (i.e. k||=0 for majority 

electrons). 

 

Figure 1.4 Diagram of torques on the magnetization as expressed in the LLG equation. 

When the polarization vector p  is near collinear with  M and effH , the spin-torque 

acts either as a damping or anti-damping term and the field-like torque either adds to 

or substracts the effective field (depending on whether p  is AP or P with respect to 

effH  and M ). 
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1.5.1 Spin Torques in FM|NM|FM Trilayers 
 

Typically, FM|spacer|FM structures are used where one of the layers typically 

known as the fixed layer serves as a reference layer and an electron spin polarizer. The 

other layer is more readily influenced by field and the spin-torque and is known as the 

free layer. The spacer can be either a normal metal or a tunnel barrier. We will focus 

on the FM|NM|FM systems for the moment. In this geometry, electron current flow 

from the fixed to the free layer destabilizes the free layer when the electrode 

orientation is in the AP state and stabilizes the orientation when the layers are in the P 

state. When the electron current flows from the free to the fixed layer, the situation is a 

bit different. Electrons reflected from the reference layer and with spin polarization 

opposite to that of the fixed layer polarization exert a torque on the free layer 

magnetization. As the sign of the incident spin polarization is the opposite, the spin 

torque in this configuration will serve to destabilize the P state and stabilize the AP 

state. The basic schematic of this situation is illustrated in Figure 1.5.  
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Figure 1.5 a) Shows spin-polarized electrons reflected and transmitted through 

reference layer (RL). Transmitted electrons will exert spin-torque that destabilizes AP 

state and acts as ant-damping torque on free layer. b) Reverse electron flow is required 

to destabilize the P case where the torque on the free layer comes from electrons 

reflected off the reference layer. Taken from reference [18].  

 

This picture is actually a bit simplistic in an FM|NM|FM system, but serves as 

a good cartoon sketch. In reality there are multiple reflections between the free and 

fixed layers as well as spin diffusive process within the ferromagnetic electrodes and 

normal metal spacer that a self-consistent treatment of the actual magnitude of the 

torques should take into account.  It has been shown that such spin-dependent 

reflections modify the spin-torque polarization function ( )  [19]. For a general 

asymmetric electrode configuration ( )   is given by [20]: 

( )
cos cos

q q

A B A B
 

 
  

 
 

 

(1.8) 
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1.5.2 Spin Torques in Magnetic Tunnel Junctions 
 

The structure of the spin torque in magnetic tunnel junctions [21] differs from 

the spin-torque in all metallic nanostructures. First, it has been shown that the 

perpendicular torque is not negligible (as it is in metallic systems) and can be on the 

order of ~20-30% of the in-plane torque. The bias dependence of the spin-torque is 

also not as simple as in metallic structures where the torque is simply proportional to 

the current. Careful angle-dependent ST-FMR measurements have shown that the bias 

dependent part of the perpendicular torque 2( )V V   in a fairly large bias range 

.6 .6biasV V V   (for a junction RA=12 2m ) [22]. The measured bias dependence 

of the perpendicular torque agrees with both ab-initio [23] and tight-binding 

calculations [24]. The measured in-plane torkance . ( )
d

const f V
dV


   exhibits a 

weak bias dependence in the experiment referenced [22]. In previous experiments it 

has been shown that in-plane torkance is bias independent (at least within the low 

voltage regime) [25]. This would imply that 
|| V  .  Given this weak bias dependence 

of 
d

dV


 in the low bias regime, the in-plane torkance can be expressed in terms of the 

angle between magnetization of the two ferromagnetic electrodes, the effective 

tunneling spin polarization factor, and the parallel conductance defined at V = 0 in the 

elastic coherent tunneling framework of Slonczewski [26]: 

2

0

2
( 0) sin

4 1

S
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d P dI
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dV e P dV
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Equation (1.9) reveals an important difference between FM|NM|FM and 

FM|I|FM systems. The theory predicts that the spin torque efficiency ( )  has no 

angular dependence and that the only angular dependence of the torque comes from 

the cross product and thus varies as sin . This has to do with the fact that one does not 

need to consider multiple reflections and spin accumulation in the F|I|F system as one 

has to with the F|NM|F system. Lastly, we note that the torque per unit voltage is 

symmetric for the P and AP arrangement (for symmetric junctions). This implies that 

for MTJs where RAP and RP are very different, the torque per unit current can be very 

different for the P and AP states.  

1.6 STT-Induced Magnetization Switching 

Spin-torque driven switching of small nearly monodomain bodies was first 

demonstrated in CPP-GMR Co/Cu/Co nanopillars [27]. The discovery provided an 

unambiguous demonstration of the STT and that spin polarized currents could be used 

to manipulate magnetic bodies. STT-induced switching was eventually demonstrated 

in MTJs as well [28]. The free layer and fixed layers for these experiments were in the 

collinear geometry where the reversal is via anti-damping switching. When the current 

density (and in particular the spin-current density) is high enough and the sign of the 

current is such that the spin-torque cancels out the Gilbert damping, the magnetization 

starts to oscillate about its original equilibrium position ( 0  ). If the current density 

is high enough the magnetization amplitude will grow to the point where it tips over 

the anisotropy energy barrier and relaxes down to the new equilibrium position 
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at  .  During the relaxation process the spin torque acts as a damping torque to 

settle the magnetization. The entire switching process is illustrated in Figure 1.6a. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6 a)  Anti-damping switching trajectory for an in-plane magnetized free layer. 

b) STT voltage switching curve for a CoFeB|MgO|CoFeB MTJ at |H-Hdip|=0. 

 

 The zero-temperature critical current instability for the anti-damping switching 

in the in-plane geometry is given by  

0

2
~

( ) 2

eff

demags
c k

Hed M
J H



 

 
  

 

 
 

(1.10) 

 

 

When the free and fixed layers are both perpendicularly magnetized the critical 

current for anti-damping switching becomes 
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(1.11) 

 

 

In Equations (1.10) and (1.11),  is the Gilbert damping, d is the thickness of the free 

layer, ( )  as the angular dependent spin-torque efficiency, kH  is the in-plane shape 

anisotropy of the free layer, 4eff

demag s kH M H    is the effective demagnetization 

field for an in-plane magnetized free layer that can be smaller than the full 

demagnetization due to a positive surface anisotropy contribution and 

, 4k eff k sH H M    is the effective perpendicular anisotropy field for an out-of-plane 

magnetized free layer. These expressions for the critical current are for T = 0 K and 

room temperature critical currents are generally substantially smaller due to the 

possibility of thermally activated reversal. 

   Switching in a geometry where the polarizer is magnetized out-of-plane with 

the free layer in plane has also been proposed [29], [30] and demonstrated 

experimentally [31], [32]. Here the magnetization reversal is precessional and ballistic 

in nature. The effect basically relies on the fact that the spin-torque acts to cant the 

magnetization slightly out-of-plane and that the free layer magnetization precesses 

about the effective demagnetization field. The simple picture is an idealization of the 

switching process and it has been shown that the effect of dipolar fields from the free 

and fixed layers, the spin-torque from additional layers (like an analyzer layer) and 

micromagnetic effects can be very important in understanding the nature of the 

switching.  
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1.7 STT-Driven Magnetization Dynamics 

 

DC spin polarized current can also induce steady-state coherent microwave 

dynamics of the magnetization. This phenomenon essentially occurs when the spin 

torque anti-damping torque is large enough to balance out the Gilbert damping of the 

ferromagnet and the free energy landscape of the ferromagnet is such that the spin-

torque stabilizes a limit cycle but where no other stable non-oscillatory states exist. 

For monodomain in-plane magnetized free layers with uniaxial anisotropy, this occurs 

when H>Hk is applied along the easy axis. Under these conditions, a high enough anti-

damping torque from the spin torque will cause in-plane precession. This oscillation of 

the free layer moment in a GMR or TMR stack structure will generate a microwave 

voltage. Magnetization dynamics of this kind was first observed by Kiselev et al. [33] 

Since then DC-driven spin-torque dynamics have been studied in confined nanopillar 

FM|NM|FM structures, point-contacts [34], [35] , and MTJs [36]–[38] with a whole 

host of magnetic layer structures and electrode configurations. More recent work has 

shown spin-transfer induced oscillations in SHE devices [39], [40]. Microwave 

emission induced by the spin-torque is attractive for a variety of reasons. These spin-

torque driven oscillators being magnetic in nature have frequency tunability with field 

(1-10 MHz/Oe). They also can have considerable tunability with DC current bias (10-

1000 MHz/mA). The essence of this frequency tunability comes from the fact that the 

frequency in these confined ferromagnets can depend heavily on the amplitude of the 

oscillations.  
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   Perhaps the simplest case to consider is the DC spin-torque dynamics in the in-

plane collinear electrode configuration. The dynamics in this configuration shows 

large red-shifting with Ibias. This red-shifting has been interpreted in terms of the 

theory of macro-spin orbits [41], [42] as being associated with the increasing 

amplitude of clam-shell type in-plane precessional (IPP) states. While the path-length 

of the orbit increases substantially as one increases the current density, the average 

orbital speed with which the magnetization traverses the path does not change 

significantly. This leads to a red-shifting of the oscillation frequency with Ibias and 

oscillation amplitude that can be substantial with df/dI ~ - 1 GHz/mA. 

 

Figure 1.7 IPP clamshell and OPP type orbits as predicted by the macrospin model. 

The z-axis is the direction of the easy axis and the x-direction is normal to the 

magnetic film plane. Adapted from reference [41]. 

 

As the in-plane clamshell amplitude gets large enough with increasing current 

density, the macro-spin theory predicts that the orbits become unstable to a bifurcation 

and the orbits jump to a different trajectory where the precession axis is predominantly 
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out-of-plane. These out-of-plane precession (OPP) states are characterized by blue-

shifting with increased current density. The predicted bifurcation of the macrospin 

model has been claimed to have been observed at high currents in the Py/Cu/Py 

system [43]. Blue-shifting with bias have also been observed in states where the 

magnetization has been saturated out of the plane or tilted out of plane by a large 

applied field [44] and is associated with the increase in the magnitude of the effective 

field as the oscillation amplitude increases. In general, however, the details of the 

dependence of frequency on bias can be quite subtle and will depend on the applied 

field direction and magnitude, the shape geometry and layer structure of the oscillator, 

magnetic moment orientation of the layers. For example, oscillators field-biased along 

the in-plane hard-axis can exhibit both weak blue-shifting and red-shifting and a cross-

over regime where df/dI is relatively flat. We will, in fact, observe similar weak blue-

shifting and red-shifting in our conditioned MTJ oscillators in Chapter 6. This weak 

blue-shifting observed in Figure 1.8 has nothing to do with out-of-plane precession as 

the trajectories of these hard-axis field bias oscillators are largely in-plane. The blue-

shifting arises from the effect of the in-plane anisotropy as the oscillation power 

increases when the magnetization is hard-axis biased. 
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Figure 1.8 f vs. Idc for different hard axis bias fields Hy in an in-plane free layer/in-

plane reference layer FM|NM|FM device. Adapted from reference [18]. 

 

Besides the frequency behavior with current bias and field, another important 

characteristic of STNOs that needs to be understood and tailored is the oscillator 

linewidth. This is a direct measure of the coherence of the oscillator and it is often 

desirable to have a very low linewidth/phase noise for the oscillator. In general, there 

are many factors that can contribute to the linewidth. The first factor arises when there 

is either telegraphing between multiple competing modes or between metastable static 

states and dynamical modes. This telegraphing leads to a finite linewidth for each 

mode which is given as 
1

f


  where   is the average dwell time in the state. In the 

case where the hopping out of a dynamical mode is well-described by thermally 

activation to another stable state (either dynamic or state) the expression for the 

linewidth becomes [45]: 
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0

1
exp[ / ]b Bf f E k T


    

 

 

(1.12) 

 

 

This expression relies on the fact that the dynamic and static states of the oscillator can 

be characterized by an effective energy and are fully thermalized and described by the 

same temperature. A finite effective temperature, however, is not necessary to get this 

sort of line-width broadening. Chaotic dynamics associated with hopping between 

phase space attractors can yield similar effects even at T = 0 K as has been pointed out 

by K.J. Lee et al. [46]. Single-shot dynamics studies have shown that that the 

simultaneous appearance of two broad peaks in spectrum analyzer measurements are 

actually hopping between the dynamical modes (on the scale of tens of nanoseconds) 

[47]. The linewidth broadening is then set by the dwell-times in each of the states. 

Spectrum analyzer measurements have also observed the presence of a broad 

dynamical peak with low frequency Lorentzian tails in the spectrum [48]. These line-

width broadening and low frequency tails are associated with hopping between a 

dynamical and static state. 

 There are other contributions to linewidth that are not associated with mode 

hopping. At finite temperature a free running oscillator can exchange energy with the 

thermal bath. This exchange of energy leads to fluctuations in the amplitude and phase 

of the oscillator. In systems where the free-running oscillator frequency is independent 

of the amplitude, the phase fluctuations/diffusion gives rise to a broadening of the 

oscillator linewidth in the frequency domain. However, STNOs have frequency-

amplitude nonlinear coupling and this adds an additional source of spectral broadening.  
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Slavin and Tiberkevitch have treated the problem of phase noise for STNOs 

where they have restricted the dynamics to a single oscillatory state with presumably 

an infinite dwell time. The basic starting point of the theory is a conversion of the 

LLG dynamics for a circular or elliptical precession to a first order ODE for a 

dimensional complex oscillation amplitude 
( )( ) ( ) i tc t p t e  . 

2 2 2( )
( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )

dc t
i c c I c c t f t

dt
  

    
 

 

 

 

(1.13) 

 

  

Equation (1.13) is derived by recasting of the Cartesian magnetic coordinates 

into circular/elliptical coordinates associated with the oscillation and a Holstein-

Primakoff transformation yielding the complex amplitude ( )c t . In Equation 

(1.13), ( )p t is the amplitude of the oscillator, ( )t is the phase, 
2

p c is the 

dimensionless power of the oscillation, 
2

( )c is the power-dependent frequency of 

the auto-oscillation, 
2 2 4

( ) (1 ' ...)Gc Q c Q c       is the nonlinear damping term, 

and 
2

( , ) ( )I c Ig p  is the anti-damping term arising from the spin-torque The 

terms Q , 'Q  and ( )g p  depend on the polarizer and free layer geometry. In the 

collinear electrode case ( ) 1g p p  . ( )f t  is a forcing term.  The effects of thermal 

noise on the oscillator equation can be studied by making ( )f t be a Langevin-type 

forcing term. The statistics of ( )f t  are uncorrelated white-noise distributed with an 

autocorrelation function ( ) ( ') ( ')f t f t D t t  . D is an effective diffusion constant 
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associated with the noise and is defined as ( )
( )

Bk T
D p

p
  where 

( )

Bk T

p
is the effective 

noise power at oscillator power p and ( )p is the energy of the oscillation. Auto-

oscillations begin when (0) ( ,0)thI     which defines the threshold current for 

spin-torque driven oscillations. The oscillation power p increases with current and in 

steady state the nonlinear damping term must at some point balance out the anti-

damping term to stabilize the limit cycle at a power 
0p . At this condition, 

0 0( ) ( , )p I p    . 

Equation (1.13) reduces to  

0

( )
( ) ( ) 0

dc t
i p c t

dt
   

 

 

 

(1.14) 

 

The solutions to Equation (1.14) have the steady-state form 

0 0 0( ) exp[ ( ) ]c t p i p t i   . This solution obviously does not hold when the 

Langevin forcing term is included and the now the solution 

becomes  0 0 0( ) ( ) exp[ ( ) ( )]c t p p t i p t i t     where 0( )p t p  . Expanding 

( )c t ,

0

0

( )
( ) ( )

p p

d p
p p p

dp


  



   and Equation (1.13) about the noise-free 

unperturbed trajectory yields two equations for the power fluctuations and the phase 

respectively. 

0

( )

p p

d p
N

dp





 Note that the equations are coupled. 
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 in Equation (1.15). In the limit 

that
0( )eff p    which is a good approximation, 

( )
~ ( )

d p t
p t

dt


  and is 

negligible compared to the other terms in Equation (1.15). We can then solve for 

0

0

( ) Re[ ( ) ]
( )

i

eff

p
p t f t e

p

 


 and placing this into Equation (1.16) yields:  
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1
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(1.17) 

 

Where
( ) ( )

arctan[ / ]
d p d p

N
dp dp

  
  

  
 

 and 

 
0

/ ( ) / _( ) /
p p

N d p dp d p dp  
     is the dimensionless frequency shift 

parameter. Equation (1.17) reveals a phase diffusion which contributes to the 
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linewidth of the oscillator. From these equations, it can be shown that the power 

spectrum of the oscillator is Lorentzian and the linewidth is: 

 2

0

0

1 ( )
( )

Bk T
p

p
 


     

 

 

(1.18) 

 

 

The linewidth is equivalent to the case of a linear oscillator but renormalized by the 

factor
21  which includes effects arising from nonlinear power-frequency coupling. 

The conclusion is that the linewidth is highly dependent on the dimensionless non-

linear frequency shift. In order to have a small linewidth it is desirable to make  <<1 . 

This can be accomplished by making N small (i.e. have very low frequency 

nonlinearity), or by making the denominator large. A large denominator for   means 

an enhanced dynamic damping for any fluctuations in the oscillation amplitude caused 

by the Langevin noise. The source of this effective dynamic damping can, in principle, 

come from local spatial variations in the magnetization and the spin-torque which 

serve to self-limit the effect that thermal fluctuations have on the amplitude noise. In 

Chapter 6, we will investigate dynamics in conditioned magnetic tunnel junctions 

where spatial variations in the magnetization and in the spin-torque distribution can 

lead to a high degree of time-coherence and where it is possible that both the small N 

and large dynamic damping mechanisms are at work.  

Besides reducing the linewidth of a single oscillator by tailoring the non-

linearities in the system via layer structure and field geometry, there have been many 

schemes used to externally reduce/manipulate the linewidth of these oscillators. Some 

of these include injection locking [49], [50], fractional locking and parametric 
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pumping [51], mutual oscillator phase-locking (via spin-wave coupling) [52], [53], etc. 

While much of the work has focused on mutual STNO coupling or injection locking to 

coherent electrical microwave signals, in Chapter 4 we will look at the possibility of 

coupling STNOs and magnetic thin films to GHz frequency acoustic phonons.  

1.8 Spin Pumping 

 

We have so far talked a great deal about the spin-transfer torque and the classes 

of dynamics that can be achieved by spin current injection into a ferromagnet. We now 

change tracks and discuss a reciprocal effect known as spin pumping.  

The strong hybridization of the conduction electron fluid near the interface of a  

transition metal ferromagnetic|normal metal (FM|NM) bilayer with the d-bands of the 

ferromagnet give rise to a whole host of interesting phenomena. In equilibrium, the 

static part of this hybridization gives rise to a spatially decaying oscillatory spin 

polarization of the conduction electron fluid in the NM as one goes away from the 

interface. This oscillating spin density in the spacer gives rise to the interlayer 

exchange coupling (IEC) between two ferromagnets in an FM|NM|FM system. In the 

limit that the conduction electron-ferromagnet interactions are treated as a sheet-like s-

d exchange interaction at the interface, the spin density oscillation follows the form of 

the sheet-RKKY range function. Spin pumping is precisely the phenomenon that 

describes what happens to this induced spin density in the conduction electron fluid of 

NM when the magnetization starts to precess. The process is thus related to the 

dynamic spin susceptibility of the conduction electron fluid. 
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Spin pumping is the production of a time-dependent oscillatory pure spin current 

pumped into NM by the precession of the magnetization in an FM|NM system. There 

are many ways to derive this phenomenon (scattering matrix theory [54], rotating 

frame analysis [55], etc.) but we like the linear response formalism [56], [57] due to 

the intuition it provides. The conduction electron fluid extending throughout the NM 

experiences an exchange field at the FM|NM interface. The Hamiltonian for this 

interfacial s-d exchange (with localized ferromagnets) can be written as: 

 3
i' ( ) ( , ) ( )

sheet

i

i V

H d r s r S r t r r     
 

(1.19) 

 

 

The sheet-like localized s-d exchange Hamiltonian is a bit of an idealization 

particularly in transition-metal FM|NM systems. However, it serves to illustrate the 

main point we are trying to make. The s-d exchange Hamiltonian implies that the 

magnetization provides a torque on the spins of the conduction electrons. The spins of 

the conduction electrons therefore also provide a reaction torque on the ferromagnet. 

The field that this reaction torque exerts on a local interfacial moment at a time t 

is , (0, ) ( 0, )eff iH t s z t



  where we have assumed that the torque of the conduction 

electron fluid on the magnetization should be localized to the interface.  This 

assumption is justifiable in that any spin density transverse to the magnetization 

decays away within the spin coherence length. The reaction field on the entire 

ferromagnet can be shown to be ( ) ( 0, )eff

a
H t s z t

d


  . The average is an 
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expectation value and can be found by the linear response of the conduction electron 

spins to the magnetization. This is expressed as: 

( , ) ' ( , , ') ( , ')

' ( , , ') ( ')

sheet

i i

i

sheet

i

i

s r t dt r r t S r t t

dt r r t M t t

 
















  


 

 

 

 
 

(1.20) 

 

  

We use the relationship between the magnetization of the entire ferromagnet and the 

local spins (assuming macrospin) ( , ) ( )iS r t M t



  where   is the volume of the 

ferromagnet. We can expand Equation (1.20) under the assumption that the 

magnetization motion is slow 
( )

( ') ( ) '
dM t

M t t M t t
dt

   and perform the sum over 

the localized spins. We can express the average induced conduction electron spin 

density depends (i.e. the coordinate normal to the FM|NM interface), we can integrate 

Equation (1.20) over the interface 

0

Im ( , ) ( )
( , ) lim Re ( , ) ( )

( , ) ( , )
2

iq z
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X z dM t
s z t X z M t

dt

dq
X z n e q

 
  



 




 

  













 
  

 

 

 
 

(1.21) 

 

  

Here sn is the sheet density of localized FM spins and   is the volume of the 

ferromagnet. The component of this induced spin density at z = 0 transverse to the 

magnetization generates the reaction torque  ( 0, )
a

m s z t
d





    on the entire 

ferromagnet. Evaluating Equation (1.21) at z = 0 and assuming all off diagonal terms 
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in the spin susceptibility are zero and that the response is isotropic yields a very simple 

expression for the torque: 

2

( ) Im[ ( , )]
2

effsd

a dq dm
m H t q m

d dt
   

  





   
     

 
  

 

(1.22) 

 

The reaction torque is essentially due to the phase lag of the spin-response of the 

conduction electron sea with respect to the magnetization precession. This is clear 

from the fact that the reaction torque depends explicitly on the imaginary part of the 

susceptibility of the conduction electron sea in Equation (1.22). This out-of phase 

response of the electron sea generates an additional damping term on the 

magnetization. Note that the entire wave-vector structure of the conduction electrons 

at the interface (i.e. band structure, Fermi surface topography, interfacial hybridization, 

etc.) is built into the damping torque through the integral over the response function. 

It can be shown, for general non-diagional/anisotropic  , that the form for 

the reaction torque on the entire FM is:  

  

1 2( )effsd

dm dm
m H t m

dt dt
         

 

(1.23) 

 

 

  

A derivation of this form is given by Mills [56]. The first torque term renormalizes the 

precession frequency. The second torque adds dissipation and serves to enhance the 

Gilbert damping. These two torques by conservation of spin angular momentum are 
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equivalent to spin currents emitted at the FM|NM interface and can be rewritten in the 

more familiar notation: 

4

pump

r is

dm dm
j g m g

dt dt

 
 

   
 

 
 

(1.24) 

 

Here rg
 and ig

corresponds to the real part and imaginary part of mixing 

conductance respectively and clearly have the physics of the s-d hybridization, the 

interfacial band structure, and the conduction electron spin response tucked inside 

them. We have operated under the assumption that the NM is infinite and that pumped 

spin current never returns to the ferromagnet. For a finite NM there is also a backflow 

spin current associated with the 0sj  boundary condition at the edge of the NM at x = 

L (Figure 1.9). 
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Figure 1.9 FM|NM bilayer and schematic of spin-pumping with precessing 

magnetization. 

  

 The backflow serves to reduce the effect of increased damping. In general, the 

measured spin current and the contribution to the magnetization damping from spin 

pumping in a FM|NM bilayer system has the details of the backflow and spin diffusion 

in the NM contained within it. This extracted quantity is the effective spin mixing 

conductance ,r effg  and is related to rg
 by the following equation:  

, 1

1 tanh( / )

r
r eff

sd

g
g

L 







 
 

 
 

(1.25) 

 

In the above equation, / sf   is the ratio of momentum to spin flip scattering time. 

sd  is the spin diffusion length of the normal metal and L is the thickness of the 
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normal metal. The relation is derived by solving for the net emitted spin current at the 

FM|NM interface using the spin diffusion equation and relevant boundary conditions 

for the spin currents and spin accumulation. One way to extract the rg for a FM|NM 

bilayer is to conduct an FMR experiment and measure the Gilbert damping using both 

an FM and NM thickness series. This allows one to extract ,r effg  for different values 

of NM thickness and then use Equation (1.25) to extract the true rg
. 

1.9 The Spin Hall Effect (SHE) and Inverse Spin Hall Effect (ISHE) 

  

The Spin Hall Effect was first proposed by Dyakonov and Perel [58] and then 

re-proposed by Hirsch [59]. The basic idea is that a charge current flowing through a 

material with high spin-orbit coupling generates a pure spin current transverse to the 

direction of charge current flow. The spin orientation of the generated spin current 

points normal to the induced spin current propagation direction and the charge current 

direction.  The situation is illustrated below in the first panel in Figure 1.10 a. 
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Figure 1.10 a) Illustration of SHE and ISHE processes. Adapted from reference [60] b) 

Pure spin currents injected into spin hall metal by resonant magnetization dynamics 

and spin pumping. Pure spin currents measured by charge voltage generated by ISHE. 

Adapted from reference [61]. 

  

  By Onsager reciprocity, a pure spin current flowing in such a material will 

generate a charge current transverse to the spin flow direction. This reciprocal effect is 

known as the Inverse Spin Hall Effect (ISHE). The basic equations governing these 

two phenomena are given in Equation (1.26):  

 

 

2

2

SH
s c

c SH s

j j
e

e
j j




 

 

 

 
 

(1.26) 

 

 

SH  is the Spin Hall angle and is often defined as js/jc (the ratio of the spin current to 

the charge current). It is also defined as the ratio of the off-diagonal spin to 

longitudinal charge conductivity 
2

s

xy

SH

xx

e 



 . There are three mechanisms for this 
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charge current to spin current conversion. The first is intrinsic in nature and does not 

require scattering but is instead due to off-diagonal spin conductivities arising from 

the band structure in the presence of spin-orbit coupling. The last two mechanisms are 

known as skew-scattering and side-jump scattering and are associated with the 

opposite deflection that electrons of opposite spin experience upon scattering in the 

presence of large spin-orbit coupling. The processes are pictorially represented in 

Figure 1.11.  

 

Figure 1.11 Representation of the processes contributing to the spin hall conductivity. 

Adapted from [62]. 

 

The first demonstration of the SHE in a metallic system was in Al using a non-

local voltage measurement [63]. Since then systematic and careful measurements 

demonstrated that very large spin Hall angles in heavy metals are possible. 

Measurements of the SHE in Pt ( ~ .07SH ) [64], Ta ( ~ .18SH  ) [65], 

W( ~ .30SH  ) [66], Ir ( ~ .09SH ) and a few other elements and alloys have been 

carried out reporting large spin Hall angles. In Ta and W, in particular, the spin Hall 

angles are high enough to generate enough spin current to switch a nanomagnet in a 

three-terminal (3T) structure .  
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  In systems where monodomain switching can be induced by SHE torques in a 

3T device, 
SH  can be extracted from current ramp rate measurements. ST-FMR in 

bilayer systems has also proven to be a powerful technique for characterizing 
SH  

although not without its artifacts and pitfalls. More recently, adiabatic lock-in 

techniques employing measurement of the first and second harmonic voltages of 

NM|FM in Hall bar devices have been used to measure current-induced torques 

(showing both Slonczewski and perpendicular torques) on the FM [67]–[69]. This 

method works well for devices with perpendicular anisotropy and the measurement of 

longitudinal and transverse torques has raised some interesting questions about the 

relationship between the torques and the nature of the spin-transport at these interfaces. 

SH  can be extracted by this method. Some have also used ferromagnetic resonance 

techniques using cavity FMR [70] and CPW geometries [71] in NM|FM bilayer 

systems in order to quantify SH . Here spin pumping and ISHE voltage detection are 

used in tandem to extract the spin hall angle. We will use the spin pumping/ISHE 

combination to resonantly convert surface acoustic phonons into pure spin currents 

and as an aid in studying the structure of SAW-drive magnetization dynamics in 

Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2  

 AN INTRODUCTION TO SURFACE ANISOTROPIES AND 

MAGNETOELASTIC EFFECTS IN MAGNETIC THIN FILMS 

2.1 Motivation 

This chapter reviews both key theoretical insights and experimental findings in 

the study of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) in ultra-thin magnetic films 

and provides the background which bears on our own studies in the subject matter that 

I will present in the following chapter. The past 30 years has seen much work done on 

magnetic surface anisotropy and PMA in 3d/4d and 3d/5d ferromagnetic/normal metal 

FM/NM transition metal multilayers. More recently there has been work on the 

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of normal metal/ferromagnet/metal oxide 

(NM/FM/MOx) trilayers. The discovery of PMA in these systems has reinvigorated 

research in the field in no small part due to the implication this has for all 

perpendicular magnetic tunnel junction structures (NM/FM/MOx/FM/NM). Our main 

point of view in this chapter will be to derive and/or state some of the basic 

phenomenological models used in understanding the magnetic anisotropy and 

magnetoelastic interactions at surfaces and interfaces. We will show typical models 

assumed in quantifying and extracting the magnetic surface anisotropy, point out 

where these models need to be modified (or are wrong), and elucidate the role that 

magnetoelastic effects play in these systems. Then we will review some of the 

connections between the phenomenological models and microscopic theory and finally 
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review some experimental findings in magnetic surface anisotropy and 

magnetoelasticity that are relevant for our work.   

2.2 Néel Pair Anisotropy Model:  Surface Symmetry Breaking and 

Phenomenology 

Néel posited that both magnetic anisotropy and magnetoelasticity could be 

derived from a common phenomenological framework known as the pair anisotropy 

model [1]. The model essentially assumes that there is a nearest neighbor spin-spin 

interaction energy that is dependent on the difference in the position vector of the two 

atoms. This interaction can be expressed in a multipole expansion and is written as: 

 
2 4 21 6 3

( ) ( ) cos ( ) ( ) cos ( ) cos ( ) ...
3 7 35

ij ij ij ijE g r l r q r  
   

           
   

 
(2.1) 

 

The angle   is the angle between M and the vector between the atoms. This is 

pictorially represented in Figure 2.1a. The prefactors {l(r),q(r)}represents the strength 

of dipolar and quadrupolar couplings.  
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Figure 2.1 a) Shows coordinate scheme for pair bond-oriented spin coupling b) Spin-

spin pair interactions are added for bulk cubic crystal. Coupling constants have full 

cubic lattice symmetry. c) Coupling situation at a surface with a nonmagnetic material 

N. Symmetry at a surface is reduced to tetragonal.  

 

Van Vleck put the phenomenological model on firmer ground by arguing that 

anisotropic inter-site exchange interactions can arise by orbital valence considerations 

[2]. Wavefunction overlap and Coulomb repulsion energies will depend on the relative 

orientation of the orbital angular momentum on each site as well as well as the 

direction of the orbital angular momenta with respect to the bond directions. In 

transition metal ferromagnets the orbital angular momentum is generally quenched but 

the spin-orbit coupling allows for a partial recovery of the orbital angular momentum 

and also generates an effective spin Hamiltonian that is anisotropic (as it depends on 

the bond directions). This spin Hamiltonian is expanded to second and fourth order in 

spin variables and can be converted to the pseudo-dipolar and pseudo-quadrupolar 

terms in the free energy associated with the Néel model. Note that these are not true 
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dipolar and quadrupolar terms and therefore may be restricted to act over nearest 

neighbor sites. This restriction cannot be made with magnetic dipolar and quadrupolar 

interaction that are longer range by nature. 

 We apply the Néel pair anisotropy model to a bulk simple cubic material 

[Figure 2.1b].  The dipolar and quadrupolar contributions from an atom‟s six nearest 

neighbors can be added up. Here we assume that the gij, lij, and qij have the full cubic 

symmetry. The cos ij can be recast in terms of a dot product between the displacement 

vector and the magnetization in directional cosines where 1 2 3{ , , }m    and 

1 2 3
ˆ { , , }ijr    . For the simple cubic lattice and in fact all cubic Bravais lattices, it 

can be readily shown by summing over the lattice that the dipolar contribution 

produces terms that do not depend on the magnetization angle (although still important 

for the elastic energy). The first terms that depend on the magnetization direction arise 

from summing the quadrupolar term and using the trigonometric identity 

2 2 2

1 2 3 1      we find that:  

 

4 4 4

1 2 3

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 3 1 1 3 2 1 2 3

( ) (2 2 2 )

( ) (2(1 ) 2(1 ) 2(1 ) )

quadE q r

q r

  

        

   

         
 

 

(2.2) 

  

  

After keeping terms that only have magnetization angular dependence we get: 

 
2 2 2 2 2 2

1 2 1 3 3 22 ( ) [ ]E N q r            
 

(2.3) 
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where 2, 16 / 9, 1      for simple cubic, BCC, and FCC lattices respectively. Clearly, 

the dipolar terms have completely vanished due to the symmetry of the lattice and 

only quadrupolar terms remain. However, this is no longer true at surfaces and at 

interfaces as the symmetry that allowed for the cancellation of all dipolar terms is no 

longer applicable in the z-direction. First, the presence of non-magnetic atoms (or 

vacuum) breaks the cubic symmetry and indeed even the bond lengths in the z-

direction into the solid will not be the same as in the bulk for the first few monolayers 

due to surface electronic effects.  For a cubic crystal, the symmetry class at the surface 

then becomes reduced to a tetragonal symmetry (a=b c). Different coupling constants 

are then required to describe the +z and –z couplings. Also of equal importance, the xy 

directional coupling at a surface can differ from bulk values. We will discuss the 

surface x-y couplings in more detail later as they have great import for surface 

magnetoelastic effects.  For now, we simply label the x-y couplings as 

{gs(r),ls(r),qs(r)}, the –z coupling into the ferromagnet as {gf(r),lf(r),qf(r)}, and the +z 

coupling into the non-magnetic metal as {gN(r),lN(r),qN(r)}. This last 

phenomenological coupling is not a true spin-spin coupling and could be viewed as a 

single-ion type term. We keep it here as an explicit reminder that surface electronic 

effects/surface spin-orbital coupling effects can modify spin anisotropy energies in 

ways that can be treated with single site spin energy terms. The situation at a surface 

described before is depicted in Figure 2.1c.  

 If we sum over the interactions about a site i at such an interface we get the 

following energy function to lowest order in the interaction strength: 
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2

1 2 3. 2[( ( ) ( )) / 2 ( )] ...i N F sE const l r l r l r       
 

(2.4) 

The symmetry breaking at the surface generates a surface anisotropy that depends on 

the angle with respect to the interface normal. Summing over a large 2D sheet we get a 

sheet anisotropy energy density: 

 
2cos ( )s

sheet K   
 

(2.5) 

Assuming that these surface effects are really localized at the surface, we can express 

the contribution of the surface sheet to the anisotropy energy density as 

2( )coss

surfaceK t t   . Integrating the energy density anisotropy (including 

demagnetization and possible volume type terms) and normalizing with respect to the 

volume of the magnetic film yields the average anisotropy energy density f in 

Equation . 

 
2 22 sins

V s

K
f K M

t
 

 
   
 

 
 

(2.6) 

 
The included volume type anisotropy term KV may arise from either local bond-

orientation (attained, for example, during magnetic annealing) or magnetoelastic 

interactions. The surface anisotropy contribution to the average energy density varies 

inversely with the film thickness as Ks/t. This surface anisotropy term will be 

modified 2 /sK t  for sandwiches (e.g. Cu/Co/Cu) and multilayer stacks (e.g. [Co/Pd]n) 
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where there are two identical interfaces per magnetic layer. Experimental fits to the 

Néel model involve multiplying the anisotropy energy density by the film thickness. 

  22eff s V sK t K K M t    
 

(2.7) 

 
  

The surface anisotropy Ks is extracted by extrapolating the line and finding the y-

intercept. Such a fit is depicted for the Co/Pd superlattice system  [3]. The intercept is 

at 1.3 ergs/cm
2
 and thus the extracted Ks= 0.65 ergs/cm

2
.  

 

Figure 2.2: Keffteff vs teff curves for epitaxial [Co(t)/Pd(10 A)]50superlattices. The form 

fits well to the Néel model with a Ks = 0.65 ergs/cm
2
. Figure taken from [3]. 

 

The Néel model can also give a phenomenological description of 

magnetoelastic interactions as well. The magnetoelastic interaction is the change of 

the magnetic anisotropy energy density as a function of lattice strains. As we have 
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seen, the pair anisotropy model assumes that the anisotropy can be derived from a 

multipole expansion of anisotropic exchange interactions. Crystal strains will modify 

these effective spin interaction energies. We start with a bulk cubic crystal and we 

impose a strain in the x-direction. The new equilibrium bond lengths in the x-direction 

are r = r0(1+exx). The interaction strengths are then changed from 

0 0 0{ ( ), ( ), ( )}g r l r q r to

0

0 0 0

( ) ( ) ( )
{ ( ) , ( ) , ( ) }xx xx xx

r r

dg r dl r dq r
g r r e l r r e q r r e

dr dr dr 

   to the 

lowest order in the strain. As crystal strains get larger (i.e. into the few percent), higher 

order terms in the crystal strain will be required to describe the change in the 

interaction strengths. An exaggerated representation of the situation can be seen below 

(Figure 2.3): 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Cubic lattice under uniaxial strain exx. Strain changes the anisotropic spin-

spin interaction energies and contributes to the anisotropy. 
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We sum over nearest neighbor interactions and this yields: 

 
0

0

2 2 2

0 0 0 1 1 3

2

0 1

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ...

( )

xx xx

r r

strained xx

r r

dg r dl r
E g r r e l r r e l r

dr dr

dl r
E r e

dr

  







 
        

 

 
   

 

 
 

(2.8) 

 
 

If we sum over lattice sites and include all other possible uniaxial strain components 

(and ignore the possibility of shear strains for the moment) we derive a magnetoelastic 

free energy that is: 

 
2 2 2

1 1 2 3( )ME xx xx zzf B e e e      
 

(2.9) 

where
1B  is the bulk magnetoelastic constant coupling the magnetization to uniaxial 

strains.  

1B describes the way that the magnetic free energy changes under applied 

strain within the interior of a thicker film. However, the spin-spin coupling energies in 

ultra thin films may deviate substantially from the bulk and subsequently alter the 

behavior of the magnetic free energy under applied strain. The same Néel pair 

anisotropy model used to derive the surface anisotropy can be used to argue for the 

form and symmetry that magnetoelastic couplings have at interfaces and surfaces. We 

examine the case where the pair-pair interactions are coordinated as in Figure 2.1c. 

We look at the effect of in-plane strains as well as the effect of strains in the 

perpendicular direction at the surface. To lowest order for the surface atoms we get 

terms: 
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(2.10) 

 

The term ( )sl r is used to explicitly denote that the in-plane spin-spin couplings will 

also be different at an interface or surface from the bulk, and in principle the z-

direction spin couplings will also differ. A summation over the surface atoms and 

normalization by the volume then yields an addition to the magnetic anisotropy energy 

density: 

 
2 2 21311

1 1 2 1 3( )
ss
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(2.11) 

 

The form we have derived is presented in O Handley et al. (we exclude shear terms) 

[4]. We note that there are two independent surface magnetoelastic couplings 

11

sB and 13

sB  for the simple cubic system and polycrystalline films that are z-axis 

textured (but oriented randomly in-plane).
11

sB is the magnetic coupling to in-plane non-

shear strains (exx,eyy) while 13

sB corresponds to magnetic coupling to 

dilatation/compression in the thickness direction (ezz).In general these terms will both 

be important and can be measured independently. A complete symmetry-invariant 

form for the various surface and bulk magnetoelastic constants, anisotropy constants, 

and elastic constants have been derived by de Lachiesserie [5].  

Equation 3.11 for the magnetoelastic energy only takes terms that are lowest 

order in the strain. We did this simply to show that the Néel model not only yields a 
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surface anisotropy term but also (to first order) yields a surface magnetoelastic term. 

However, first order approximations on the magnetoelastic coupling may not be 

appropriate for system under high strain (>1%). Ultra-thin films are routinely under 

such high strains such that the volume magnetoelastic coupling will need to be 

expanded to the next order. Thus 
effB B D 

 
where D is the second order 

magnetoelastic coupling. The relevance of second order magnetoelasticity and 

experimental evidence for it will be discussed in subsequent sections.  

 

2.3 Strain Behavior in Thin Films, Magnetoelasticity and the Connection 

to Surface Anisotropy 

 

2.3.1 Magnetoelastic Surface and Volume Anisotropy: The Kink Model 

 

The Néel model for surface anisotropy, in its original form, assumes a sheet δ-

function type term in the anisotropy energy that occurs at a surface or interface. 

However, this is only valid for perfectly flat interfaces and in situations where the 

changes to the anisotropy energy are confined to within an atomic layer or less (e.g. 

anisotropy changes induced by surface electronic effects in metals). There are effects 

however that can appear like Néel surface anisotropy terms in the energy density but 

whose origins lie in effects that penetrate deeper into the film. One such contribution 
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can arise from magnetoelastic interactions via biaxial strain fields that vary smoothly 

through the thickness of the film. 

The first proposition of such a term was sketched out by Bruno and Chappert 

in the context of epitaxial Co/Au multilayers [6]. Epitaxial films grown on a substrate 

in heteroepitaxy will typically be under some degree of misfit strain. In the instances 

that the misfit is not too large and where Frank-van der Merwe growth is favorable, 

the film and substrate will grow in a state of strain and fully accommodate the misfit. 

This is known as the pseudomorphic growth phase and the biaxial strain will 

be   . However, at some critical thickness it will be energetically favorable to 

start relaxing the misfit strain by introducing dislocations. The critical thickness at 

which this occurs can be derived by comparing the elastic energy for introducing a 

sheet of edge dislocations and the elastic energy for keeping the film pseudomorphic. 

The energy analysis predicts a / ( )c dt a C   where  is factor of order unity,  is 

the dislocation energy per unit length and is related to the shear modulus of the film 

and the Burgers vector associated with the dislocation, da is the in-plane lattice 

constant and C is the biaxial elastic modulus. The long-range strain field then starts to 

vary as ct

t


   as the pseudomorphic strain relaxes via the introduction of 

dislocations. This phase of growth above the thermodynamic critical thickness is 

known as the incoherent growth mode. 
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Figure 2.4. Accommodation of epitaxial misfit strains by introduction of edge 

dislocations. Taken from [6]. 

 

 

The functional form for the magnetoelastic anisotropy density within the 

coherent and the incoherent regime goes as: 
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(2.12) 

 

  
 

KN is used to denote a Néel-type interface anisotropy term. The magnetoelastic 

interaction appears as an effective surface in the incoherent regime. The magnitude of 

this effective surface anisotropy is not necessarily small. Assuming the magnetoelastic 

constant of bulk hcp Co, a misfit  =-14% between Co and Au(111) and .2ct nm , 
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Bruno estimated that the magnetoelastic contribution to 
sK is ~ 0.7 ergs/cm

2
. This is of 

the same order as the experimental value for the Co/Au system
sK ~ 0.5 ergs/cm

2
 

extracted by FMR experiments [7]. Thus magnetoelastic contributions can be an 

important contribution to the overall surface anisotropy.  

If tc is on the order of a few atomic layers the transition between coherent and 

incoherent growth will be appear as a kink in the behavior of the Keffteff curve. This 

thickness dependence is depicted in Figure 2.5b. 

  

 

 

Figure 2.5 a) Biaxial strain field as a function of thickness. Region I corresponds to 

pseudomorphic growth and region II to incoherent growth modes. b) Keffteffvsteff for a 

multilayer/sandwich sample assuming a magnetoelastic interaction given by Equation 

(2.12). KN is the “true” Néel surface anisotropy while KS includes the magnetoelastic 

anisotropy. 
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The intercept made by extrapolating the Keffteff line to zero thickness in the 

incoherent regime is a measure of the combined Néel surface energy and 

magnetoelastic anisotropy contribution. In the coherent regime, the y-intercept 

constitutes a Néel type surface term. Such a kink model was used by Jungblut et al. to 

fit to data in the epitaxial Cu/Ni/Cu system where it is believed that magnetoelastic 

anisotropy is responsible for the emergence of PMA [8]. Their experimental Keffteff 

curve and fit are shown in Figure 2.6 . 

 

Figure 2.6 Kt vs t curve for the Cu/Ni(001)/Cu epitaxial system. The solid line 

represents a fit to the data by the kink model. Data taken from Jungblut et al. [8].  
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 A quick examination of Figure 2.6 shows a region of approximately 3 nm 

(from 4-7 nm) in the Ni thickness that does not fit well to the kink model. In fact, the 

curve is anything but a kink and varies smoothly. This could be due to a large cross 

over region between the two strain regimes (i.e. coherent to incoherent). However, 

there is no evidence for such a large cross over region in the Ni/Cu (001) system. This 

raises the question as to whether there is an additional missing term. 

2.3.2 Surface Magnetoelasticity, Strain Relaxation and the Keffteff Curve  
 

The main problem with the energy term proposed by Bruno and used by 

Jungblut et al. is that the magnetoelastic coupling B is assumed to be the bulk value. 

As we have shown before, the magnetoelastic coupling itself need not be the same as 

the bulk value and may include a substantial surface term. If the system has a strong 

surface magnetoelasticity, the anisotropy energy given by Equation (2.12) is not 

reasonable and will lead to erroneous conclusions about the value of intrinsic Néel 

surface anisotropies. It may not even capture the functional form of the anisotropy 

energy with thickness. This was pointed out by Bochi et al. in the Co/Cu epitaxial 

superlattice [9] and Cu/Ni/Cu epitaxial system [10]. The analysis combines previous 

magnetometry/anisotropy data, and LEED measurements of the epitaxial strain in the 

magnetic layer to fit for the surface magnetoelastic and volume magnetoelastic 

coupling terms. In order to see the effects surface magnetoelasticity has on the 

anisotropy energy, we adopt Equation (2.11) to the case where the film is under 
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biaxial strain
0 0 0

2
{ , , } { ( ), ( ), ( )}

1
xx yy zz t t t


     







. Here we have ignored shear 

strains and we assume that ν=1/3 (which is reasonable for metals). 
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(2.13) 

 

    

Here 11 13biaxial

s s sB B B  and 11 13biaxial

V V VB B B  . The behavior of the anisotropy energy as 

represented in Equation (2.13) depends heavily on the thickness dependence of the 

strain and the sign and magnitude of the volume and surface magnetoelastic couplings. 

For a film in pseudomorphic growth (i.e. under constant biaxial strain), the 

magnetoelastic energy will contribute both to the surface ( ME

s sK B  ) and volume 

type ( ME

V VK B   ) magnetic anisotropy terms. In the incoherent growth regime the 

magnetoelastic interaction will contribute a term ME

s V cK B t  to the surface 

anisotropy, and a new term s cB t

t t


 to the anisotropy energy density. This new term 

generates non-linearities in Keffteff vs teff as can be seen in Equation (2.14). 

   22
biaxial

biaxials c
eff eff s V c s eff

eff

B t
K t K B t M t

t


       (2.14) 

   

Depending on the sign and magnitude of the surface and volume 

magnetoelastic couplings and the strain relaxation profile, Equation (2.14) can fit the 

crossover behavior seen in Jungblut et al and will appear as a sublinear deviation of 

Keffteff in certain thickness regimes. An example from the Ni/Cu(001) system is 

depicted in Figure 2.7. [10].  
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Figure 2.7 Keffteff vs teff curve for the Ni/Cu(001) system as measured by Bochi et al. 

The solid line represents a fit of the data using Equation (2.14) with extracted fit 

values of Bs = -67 ergs/cm
2
 and Ks=.98 ergs/cm

2
 and an assumed η=2.6%, tc=1.8 nm, 

and BV = -6.2x10
7
 ergs/cm

3
. Ms was measured to be 488 emu/cm

3
. 

 

The crossover/maximum in Keffteff vs teff in Jungblut et al. and Bochi et al. occur 

at a thickness well above the critical thermodynamic thickness for strain relaxation in 

the Ni/Cu(001) system. The presence of a Cu overlayer may change the value for the 

coherent-incoherent transition. However, the crossover in Keffteff does not necessarily 

need to arise from a coherent to incoherent transition and can have its origins in 

surface magnetoelastic effects coupled with strain relaxation. 
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2.3.3  Surface Magnetoelasticity and Second Order Couplings 
 

The fitting by Bochi et al. is a phenomenological fit to the surface and volume 

magnetoelastic couplings. However, just as the surface anisotropy Ks can have its 

origin in Néel type terms or in strain relaxation effects, the same is true of the surface 

magnetoelastic coupling. As we mentioned before, the magnetoelastic coupling in 

systems under high strain will itself be strain dependent and will include second order 

terms. If one imagines a case where the strain is high and relaxes as 1/t, then the 

effective magnetoelastic coupling can be expressed as:  

                             
( ) ( / )eff

eff V effB B D t B D t       (2.15) 

 

 

Thus the second order magnetoelastic term can look like a surface 

magnetoelastic coupling as well. Thus, in principle, surface magnetoelastic couplings 

in ultra-thin films under high strain will likely contain contributions from surface 

electronic effects as well as contributions from non-linear magnetoelastic energies. 

The importance of the latter has been determined by a series of experiments that will 

be discussed later. The most important point though is that a full understanding and 

characterization of the magnetoelasticity and strain must be carried out before one can 

understand and parse the behavior of the magnetic anisotropy of a film in the ultrathin 

regime. 
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2.3.4 Strain Behavior in Thin Films 
 

The equilibrium theory (Matthews-Blakeslee) for strain relaxation from 

pseudomorphic growth considers the energy required to introduce a misfit dislocation 

and the elastic energy associated with pseudomorphic growth. [11] The equilibrium 

thickness tc at which this relaxation occurs and associated interfacial dislocation 

density is found by minimizing the total elastic energy (from both dislocations and 

misfit). The resultant strain field in the plane of the interface will in general depend on 

the equilibrium dislocation density, the critical thickness and misfit strain.  In a 

general form, the strain field can be expressed as:   

                             

4
ln

( )
4

ln

c c

c

t

t tb
t

tt t

b

  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 (2.16) 

 

The approximation of a 1/t type strain dependence has been used by Bruno and 

Jungblut et al. as we have seen before. However, strain measurements on epitaxial 

films undergoing relaxation by dislocation generation do not always follow such a 

scaling law. For example, strain relaxation going as t 
-0.70

 has been measured for Ni 

films in epitaxial Cu/Ni(001)/Cu(001) sandwiches [12]. This type of deviation from a 

1/t dependence may, in part, be due to the fact that the dislocation generation as a 

function of film thickness may be considerably lower than predicted by the 

equilibrium theory. Such an impedance to dislocation generation could arise from 

kinetic effects (i.e. energy barriers required for dislocation generation) and will depend 
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in detail on the elastic constants of material, the orientation of dislocation lines (i.e. 

whether the Burger‟s vector), and the thin film growth process.     

Analysis and understanding of the stress in polycrystalline films where there is 

no epitaxial relationship between the film and the substrate can be even more 

complicated. Studies on magnetron sputtered films have shown films with strain 

thickness dependences t  with  ranging from 0.25 to 1. This scaling exponent in 

magnetron sputtered films is known to vary with Ar processing gas pressure and 

sputter power density [13].   

The thickness dependence, and the sign and magnitude of strain in 

polycrystalline films are determined in detail by kinetic effects as well as 

morphological effects and atom-atom bonding energy considerations during the 

deposition. An obvious example of kinetics effects on film strain is seen in the case of 

magnetron sputtered films where the film is continually subject to high-energy (~tens 

of eV) bombardment by Ar neutrals and target atoms in the low Ar gas pressure 

regime (< a few mtorr). This continuous “peening” is known to put certain metallic 

films (Mo, Ta, W) under high compressive stress on the order of ~ 1 GPa even as the 

films grow thick (~ 1 um) [14]. 

Morphological and kinetic effects in polycrystalline evaporated films are also 

of considerable importance. Depending on the wetting properties of the film to the 

substrate, well-separated islands may form in the initial phase of growth (e.g. Au on 

SiO2). The stresses on each well-isolated island in this phase of growth can be highly 

compressive.  However, as more atoms are deposited on the surface, the island density 
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will get higher and islands will get larger. Atom-atom interactions between closely 

spaced islands can either drive coalescence and/or cause the atoms in various islands 

or grains to be put under considerable tensile strain (on the order of several GPa for 

refractory/low adatom mobility metals). These types of tensile strains can relax as 

grains and islands coalesce [15]. The behavior of film stress with the nominal 

thickness is obviously not simple and various models have been proposed that relate 

the stress in the film to the average radius and height of each grain, the various surface 

interaction energies, ad-atom mobility, etc.  

Clearly stress/strain evolution in thin films is not straightforward. We will not 

even pretend to review this subject matter any further. Our main point in this section is 

simply to point out that the strain magnitude in either epitaxial or polycrystalline ultra-

thin films can be substantial and does not necessarily scale inversely with the film 

thickness. The dependence of strain field on the thickness will alter the thickness 

dependence of the magnetic anisotropy and the magnetoelastic couplings. A proper 

measurement of the strain field and its evolution is thus very important to characterize 

magnetoelastic effects in ultra-thin films and even more specifically to separate out 

what comes from strain effects and what comes from possible electronic effects that 

are closely confined to the interface.  
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2.4 Microscopic Sources of Néel-type Surface Anisotropy and Surface 

Magnetoelasticity 

 

We have seen that the anisotropy can be viewed in terms of a combination of 

effects localized at the interface and effects emerging from longer-range behavior (e.g. 

residual strain fields). The Néel model, which captures the symmetries of effects 

localized at the surface, makes no statement on the microscopic origin of such 

couplings. What sort of electronic processes are responsible for the Néel-type surface 

anisotropy and what formalism is apt for describing these processes? The answer to 

these questions depends on the class of material involved (i.e. insulators with localized 

moments, rare earth metal f-electron systems, or transition metal d-electron 

ferromagnets). We focus on electronic processes in transition metal ferromagnets as 

our experiments will exclusively deal with these.  

 The Néel surface anisotropy derives from pseudodipolar and 

pseudoquadrupolar pair interaction terms. These terms have the effects of electron 

spin-orbit interaction, nearest-neighbor Coulomb interactions, and orbital 

hybridization tucked inside them. The last two contributions are commonly known as 

the crystal field potential in the literature. In ultra-thin transition metal ferromagnets, 

the way in which the magnetic anisotropy and magnetoelastic couplings depend on the 

spin-orbit interaction and the crystal fields will be informed by the structure of the d-

bands, the chemical potential, and any surface electric field effects. Accounting for all 

of these requires a self-consistent treatment of the many electron problem in a metallic 

ferromagnet at a surface. 
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Some fairly general formalism has been laid down by Bruno [16] and Freeman 

[17] in order to calculate the magnetic surface anisotropy and magnetoelastic 

interaction in transition metal monolayers. The essential ingredient in all of these 

calculations is an accounting of the spin-orbit interaction in a 2D itinerant magnet with 

a proper calculation of the band structure in these systems. We sketch Bruno‟s scheme 

for calculating surface magnetic anisotropies as the method is intuitive and yields 

some fairly general relationships.  

The anisotropy energy emerges from considering energy corrections of the 

ground state (i.e. the Fermi sea) in a 2D transition metal ferromagnet induced by the 

spin-orbital coupling. In transition metal ferromagnets, these spin orbit corrections can 

be treated perturbatively as the spin orbit energy scale in the 2D system is on the order 

of 10 meV/atom while the transition metal d-bandwidth (set by kinetic hopping terms 

and Coulomb repulsion) is on the order of eV/atom. The k-space diagional part of the 

spin-orbit Hamiltonian can be expressed as: 

1 2

1 1 2 2

†

. . 1 1 2 2 , ,

, , , ,

( ) ( )S O

k

H L S c k c k   
   

       (2.17) 

 The μ index ranges over 3d subbands of different orbital characters (xy, xz, yz, 3z
2
-

r
2
, x

2
-y

2
). Energy shifts can be computed by time-independent perturbation theory. 

Any contributions of the spin-orbit matrix to energy shifts (diagonal terms) 

vanish in first order. This is easy to see by noting that the subbands denoting the 

orbitals in the cubic representation are actually equal admixtures of states of opposite 

orbital angular momentum. For example the angular part of the dz
2
 orbital can be 
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written as  2 2

2 2 / 2Y Y  . Naturally, the diagonal terms of the S.O. interaction will 

sum to zero. Therefore, any contribution to the energy must come as second order in 

the spin-orbit interaction strength. Using second order perturbation theory the energy 

correction is: 
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(2.18) 

The ground state wavefunction can be written as: 
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(2.19) 

The virtual states excited by the spin orbit interaction can be expressed as 

2 2 1 1

†

, ,( ) ( )n nexc c k c k gr 
 
where the excited state energy is such that 

1 1 2 2, ,( ) ( )n F nk k     . Bruno showed that one can express (2.18) as 
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(2.20) 

where G is a factor associated  with the spin-dependent density of states for the sub-

bands above and below the Fermi level. The spin-orbit interaction can also lead to a 

substantial surface orbital moment. The expectation value of the orbital angular 

momentum along the spin quantization axis   to lowest order is: 

 . .SO

exc gr exc

gr L exc
L exc H gr c c




 

 


  
 

(2.21) 
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Using the identity 
1 21 1 2 2 1 22L L S           , one can then express the 

average orbital angular momentum as: 
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(2.22) 

 H is also a factor associated with the density of states above and below the Fermi 

level (but distinct from G). The form in Equation 3.17 is identical to the energy shift 

apart from a prefactor of 4 and replacing G by H.  

 The matrix elements of L S between the various subband states are not 

difficult to calculate but a reference is given here to the various matrix elements [18]. 

The orbital angular momentum is assumed to be quantized along the 0z axis, which 

corresponds to the film plane normal. The spin quantization axis is taken to lie along 

the 0  axis and makes a polar angle θ and azimuthal angle with the z axis. A 

summation over the various subbands with an explicit use of the matrix elements in 

terms of   and  yields 2

0 sinsE K K    and for (001) and (111) oriented films. A 

similar relationship must also hold for the orbital angular momentum about the spin 

quantization axis: 2

0 2 sinL L L   . The formulation by Bruno thus shows how 

surface anisotropy can emerge from interfacial electronic spin-orbit processes and how 

this surface anisotropy is connected to surface orbital moment anisotropy. This latter 

connection has been the subject of a few studies, the most recent of which has studied 

the relationship between the anisotropy in the g-factor g g   (which is an explicit 

measure of the orbital moment anisotropy) and the perpendicular anisotropy field Hk 

by FMR in Co/Ni multilayers [19].  
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 Bruno's formalism, however, masks the details of the band structure in G and 

H type functions. A treatment by Wang, Wu and Freeman makes transparent the types 

of second order processes that are involved in determining the surface anisotropy and 

magnetoelasticity by explicitly looking at the role the exchange splitting of the d bands 

play. This treatment divides the spin-orbit electronic processes in two. The first comes 

from second order processes between occupied majority states and unoccupied 

minority states. The other comes from occupied minority states to unoccupied 

minority states. The large exchange splitting (~ 1 eV) of the d-bands is the main 

reason why there are no terms contributed from scattering through unoccupied 

majority states. The very large exchange splitting energy means that the majority 

states are nearly completely occupied and all lie below EF. 

 

2 2
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(2.23) 

 

The first term (which they call the E
ud

) can be treated by assuming that the energy gap 

between occupied majority states and unoccupied minority states are on the order of 

the exchange splitting exE . We take terms of the spin-orbit interaction that involve 

spin-flip processes (with   as the spin-quantization axis). As we are summing over all 

the occupied majority states we are essentially summing over a complete orbital basis 

set. We then use the completeness relations to write the energy as: 
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A little manipulation and the completeness relation over the entire minority band 

yields: 
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(2.25) 

The anisotropy udE  is simply the difference in energy between   being ẑ versus x̂ . 

A little bit of algebraic manipulation shows that the contribution to the anisotropy 

energy from majority to minority processes is: 
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(2.26) 

Thus the spin-flip part of the second order spin-orbit processes yield a term that is 

directly proportional to the z-component of the orbital angular momentum. Thus it is 

really only this component of the surface anisotropy that is related to the surface 

orbital angular momentum in a way that is not very sensitive to fine changes in the 

band structure.  

 The second term in Equation (2.23) is the non-spin flip portion of the spin-

orbit interaction and thus connects minority occupied to minority unoccupied states.  

The anisotropy associated with these processes is:  
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(2.27) 

 

This component of the anisotropy energy density is very much more sensitive to the 

details of the minority band structure -- particularly in areas near band degeneracies. It 

is this component that will be sensitive to lifting of degeneracies induced by external 

stimuli (such as electric fields, etc.). 

  Accurate accounting of Néel-type surface anisotropies in TM ferromagnets 

thus requires a proper accounting of spin-orbit processes and the structure of the 

majority and minority bands. This is typically done by ab-initio (DFT) calculations 

where the bands and potentials are solved for self-consistently in some set of 

approximations on the way in which the potential depends on the electron density (the 

simplest being the LSDA). Calculations for the surface anisotropy in multilayered 

systems, sandwiches, and bilayers have been numerous and have met with reasonable 

success.  

 Fewer calculations have been done on the surface magnetoelasticity. Intrinsic 

surface magnetoelastic effects are also dependent on the band structure and spin-orbit 

processes. Ab-initio techniques allow determination of changes in the band structure 

under either uniaxial or biaxial strain that consequently alter the magnetic anisotropy 

energy. Calculations have been carried out for the magnetoelasticity/magnetostriction 

of Co monolayers on Cu(001) and Pd(001) [20]. These calculations show a strong 

dependence of the magnetostriction of fcc Co on the material with which it is 
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interfaced, λ001= -57 ppm for Co/Cu(001) and λ001= +230 ppm for Co/Pd(001). 

Calculations on Co/Pd(111) where PMA emerges shows λ111~ 0 [21]. Another 

calculation carried out on the Co/Cu(001) system  reveal the presence of a surface 

magnetoelastic coupling Bs= +5.51 ergs/cm
2
 opposing the sign of the bulk 

magnetoelastic coupling [22]. The magnitude of such surface magnetoelastic coupling 

terms can also be quite large (in the Co/Cu calculation Bs is nearly an order of 

magnitude larger than the interfacial anisotropy Ks= 0.575 ergs/cm
2
). These ab-initio 

calculations show that surface magnetoelastic effects can be very large at interfaces, 

have the opposite sign as the bulk, and are highly sensitive to the interface involved.  

Interfacial effects (including surface electronic processes, spin-orbit coupling) can be 

very important in determining the magnetoelastic response. 

2.4.1 A Quick Review of Recent Progress in Surface Anisotropy  
 

Experimental studies on surface anisotropy have been conducted in a wide 

variety of FM/NM bilayers, sandwiches, and multilayers. The sheer scope of the work 

in this field (extending back into the late 70‟s) prohibits a detailed discussion here. We 

refer the reader to a comprehensive review of the subject [23] and discuss some more 

recent results.  It was widely believed that PMA driven by intrinsic surface electronic 

effects, as opposed to largely magnetoelastic driven PMA in epitaxial Ni systems, 

could only exist at highly spin-orbit coupled interfaces such as Co/Pt, Fe/Pt, Co/Pd, 

and Co/Au (although magnetoelastic interactions are probably very important in these 

systems as well). These interfaces exhibit high positive surface anisotropy even in 

sputtered or evaporated multilayers. However, the discovery of PMA in relatively low 
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S.O. coupling Co/Ni multilayers inspired by ab-initio predictions started to challenge 

the assumption that heavy metal/ferromagnet interfaces are required to drive 

perpendicular anisotropy [24]. More recent work in NM/FM/MOx systems have 

shattered this notion altogether. The discovery of large enhancement of the PMA in 

Pt/Co/AlOx over Pt/Co/Pt is one such example. The average surface anisotropy energy 

per interface in a 325 C post-annealed Pt|Co|AlOx  trilayer (deposited by sputtering) 

was reported to be 1.4 ergs/cm
2
 [25]. This value is considerably larger than the largest 

interface anisotropy energy reported for sputtered Co|Pt(111) at Ks= 0.92 ergs/cm
2
 

[26]. Careful oxygen dose control of the AlOx [27] combined with XAS and XPS 

measurements of the oxidation state [28] of the Co at the Co|AlOx interface have 

determined that the interfacial anisotropy is highly sensitive to oxygen content. 

Similar results of exceptionally high positive surface anisotropy have been found in 

the sputtered and post-annealed (Ta,Hf)|CoFeB|MgO [29], [30] and in the epitaxial 

Fe|MgO system [31], [32]. The surface anisotropy at the Fe|MgO interface also 

appears to be very sensitive to the presence of oxygen with an optimal dose required to 

generate high surface anisotropy. A general consensus has emerged that oxygen at the 

CoFe|MgO or Fe|MgO interface is extremely important in driving the surface 

anisotropy in these systems.  

These results in the Pt|Co|AlOx  and CoFeB|MgO system are surprising as 

MgO and AlOx are comprised of light atoms and are systems in which the spin-orbit 

coupling is low. From where then does the large surface anisotropy arise? Ab initio 

studies have pointed out that that it can arise from charge transfer processes and 

hybridization effects between the interfacial d orbitals of Co and Fe and the p orbitals 
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of O. Energy splittings between the hybridized d bands of various characters can have 

a significant impact on energy dominators as well as the G and H functions in (2.20) 

(depending of course on where EF lies). These factors in turn will be extremely 

important in determining the magnitude of the surface anisotropy. We will discuss 

experimental findings in the NM|CoFeB|MgO and Fe|MgO system in more detail in 

the next chapter. However, we list extracted surface anisotropy values for a select 

number of systems (both experiment and theory) for reference. 

 Ks(ergs/cm
2
) Method 

Co/Pt  [26] .92 DC Sputtering 

Pt/Co/AlOx [25] 1.4 Magnetron Sputtering 

Fe/MgO [31], [32] 1.18, 1 MBE 

Ta/Co40Fe40B20/MgO [29] 1.3 Magnetron Sputtering 

Hf/Co40Fe40B20/MgO [30] 2.3 Magnetron Sputtering 

Fe|MgO (optimal oxidation) [33] 2.93 Ab-initio 

CoFe|(MgO,MgB206) [34] (1.31, .679) Ab-initio 

Table 2.1. Experimental and theoretic surface anisotropy values for relevant systems. 

 

 

2.4.2 Experimental Studies on Surface Magnetoelasticity 

There has been a good deal of experimental evidence for the existence of 

surface magnetoelastic effects both in ultra-thin films, and at the surface of bulk 

samples. Study of the surface magnetoelastic coupling in bulk samples has been 

carried out in-situ by Sun et al [35] on CoCrB and FeCrB amorphous ferromagnetic 
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metalloid glass ribbons. A four-point bend strain method was used to exert either 

compressive or tensile strain on the sample surface and the surface magnetization was 

probed by analyzing the polarization of secondary electrons excited by a primary 

electron beam. Their results show that the average surface magnetoelastic coupling 

averaged over the estimated secondary electron volume was 6.0x10
6
 and -1.6x10

6
 

ergs/ cm
3
 for CoCrB and FeCrB respectively. These numbers deviate substantially 

from the measured bulk values of 1.8x10
6
 (CoCrB) and -3.0x10

6
 ergs/cm

3
 (FeCrB).  

There is also strong evidence for surface magnetoelasticity/magnetostriction in 

ultrathin films, sandwiches, and multilayers. Surface magnetoelasticity has been 

shown to exist in polycrystalline e-beam evaporated magnetic films on different 

underlayers (Ni81Fe19/Ag/Si,Ni81Fe19/Cu/Si and Ni/SiO2/Si) [36] as well as in Ni/Pb, 

Ni/C, Ni/Ti, Ni/Ag, and Fe/Gd multilayers [37]. Figure 2.8 shows that the thickness 

dependence of the surface magnetoelasticity can be fit well to a Néel model type 

dependence as Beff/(t-t0) where t0 is a magnetoelastic dead layer.  
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Figure 2.8 In plane effective magnetoelastic coupling Beff and Beffteff vs teff plots for 

polycrystalline evaporated NiFe/Ag/Si, NiFe/Cu/Si, and Ni/SiO2/Si systems. 

 

It is clear that the surface magnetoelasticity is not necessarily a weak effect and that 

assuming bulk values in the ultrathin film regime is completely invalid. The 

magnetoelastic coupling of Py on Cu and Ag even reverses sign. We provide a table 

(Table 2.2) of measured (or fit) values for surface and volume magnetoelastic 

couplings in a few material systems in order to provide a quantitative feel for the 

numbers and scales that can be involved.  
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 BV [ergs/cm
3
] Bs [ergs/cm

2
] Deposition Method 

Cu/Ni/Cu(001)* 6.2x10
7
 [for 

1

bB ] -52 [for 
1

sB ] MBE 

FCC Co(111)/Cu* +2.6x10
8
 [for 

2

bB ] 

-23.4 [for 
2

sB ] MBE 

Py/Ag/SiO2/Si -7.8x10
5
 .14 Evaporation 

Py/Cu/SiO2/Si -7.6x10
5
 .3 Evaporation 

Ni/SiO2/Si +6x10
7
 20 Evaporation 

Table 2.2. Volume and surface magnetoelastoelastic couplings for select systems. 

*Magnetoelastic values extracted from fit of anisotropy data and strain field.  

 

The underlying cause of surface magnetoelasticity, as has been mentioned before, can 

be due to either intrinsic Néel-type surface effects (which include contributions from 

surface electronic structure) or to nonlinear magnetoelastic effects.  

Figure 2.9 Effective biaxial magnetoelastic coupling extracted from laser deflection 

measurements of magnetostrictive plate deformations on Fe/W(001) system in-situ. 
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Growth stresses and strains also monitored by laser deflection techniques. 

Magnetoelastic coupling in Fe/W seems to be  heavily dependent on residual strain 

state. Figures taken from [38]. 

 

A careful set of experiments by Sanders and Kirschner have shown that second order 

magnetoelastic effects cannot be ignored in describing the surface magnetoelasticity in 

systems under high strain. The first sets of experiments were conducted on Fe grown 

epitaxially on W(100) substrates [38], [39]. Both growth induced stress and 

magnetostrictive stress were characterized by substrate curvature/cantilever deflection 

measurement techniques. The magnetoelastic couplings were found to vary linearly 

with the average film stress in a broad stress range. Subsequent work using similar 

techniques was done on Co/W(001) [40], Fe/W(110) [41], Ni/W(110) [42], Co/Ir(001) 

[43], the epitaxial Cu/Ni/Cu systems [44], [45], and in the epitaxial 

Fe(001)/MgO(001) and Fe/Cr/MgO(001) system [46], [47]. An excellent review of 

these experiments on non-linear magnetoelastic effects in ultrathin films has appeared 

fairly recently [48]. Values for the first order coupling B and the second order 

coupling D can be extracted from fitting the effective magnetoelastic coupling strain 

dependence as shown in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10. Effective magnetoelastic coupling versus residual biaxial strain for 

various epitaxial systems. Also shows dependence of the magnetoelastic coupling  in 

epitaxial Fe/MgO(001) on residual stress. The solid circles for thick Fe films (t>50 

nm). Different average stresses were obtained by deposition at different temperatures 

and by using different thicknesses.  
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Extracted values for a few epitaxial systems are shown in Table 2.3. B2 and D2 are the 

first and second order shear magnetoelastic couplings respectively. 

 B1 

(Mergs/cm
3
) 

D1 

(Mergs/cm
3
) 

B2 

(Mergs/cm
3
) 

2D2 

(Mergs/cm
3
) 

Fe/W(001) -12 +2000 - - 

Fe/MgO(001) -34 +11000 +78 -3650 

Fe/Ir(001) -36 +1550 - - 

Co/Ir(001) +35 -8420 +18 +9300 

Ni/Cu(001) +94 -2340 100 - 

 

Table 2.3. Tabulation of first and second order magnetoelastic couplings of epitaxial 

magnetic film/substrate pairs. 

The extracted values for B and D across many of these epitaxial systems reveal that 

the effective magnetoelastic constant can deviate substantially on the scale of the first 

order magnetoelastic constant even with a few tenths of a percent of strain. Residual 

strains on the order of a percent are enough to either completely reverse the sign of the 

magnetoelastic constant as occurs in the Fe/W system or in the Fe/MgO system. 

Clearly strain dependence of the magnetoelastic effect can not a priori be neglected 

and appeals to bulk magnetoelastic couplings even in thicker films under strain is not 

appropriate. The importance of second order magnetoelastic couplings in describing 

the magnetoelasticity of films under high strain has also been corroborated by ab-

initio calculations [49]. 
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Deviation from linearity of the magnetoelastic coupling in the residual stress does 

occur in certain systems (e.g. Fe/W(001), and Fe/MgO(001)) at higher residual 

stresses. Usually the higher residual stress states occur when the film starts to get very 

thin (i.e. on the order of 2 nm or less). Deviations from linearity of the magnetoelastic 

coupling with stress in the ultra-thin film regime could be due to higher order 

magnetoelastic terms and/or complicated changes in the film morphology (i.e. 

coincidence structures, pyramids, etc.), but it may also have its origins in true Néel-

type surface effects induced by spin-orbit interactions. No experiments up to date have 

been conducted to try and separate non-linear magnetoelastic effects from surface spin 

orbit effects or to try and directly quantify the surface electronic contribution to the 

magnetoelasticity in the ultra-thin film regime. Likely both contributions will be 

important in these ultra-thin systems. Regardless, the thickness dependence of the 

magnetoelasticity coupled to large strains will have very important implications for the 

magnetic anisotropy in ultra-thin film structures. A quantification of such interactions 

and strains thus is of some importance if one is to attempt to understand the origin of 

the magnetic anisotropy in a particular system and optimize it for a specific 

application. 
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CHAPTER 3  

 SURFACE ANISOTROPY AND MAGNETOELASTIC EFFECTS IN THE 

Ta/CoFeB/MgO SYSTEM 

 

3.1 Recent Developments in the NM|CoFeB|MgO System 

 

3.1.1 Perpendicular Anisotropy in NM|(Fe,CoFe,CoFeB)|MgO 
 

The discovery of PMA in the Ta/CoFeB/MgO system was both fortuitous, of 

great technological importance, and somewhat perplexing. The Ta|CoFeB|MgO 

sequence was already an integral component of the stack structure in high TMR 

CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB based MTJs. It was observed that the CoFeB layers when not 

much thinner than ~ 2 nm would start to exhibit PMA after standard MTJ post anneals 

(used typically to enhance the TMR ratio). The effective perpendicular anisotropy 

energies in these CoFeB layers could become quite high (i.e. 6 34 10 /eff

uK ergs cm  ) 

and thus allowed for the engineering of small (<50 nm) diameter, reasonable TMR 

(>100%) CoFeB|MgO|CoFeB junctions employing very thin CoFeB electrodes that 

were all perpendicular. These all perpendicular-MTJs (p-MTJs) exhibit some major 

advantages over in-plane polarizer/in-plane free layer type CoFeB|MgO|CoFeB MTJ 

spin-torque based switching such as enhanced thermal stability at smaller dimensions 

and lower write critical currents. These two facts lie at the heart of what makes the 

discovery of perpendicular anisotropy in the CoFeB|MgO of great technological 

interest. Results both by the IBM Watson group [1] and the Ohno group [2] in Japan 
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showed switching currents in p-MTJs as low as ~ 50cI A for a 40 nm diameter MTJ 

and a T = 300 °K thermal stability factor ~ 43   respectively. 

What makes the discovery one of fundamental interest is that the magnitude of 

the surface anisotropy energy in the annealed Ta|CoFeB|MgO system is quite large 

with values quoted as high as Ks= 1.6 ergs/cm
2
 (we have ignored higher values which 

do not actively take into account dead layering). The origin of such high surface 

anisotropy is not immediately clear. Polycrystalline Ta|Co, Ta|Fe, and Ta|CoFe 

multilayers do not exhibit strong surface anisotropies. This would suggest that the 

CoFeB|MgO interface is extremely important in determining the magnitude of the 

surface anisotropy. However, MgO is composed of light elements where the spin-orbit 

coupling is presumably fairly weak. As is known from the case of Co|Ni multilayers, 

the spin-orbit coupling strength alone does not determine the surface anisotropy and 

the details of the band structure can also be important in determining the PMA. 

However, the scale of surface anisotropy  ( ~ 0.4sK ergs/cm
2
) in the model weak-S.O. 

Co|Ni PMA system is considerably smaller than what has been observed in the 

CoFeB|MgO system. Thus it would be quite interesting to understand the key 

ingredients which allow for the generation of high surface anisotropy at the 

CoFeB|MgO interface. 

The surface anisotropy in the Ta|CoFeB|MgO system is heavily dependent on 

post-deposition annealing treatment. Annealing studies on Ta|CoFeB(x)|MgO 

structures tend to show a sharp increase in the PMA and the CoFeB thickness range 

over which PMA is exhibited as these systems are annealed at Ta > 250 °C (for a fixed 
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anneal time of 1 hour) [3]. Increasing the annealing temperature further results in a 

maximum of the PMA (typically at Ta ~ 300 °C) until at approximately Ta > 350 °C 

the PMA starts to drop sharply. Another study shows, using Rapid Thermal Annealing 

(RTA), that the effective TMR drops at longer anneal times when Ta > 300 °C but that 

this drop in the effective TMR is associated with the destruction of PMA rather than 

the interdiffusion of Ta into the CoFeB|MgO interface (which would destroy the  

TMR) [4]. The increase/decrease in the PMA and presumably the surface anisotropy 

upon annealing could be interpreted in terms of changes in the state of oxidation of 

surface Fe and Co atoms at the CoFeB|MgO interface. Careful XPS studies conducted 

by John Read have shown that RF-sputtered MgO on CoFeB has a tendency of 

oxidizing the CoFeB interface. Post-deposition annealing serves to reduce these 

ferromagnetic surface oxides via the oxygen reacting with any free Mg ions and by 

boron reduction [5].  Annealing at higher temperatures or for longer times can either 

re-oxidize the surface and/or allow for Ta diffusion to the CoFeB|MgO interface 

which also presumably reduces the surface anisotropy [6].  The presence of the 

oxygen anions at the CoFeB|MgO interface would seem then to be crucial in 

determining the overall strength of the surface anisotropy. Over-oxidation tends to 

destroy the PMA while there seems to be an optimal surface oxidation which yields 

the highest PMA. These conclusions are supported by experimental studies on the 

dependence of the PMA of CoFe|MgO and CoFeB|MgO interfaces as a function of 

Mg thickness under natural oxidation [7] and studies of XMCD spectra of Fe L edge 

absorption in Si|SiO2|MgO|CoFeB(1.5)|Pt(2) as a function of plasma oxidation  time 

on a 2 nm Mg buffer layer [8].  
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Cystallization kinetics and post-annealed crystal structure could also be 

important in determining the PMA magnitude at the CoFeB|MgO interface. As-

deposited, amorphous CoFeB starts crystallizing typically at annealing temperatures of 

~ T > 300 °C. At this temperature B starts diffusing out of the CoFeB and into the 

MgO barrier [9] and Ta seed layer [10].  As a consequence of the removal of the B 

glass former, the CoFeB starts to undergo a grain-by-grain pseudo-epitaxial 

crystallization off of the MgO (001)-oriented polycrystalline texture [11].  This 

interfacial grain-by-grain epitaxy/atomic coherence is considered responsible for the 

increase in the TMR of CoFeB|MgO|CoFeB MTJs (a la Butler-Mathon).  It stands to 

reason that increased interfacial coherence at a CoFeB|MgO system might be the cause 

of the observed post-annealing increase of the PMA in these systems.  

Ab-initio studies have pointed out that the hybridization of O 2pz orbitals and Fe 

23
z

d  orbitals at a coherent Fe|MgO interface and the associated changes in the band 

structure could be largely responsible for the enhanced surface anisotropy in this 

system [12]–[15]. Reference [16] interprets their results from the point of view that the 

S.O. coupling between occupied and unoccupied minority band states are primarily 

responsible for the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA) as majority band states are 

presumed to be typically below EF on the order  of a few eV associated with the Stoner 

splitting. S.O. couplings connecting minority 2z
d  bands to minority dxz, dyz bands 

about the   point in a free-standing Fe monolayer generate negative contributions to 

the overall surface MCA energy. These negative contributions are removed by the 

hybridization of 2z
d  bands with the O pz orbitals which raises the minority 2z

d  bands 
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above EF. Nakamura et al. argue that this removal of the negative contribution about 

the  point generates the positive enhancement of the PMA in the pure epitaxial 

Fe|MgO interface. Contributions to the MCA at other k-points in the first B.Z. are 

similar to the case of the free-standing Fe monolayer.    

  

 

Figure 3.1 Minority d-band structure at optimally oxidized Fe-MgO interface 

decomposed into the various subbands. Note 2z
d band (m=0) pulled ~1 eV above EF. 

Next we have a side-by-side comparison of the band structure of Fe at the Fe|MgO 

interface (N=8) and for a free standing Fe monolayer at N=8. 

 

Yang et al., on the other hand, argues that the energy level structure at the 

 point in the majority band is also important for determining the MCA.   
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Figure 3.2 Red, green, and blue atoms correspond to the positions of O, Mg, and Fe in 

the optimally oxidized system. Energy levels/splitting and hybridization for the 

various Fe d bands and the O pz bands at EF near the Γ point. Taken from reference 

[12].  

 

  

Figure 3.2 shows that the majority hybridized Fe 2z
d – O pz bands get close to 

the Fermi level. When the spin-orbit interaction is turned on these previously 

hybridized pz/3 2z
d  bands become admixed with minority dxz and dyz bands. In addition, 

degenerate xzd and 
yzd bands admix amongst themselves and are split. Thus the spin-

orbit interaction and majority O pz – 2z
d  and pz – dxz, dyz hybridization also seem to be 

an important component of the MCA near the  point. Yang et. al do not mention the 

behavior of the MCA at any other point in the BZ. It is unclear why they exclusively 

use the   point to explain the MCA. We say this because the problem of MCA is not 

the same as the Fe|MgO|Fe tunneling problem where in the thick MgO limit it is clear 
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that the   point should dominate. We can only surmise that they too find that the 

major difference in the MCA energy between freestanding Fe and Fe|MgO lies near 

the   point.  

All of the ab-initio studies show that the surface anisotropy is extremely 

sensitive to the state of oxidation at the Fe|MgO interface. Yang et al. show that they 

get interfacial anisotropy energies of 2.93sK   ergs/cm
2
 for an optimally oxidized, 

structurally relaxed interface, 2.27sK   ergs/cm
2
 for an under-oxidized interface, and 

0.98sK  ergs/cm
2
 for an over-oxidized interface. The calculations by Nakamura et al. 

yield interfacial anisotropy energies of 1.28 meV/atom for optimal oxidation and -0.18 

meV/atom for an over-oxidized interface (only layer of interfacial FeO). While there 

are considerable quantitative differences in predicted PMA values between [12] and 

[13], the general prediction that over-oxidation seems to destroy PMA is one shared 

amongst all the theoretical works (and corroborated by experiment).  

The content of Fe in BCC CoFe alloys/MgO or NM/CoFeB/MgO annealed 

systems also seems to be important. Experimental results by IBM have demonstrated 

that Fe dusting at the CoFeB|MgO interface is effective at enhancing the PMA. [17] In 

addition works by other groups have shown that changing the ratio x towards higher 

Fe concentration in [FexCo1-x].8B.2 tends to increase the induced surface anisotropy at 

the CoFeB|MgO interface [18]–[21]. Some have taken this as evidence for the 

importance of specific Fe site 3d orbital-O 2pz hybridization. Others have taken this to 

be a sign of the importance of where the chemical potential sits in the band structure 

(assuming that the rigid band model is valid for the d-bands in the FeCo alloy system). 
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The addition of Co into the system effectively increases the number of valence 

electrons/unit cell. The idea is that the PMA decreases with increasing electron 

number N in the vicinity of N = 8. 

Lastly the surface anisotropy in the CoFeB|MgO system seems to be heavily 

dependent on the underlayer. This dependence is by and far the most confusing aspect 

of the surface anisotropy at CoFeB|MgO interfaces and raises many questions about 

the basic mechanisms involved. The first NM|CoFeB|MgO to exhibit strong 

PMA/surface anisotropy was the Ta|CoFeB|MgO system (Ks=1.8 ergs/cm
2
 without 

dead layer corrections), Figure 3.3 shows the Kut vs t curve for the Ru underlayer and 

the Ta underlayer case. 

  

 

Figure 3.3 Kut vs t without dead layer subtraction for Ta(2)|Co.6Fe.2B.2|MgO and 

Ru(2)| Co.6Fe.2B.2|MgO taken from reference [1]. 
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Clearly, the underlayer has bearing on the magnitude and behavior of the anisotropy in 

these NM|CoFeB|MgO systems. However, it is generally not possible to express the 

impact that the underlayer has on the total surface anisotropy in terms of a sum of 

interfacial anisotropies | |tot CFBUnderlayer CFB MgO

s s sK K K  . We actually find this general 

practice to be a highly suspect as it assumes the interfaces are uncorrelated. This 

assumption is very hard to justify when dealing with ferromagnets that are a few 

atomic layers thick and whose structure will in general depend heavily on the 

underlayer and capping layer. It is clear that the Ta|CoFeB interface by itself generates 

no surface anisotropy. Ta|CoFeB|Ta (both annealed and as deposited) has been shown 

to generate no surface anisotropy [22]. It is for these reasons that the CoFeB|MgO 

interface in the Ta|CoFeB|MgO system is widely held to be solely responsible for the 

large surface anisotropy. However, the Ta underlayer clearly serves to greatly enhance 

the PMA at the CoFeB|MgO interface during the post-deposition anneal (as compared 

to underlayers such as Ru).    

The reason why Ta serves to promote the surface anisotropy at CoFeB|MgO 

interface may have a great deal to do with its reactivity with B. It is well known that 

Ta is an effective boron sink (certainly much more effective than Ru).  Hindmarch et 

al. [23]  have pointed out that the enthalpy for boride formation is considerably lower 

for Ta than for Ru. Thus boron diffusion out of the CoFeB electrodes and into the 

buffer layer is much more effective when NM = Ta than when NM = Ru. It has been 

argued that better crystallization and coherence at the CoFeB|MgO interface 

(associated with buffer layers having lower enthalpy for boride formation) could be 
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the reason why the surface anisotropy in annealed Ta|CoFeB|MgO is much higher than 

in Ru|CoFeB|MgO. Guided by this general line of thinking, Hf (with a considerably 

lower enthalpy than Ta for boride formation) was next tried to see what its effects on 

Ks in at CoFeB|MgO interface might be.  

 

 

Figure 3.4 Keffteff vs teff curve for Hf(5)/Co40Fe40B20/MgO(2.2)/Ta(1) and Ta(5)/ 

Co40Fe40B20/MgO(2.2)/Ta(1) annealed at T = 300 °C for 1 hr. The inset shows M/A vs 

tCFB for both the Hf and the Ta series and reveals that neither series has a magnetic 

dead layer. 

  

It was found that the use of Hf as either an underlayer or even as a sub-monolayer 

insert greatly enhances the PMA over the Ta|CoFeB|MgO system. A study by Liu et al 

[22] showed that Ks=2.2 ergs/cm
2
  in  the Hf|Co.4Fe.4B.2|MgO system (extracted from 

fits to the Néel model) as compared to Ks=1.7 ergs/cm
2
  in the Ta|Co.4Fe.4B.2|MgO 

system. A second study showed that a thin 1 nm Hf insert has the effect of enhancing 
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the PMA considerably in the W/CoFeB/MgO system from Ks~0.02 ergs/cm
2
 to Ks ~ 

1.9 ergs/cm
2
.  

 

Figure 3.5 a) M/A vs CoFeB thickness shows no dead layering with either a β-W 

underlayer or a β-W underlayer with a Hf insert. Interestingly, the Ms~1240 emu/cm
3
 

is low and is the same with and without the Hf insert. b) Keffteff vs teff for both cases. 

Note that Ks increases substantially with the Hf(1) insert whereas Ks~0 with the pure 

β-W underlayer. Taken from reference [24]. 

 

Thus there seems to be a strong positive correlation between the reactivity of the 

underlayer with B and the strength of Ks induced in the NM|CoFeB|MgO system.  

 However, there are other factors that are important in increasing Ks. Diffusion 

of the buffer layer to the CoFeB|MgO interface during annealing likely has deleterious 

consequences for the surface anisotropy.  One study has focused on the use of nitrogen 

doping of the Ta buffer layer in order to block Ta diffusion into the CoFeB layer 

during the high temperature anneal. The study reports Ks=1.4 ergs/cm
2 

for 

Ta(1)/Co.2Fe.6B.2/MgO. Ks rises to 1.8 ergs/cm
2
 with a 1% N doping into the Ta layer 

during sputtering (note that for the N-doped layers they use Ta1-xNx (4 nm) underlayers 
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to compare with their Ta (1 nm) underlayer). Further increase of the N content in the 

Ta underlayer causes a substantial reduction in Ks. Ks drops to 1.1 ergs/cm
2
 at 2% N 

doping and drops further with increased N doping. The study also reports anomalously 

high positive volume anisotropy in their Ta(1)/CoFeB/MgO stacks (KV~810
6
 

ergs/cm
3
). This volume anisotropy decreases with the introduction of N doping 

(Figure 3.6). The reason that such high volume anisotropies arise in these systems 

(particularly in the Ta underlayer case) is not clear at all. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Keffteff vs teff for Ta(1)|Co20Fe60B20|MgO|Ta(1) and  TaN[1%](4) 

|Co20Fe60B20|MgO|Ta(1) and surface anisotropy and volume anisotropy vs N doping 

percentage into Ta buffer layer for annealed and as deposited samples. Adapted from 

reference [25]. 
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The nitrogen doping helps to suppress magnetic dead layer formation that could arise 

from Ta diffusion into the CoFeB during annealing. With only a Ta (1 nm) buffer 

layer they observe magnetic dead layers as high as 6 Å (seen in Figure 3.7 below). 

When 1% Nitrogen is doped into Ta it reduces the dead layer down to 3 Å. This 

suppression of Ta diffusion (associated with the general notion that TaN forms a good 

diffusion barrier), probably enhances Ks at the CoFeB|MgO interface. The diffusion of 

Ta can substantially hamper CoFeB crystallization (via amorphous TaxB1-x formation 

throughout the magnetic layer) as well as suppress Ks at CoFeB|MgO interface by 

allowing for TaOx formation instead of encouraging Fe-O hybridization. Thus the 

suppression of Ta diffusion for 1% N doped Ta underlayer is likely the reason for the 

enhancement of Ks at the CoFeB|MgO interface. 
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Figure 3.7 Dependence of Ms and dead layering as a function on N doping of the Ta 

layer for Ta|Co20Fe60B20|MgO samples. Taken from supplementary of reference [25]. 

 

Increased nitrogen content past 1% starts to reduce Ks substantially. This is probably 

the regime of nitrogen doping where the the TaN acts as a very good diffusion barrier 

not just against large atoms like Ta but also against smaller atoms like B. Nitridization 

at this level also probably suppresses the boron gettering properties of the Ta 

underlayer. This is consistent with the general observation that buffer layers which 

suck up B tend to lead to higher induced Ks at the CoFeB|MgO interface. 
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 A more recent study has shown that high Ks = 2 ergs/cm
2
 can be achieved in 

the Mo|CoFeB|MgO system with a 1 hour long T = 300 °C anneal [26] .  It was 

demonstrated that Mo is an underlayer which does not diffuse into the CoFeB even 

during higher temperature (T > 350 °C) annealing and is well-crystallized in a way 

that can aid the CoFeB|MgO grain-by-grain templating effect. From the point of view 

of diffusion into CoFeB and allowing the CoFeB at the CoFeB|MgO interface to 

crystallize well, Mo seems to fit some of the statements made on what is required for 

the emergence of high surface anisotropy at the CoFeB|MgO interface. Of course, one 

of the main questions is: how does Mo allow for high crystallinity at the CoFeB|MgO 

interface? Is it also effective at B sinking? Bulk data seems to suggest it is much worse 

as a B sink than Ta or Hf. However, Mo in ultra-thin film form (which could be under 

potentially high stresses), might have a low enthalpy for boride formation. Since no 

spectroscopy was done in [26], it is difficult to know where the B has actually gone. If 

very little B is found in the Mo underlayer and most of it is found in the MgO, it 

would certainly be quite interesting as the physics of CoFeB|MgBxOy is probably a 

little different than CoFeB|MgO. Frankly, at this point, Mo as an underlayer poses 

some interesting questions – which in the absence of more data cannot be answered. 

 We have discussed some general correlations in NM|CoFeB|MgO systems. 

However, we would like to point out that there are, even with a given buffer layer, 

things that are clearly not universal. Magnetic dead layer formation in the 

Ta|CoFeB|MgO system seems to be one of these non-universal things. Certain 

experiments show dead layering at the Ta|CoFeB interface before and after annealing 

with Ta directly deposited on SiO2. [1], [17], [25].  Figure 3.7 above shows that 
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substantial dead layers can develop (i.e. on the order of tDL=.6 nm or more). Other 

studies (including our own study) show no such dead layer formation [22]. One study 

claims that dead layering on the order of .5 nm in their p-MTJ structures occurs in the 

top CoFeB electrode (MgO|CoFeB|Ta(5) cap) but not in the bottom CoFeB electrode 

(Ta(5)|Ru(10)|Ta(5)|CoFeB|MgO) [2]. Clearly, dead layer formation at the Ta|CoFeB 

interface (and probably at many other NM|CoFeB interfaces) is sensitive to deposition 

conditions and annealing procedure. For example, we firmly believe that deposition 

rate, deposition voltage, gun-to-substrate distance, and gas working pressure will all 

critically affect the degree of intermixing between layers and thermal stability of these 

interfaces under subsequent annealing. The saturation magnetization Ms (with dead 

layer corrections) also show a wide degree of variability for nominally identical 

systems and similar annealing treatment.  

We have discussed the general empirical trends, deviations from universal 

behavior and quandaries that data taken across many NM underlayer systems expose 

about surface anisotropy generation in the NM|CoFeB|MgO system. We have yet to 

attack the more difficult question of what the mechanism(s) of surface anisotropy 

generation in the NM|CoFeB|MgO are. For example, in what ways do B diffusion out 

of CoFeB actually affect the surface anisotropy?  B diffusion out of CoFeB could 

entail crystallization of the CoFeB|MgO interface. Is this interfacial crystallization a 

pre-requisite for high Ks? Perhaps the diffusion of B during annealing has another 

effect. The B diffuses away from the CoFeB|MgO interface and O anions rearrange 

themselves to bond/hybridize effectively with Co and/or Fe atoms (instead of with B). 

The difference between the two scenarios is whether 2D interfacial long-range order at 
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the CoFeB|MgO interface is required in order to generate/maximize the surface 

anisotropy at the CoFeB|MgO interface or whether short range Fe-O and Co-O 

correlations alone can drive very high surface anisotropies. We believe that 

crystallization is not a prerequisite to achieving significant positive surface anisotropy 

although we think that crystallization will certainly have significant effects on the 

magnitude of Ks and the thickness dependence of the PMA. We back this statement up 

with the observation that, at least at some point, in the AJA Orion sputtering system 

we observed in-plane to out-of plane transitions for CoFeB films as thick as tCoFeB = 

1.4 nm in as-deposited Ta|CoFeB|MgO samples. Unfortunately we did not, at that time, 

do a full thickness series to extract the surface anisotropy or dead layers induced in 

these as-deposited Ta|CoFeB|MgO structures. The surface anisotropy induced in as-

deposited samples seems to be highly sensitive to the MgO target used and can change 

after a vent.  Recent TEMs of the W/Hf(1)/CoFeB(x)|MgO structures used in 

Reference [24] show that the CoFeB is also amorphous. Despite the lack of 

crystallization of the CoFeB at the CoFeB|MgO interface, the surface anisotropy in 

this system is large with Ks = 1.9 ergs/cm
2
. Regardless, it is extremely unclear what 

kind of oxygen anion ordering and Fe ordering is required to drive high surface 

anisotropy at the CoFeB|MgO interface and how the surface anisotropy changes if the 

2D interface becomes more ordered due to CoFeB crystallization. We think that 

systematic work along these lines would be very interesting indeed. 

B diffusion, subsequent B gradients in the CoFeB, and/or CoFeB 

crystallization can also have other effects. The strain present in the CoFeB film 

associated with B diffusion might have also have a significant impact on the surface 
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anisotropy. Varying degrees of strain in the CoFeB film and/or strain relaxation 

behavior could arise from differences in the crystal structure and residual strain of the 

underlayer as well as the underlayer‟s ability to soak up B. In addition the underlayer 

and its ability to diffuse and react with B could affect the morphology of the partially 

crystallized CoFeB grains. Changes in the state of strain and morphology at the 

CoFeB|MgO interface and deeper into the “bulk” of the CoFeB film may have very 

important implications for the surface anisotropy. As has been pointed out by Yang et 

al., differences in the surface anisotropy between relaxed and unrelaxed Fe|MgO and 

structure can be quite significant.  The calculated surface anisotropy for a relaxed 

structure is ~  3 ergs/cm
2
 and for an unrelaxed structure is ~ 1.3 ergs/cm

2
. Lee et al. 

[27] have also pointed out that the distance between the oxygen anions and Fe atoms 

can have substantial effects on the surface anisotropy. They found that Ks could be 

increased by a factor of 3 by increasing the Fe-O plane distance by 8%. This is, 

admittedly, a very large strain. In a smaller strain regime, the calculation shows that an 

increase of ~ 2% in the Fe-O plane distance leads to a surface anisotropy decrease of 

ΔKs ~ - 0.2 ergs/cm
2
. Strain changes in the magnetic film induced by B diffusion and 

CoFeB crystallization could thus contribute to the increases/decreases in the surface 

anisotropy. Clearly, there is room for studying strain effects in these systems and, in 

general, for more systematic and careful work in parsing the structure of the 

interactions leading to high surface anisotropy in the CoFeB|MgO system. 
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3.1.2 Voltage Controlled Magnetic Anisotropy (VCMA) 
  

The CoFeB|MgO interface exhibits another effect related to the PMA known as 

the VCMA. The CoFeB|MgO interface is fundamentally a junction between a 

magnetic metal and an insulator. This fact suggested the possibility of modifying the 

PMA at the CoFeB|MgO interface by application of an electric field through the 

insulator. A number of experiments have confirmed that one can modify the PMA 

anisotropy in ultrathin CoFe alloy|MgO systems and that the effect, at least in terms of 

absolute field, can be quite sizeable (~several hundreds of Oe). The typical scales 

involved in terms of the anisotropy energy change and in particular the surface 

anisotropy change are around ΔKi ~ 20-30 mergs/cm
2
 in ΔEg ~ 6 MV/cm at the 

CoFeB|MgO interface. In other words dKi/dEg is on the order of ~5 

(mergs/cm
2
)/(MV/cm) or 50 mergs/cm

2
/(V/nm). Eg is the electric field within the 

MgO. This scale seems to be the same both in patterned nanopillar 

CoFeB|MgO|CoFeB MTJs and in micron-sized Ta|CoFeB|MgO|(HfO2/ZrO2) gated 

Hall structures [28]. In studies of the VCMA in the Ta|CoFeB|MgO, Fe|MgO [29], and 

CoFe|MgO system [30], the anisotropy increases (decreases) as electrons are removed 

(added).  Data showing the typical sign and magnitude of the effect is shown below in 

Figure 3.8 below.   
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Figure 3.8 RHall vs H loops for in-plane samples as a function of gate showing E-field 

induced changes in anisotropy as well as easy axis loops for perpendicular sample as a 

function of E-field (showing modulation of Hc). The increase in Hc is thought to arise 

primarily from increases in Hk. Lastly the change in the surface anisotropy energy as a 

function of gate electric field is shown. Data taken from [28].  

 

The consequence of being able to modify the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 

by gate voltage has been explored extensively. Among these works are gate-voltage 

induced ferromagnetic resonance in Fe|MgO|Fe micron size epitaxial junctions [31] , 

VCMA-assisted magnetic field switching [32] ,  VCMA tuning of the operational 

frequency of a spin-Hall spin torque oscillator [33] as well as gate modulation of 

switching currents, simultaneous probing of the VCMA and STT torques via STT-
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FMR and the consequences that VCMA has for spin torque resonant detectors [34]. 

  

Despite the research that has already been poured into the VCMA, the origin(s) 

of the VCMA and its behavior are still quite open to debate. One possibility is that the 

electric field modifies the chemical potential via introduction of surface charge onto 

the metallic ferromagnet. This E-field induced change in the chemical potential would 

modify the surface anisotropy energy as the interfacial density of states  (and the G 

and H functions of Bruno‟s theory [35]) would now be different from Eg = 0 case. 

This assumes that the interfacial bands themselves do not deform or change under an 

external E-field.  A few ab-initio papers have shown that the electric field might 

(along with changing the chemical potential) induce splittings in the bands structure 

near certain band degeneracies. Band modification can emerge from the fact that a z-

directional E-field can alter the matrix elements between O pz orbitals and Fe 

2z
d bands via selection rule physics [13], [16]. Another reason is that the electric field 

could induce structural changes local to the Fe-O interface (i.e. E-field induced lattice 

breathing) that then alters the interfacial band structure and the surface anisotropy [13]. 

There are other propositions as to what mechanisms drive the VCMA at the 

CoFeB|MgO or Fe|MgO interface and what factors are important for determining the 

magnitude and sign of dKs/dEg. One study conducted in the Pt|Co|GdOx system has 

concluded that the VCMA effect is dominated by oxygen anion motion induced by the 

electric-field [36]. As we have noted in Section 3.1.1, the surface anisotropy is highly 

dependent on the oxygenation level. Thus by modifying the oxygen anion density at 
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the surface by gate voltage, one effectively tunes the surface anisotropy. This certainly 

may be going on in the NM|CoFeB|MgO system although we do point out that E-field 

induced ionic motion is much more likely in a thicker amorphous sub-oxide like GdOx 

than it is in a thin fully crystallized MgO barrier. Another paper has claimed that 

strain-mediated effects associated with deformation of the MgO dielectric under an 

applied E-field is largely responsible. Their claim is that magnetoelastic effects are 

largely responsible for the VCMA [37].  

Another experimental finding has served only to complicate the picture. This 

study has shown that dKs/dEg reverses sign in the annealed NM|CoFeB|MgO system 

when the standard Ta seed layer is replaced by a Ru underlayer [38]. The experiment 

shows that dKs/dEg = -29 fJ/Vm with Ta underlayer to dKs/dEg = +18 fJ/Vm with Ru 

underlayer. While it is surmised that replacing Ta with Ru affects changes at the 

CoFeB|MgO interface, it is not clear at all what these changes might be. Does the sign 

of dKs/dEg change due to the fact that the boron and/or oxygen content at the 

CoFeB|MgO interface differ when a Ru or Ta underlayer is used? Perhaps it is a 

primary function of relative levels of crystallinity of the CoFeB at the CoFeB|MgO 

interface. Or maybe different underlayers put the CoFeB at the CoFeB|MgO interface 

under different degrees of strain – which in turn might change the sign/magnitude of 

the VCMA. 
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3.2 Motivation For Our Experiment 

 

There are many open questions with regards to what factors shape the PMA and 

the VCMA sensitivity and how they may be tuned. Strain (both bulk and interfacial) 

and magnetoelastic interactions in the CoFeB|MgO system, as we have discussed, may 

be important in determining the behavior of the PMA and the VCMA (i.e. thickness 

dependence, magnitude, and sign).  However, no study yet has undertaken a 

systematic characterization of strain-dependent effects in the NM|CoFeB|MgO system 

or rigorously discussed what impact magnetoelastic effects might have on the PMA or 

the VCMA in these systems. The studies that have discussed magnetoelastic effects (in 

a rather ad-hoc fashion) use bulk values of magnetostriction for amorphous CoFeB 

alloys to count or discount the importance of magnetoelastic couplings. However, 

there is no assurance that the magnetoelastic coupling in ultrathin amorphous CoFeB 

films is the same as the bulk value for amorphous CoFeB or that it is even the same 

sign. The use of the bulk amorphous CoFeB magnetostriction values is even more 

unjustified when discussing annealed/partially crystallized CoFeB layers. Partial 

crystallization off of the MgO, material and strain gradients in the CoFeB, second-

order magnetoelastic effects, and intrinsic surface magnetoelastic effects at the 

CoFeB|MgO interface could generate strong thickness dependence of the 

magnetoelastic coupling, the PMA, and potentially be important in understanding the 

VCMA in NM|CoFeB|MgO systems. 

Our experiment thus endeavors to systematically characterize magnetoelastic 

couplings in the Ta|CoFeB|MgO stack – both for annealed and as deposited samples. 
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We conduct a study of the thickness dependence of the magnetoelasticity for both 

types of samples. Knowledge of the thickness dependence of magnetoelastic effects in 

both annealed and as-deposited samples may shed light into the magnitude and 

thickness dependence of the perpendicular anisotropy in NM|CoFeB|MgO systems. A 

quantification of the thickness dependence of the magnetoelastic coupling would also 

be a prerequisite for parsing and separating out strain-mediated contributions to the 

VCMA. Finally, we perform an experiment to see whether the VCMA is sensitive to 

changes in strain. To first order in strain and voltage this measurement is equivalent to 

probing the voltage dependence of the magnetoelastic coupling Beff. A quantification 

of this effect would be useful for understanding what sorts of processes play a role in 

the VCMA at the CoFeB|MgO interface. For convenience we call this effect Voltage 

Controlled Magnetoelasticity (VCME). 

3.3 Film Growth & Preparation 

The film stacks used in this study were grown in the AJA ATC-2200 Orion 7 gun 

Magnetron Sputtering System.  All films were grown at a base pressure P0 < 110
-8

 

torr. We grew Ta(6 nm)/Co.4Fe.4B.2(x)/MgO (2.2 nm)/Hf (1 nm) stacks with  a range x 

= 0.7-2.0 nm onto a thermally oxidized 375 μm thick  Si[001] wafer. All metallic 

films were grown at low power P =30 W and at relatively low sputter pressure of Psputt 

= 2 mtorr. The MgO was grown at 100 W RF Forward power at 2 mtorr. The 

deposition rates for our metallic films were low at typical rates of ~ 0.1 A/s. Our 

CoFeB was deposited at an average rate of ~ 0.08 A/sec. The MgO deposition rate at 

the conditions we sputtered at was ~ 0.04 A/s. All films were grown with stage 
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rotation on and with the normal stage so that there was no deposition magnetic field. 

We diced a set of the wafers we grew into 3.5x3.5 mm
2
 chips for magnetometry using 

the KS7100 Wafer Saw in CNF. Accurate knowledge of the chip size is required for 

accurate magnetization measurements. The other set of wafers were used to make Hall 

bar structures used for measurement of the magnetoelastic constants. The annealed 

samples were annealed at T = 300 °C (which corresponds to T = 200 °C on the 

temperature controller) for 1 hour in the Lindbergh Vacuum Furnace in CCMR in an 

in-plane field of 1.3 kOe for SQUID magnetometry.  

3.4 Sample Fabrication 

The wafers for magnetoelastic characterization were transferred to CNF in an 

evacuated dessicator for patterning. We fabricated un-gated and gated Hall-bar devices. 

The un-gated devices were used to measure the thickness dependence of the 

magnetoelastic coupling. For these un-gated devices, we fabricated the entire 

thickness series range Ta(6)/CoFeB(x)/MgO(2.2)/Hf(1) with x ranging from 0.7-2.0 

nm. The gated devices were used for our VCME idea and, as we wanted to probe the 

in-plane magnetoelastic coupling, we wished to keep the magnetization in-plane 

(albeit with strongly reduced effective demagnetization field). For these we only 

fabricated samples close to the crossover from in-plane to out of plane anisotropy at x 

= 1.3 nm and x = 1.4 nm. We outline the gated device process in detail (the un-gated 

process is a subset of this). Table 3.1 gives an outline of my process flow.  
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1. Photolith 1: Isolate Devices/Define Alignment Marks 

S1813: Spin Speed 2000 RPM for 60 secs 

115 C Pre-Bake for 1 min + 20 secs on chill block 

Karl Suss MA6/BA6 Contact Aligner, Mode: Soft Contact, Exposure Time: 4 s 

Alignment Gap: 30 μm   

2. Ion Mill 1: Etch to isolate device. 

Etch Angle at 165 degrees until endpoint detection on SiOx. 1 min etch after that 

at 110 degrees to clean sidewalls. 

3. Photolith 2: Define mesas. 

Same parameters for resist spin and exposure as Photolith 1. 

4.  Ion Mill 2: Etch to Ta base electrode to define mesa. 

Etch Angle at 165 degrees until endpoint detection on Ta. 1 min etch after that at 

110 degrees to clean sidewalls. 

5. Deposition 1: ALD HfO2  Gate oxide deposition. 

Thermal ALD at 200 °C. 208 loops = 26.5 nm thickness as measured by 

Woolam ellipsometer. 

6. Photolith 3: Define etch windows for oxide above contact. 

Option 1: For W, Ta underlayers we use ion milling with endpoint detection 

Option 2: Can use Oxford 81/82 RIE @ 150 W RF,CF4 10 mtorr if base 
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electrode is Pt. 

7. Ion Mill 3: Etch HfO2 down to Ta base electrode. 

Same etch parameters as IM #2 

8. Photolith 4: Define Contacts and Gate Electrode. 

9.  Deposition 2: Contacts/Gate Electrode Metallization 

CNF AJA: Back sputter clean for 120 secs. Then deposit Ti(8 nm)/Cu (225 

nm)/Pt (10 nm). 

P=200 W, 4 mtorr 

10. KS7100 Dicing Saw: S1235 Si blade only. Do NOT use the general purpose 

blade. Samples are diced into .53 mm x 4.5 cm chips. 

Table 3.1. Outline of our fabrication process flow for our VCME devices. 
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Mask Levels:  

 

Figure 3.9 Photolith Mask Level 1. a) Close-up of an individual Hall bar device. b) 

Zoom out showing the four devices on the die as well as the contact aligner marks. c) 

Shows wafer scale die structure. There are 12 die per wafer. d) Optical microscope 

image of device after Photolith#1 and Ion Mill #1. 
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Figure 3.10 Mask Level 2: Define gate stack/etch down to Ta bottom electrode. a) 

close-up of masked-off area which will define the gate stack. Etch-stop at Ta 

underlayer using Hiden SIMS Endpoint detector. b) Etched area (solid teal) across the 

wafer. Top and bottom bars are used for endpoint detection signal. c) Mask image of 

single die. d)  Optical miscroscope image after etch. Dark green is Ta base electrodes 

and light brown is gate stack defined by Ion Mill #2. 
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Figure 3.11 Mask Level 3: Etch through HfO2 to define Ta base electrodes. b) Optical 

microscope image of etch to Ta base electrode after IM#3. c) Bars between dies and 

on top and bottom used for endpoint detection. 
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Figure 3.12 Mask Level 4: Define Gate and Hall and drain/source electrodes. 

 

The fabrication process is simpler for ungated devices. The process consists only of 

the isolate devices step (Photolith 1 and Ion Mill 1) and the top contact step with the 

added step of a 4 min RF backsputter in the CNF AJA before depositing top contacts. 

The relatively long backsputter is used to help clear any oxidized cap layer and MgO 

where the pads will be deposited. The gate contact pad is removed in the Photolith 4 

mask.  

3.5 The Four Point Bend Method  

We extract magnetoelastic constants by applying a uniform uniaxial strain to the 

device and measuring changes in the in-plane anisotropy energy. We used a four-point 

bending (4PB) bend test method in order to apply this uniaxial strain. The 4-PB test 

uses four loading points to bend a beam which in our case is our diced chip. The 
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bending will cause a uniaxial strain to develop along the direction of the bending. A 

sketch of the four-point method is shown in Figure 3.13.  

The nice thing about the 4PB test is that the stress and strain (along the direction 

of curvature) between the two inner loading pins is uniform. We will derive the basic 

equations governing the four-point bend method and show why the strain is uniform 

between the inner loading pins. We have assumed that classical beam theory is 

applicable to our experiment which is true when the thickness of the beam is much 

smaller than its length. 

 

 

Figure 3.13 Sketch of four point bend test and loading pin positions. The distance s1 

corresponds to the distance between the inner loading points on the pusher plate while 

the distance s2 is the distance (in x) between the inner loading point and the outer 

support pins. 
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The basic scheme is that the chip lies on the support pins and the loading pins apply a 

force to the chip that bends it. The curvature in the x-direction produced by the 

loading can create a x-component stress/strain that is highly uniform in between the 

loading pins. In order to ensure static equilibrium we require that all linear forces, 

shear forces, and torques add up to zero at any position on the beam. The first 

condition is easily met by the fact that the normal forces applied by the two top 

loading pins are cancelled exactly by the two support pins on the bottom. If the total 

force exerted by the loading pins on the beam is F, then each loading pin exerts a force 

+F/2 and each support pin must apply a normal force –F/2. The shear and torques 

should be considered separately in the three regions (I, II, and III). We analyze only 

regions I and II as region III is essentially the same as I. 

 

Region I: 

In this region, the torque at a position x from the action of the left-most support pin is 

2

F
x


 (where we use the position of the left-most support pin as our origin for 

calculating torques). The condition of static equilibrium enforce that there is a 

restoring torque from the solid as it bends. At each position x the torque must be such 

that
2

x

F
x   to cancel the torque coming from the force applied at the left-most 

support pin position. In addition, the force applied by the left-most pin will also exert a 

shear force on the solid beam. In static equilibrium, a constant z-x restoring shear 

force of -F/2 from the lattice must cancel out the shear force created by the support pin.  
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Region II:  

The torque at a position x from the action of the left-most support pin is again
2

F
x


. 

However, there is another torque coming the left loading pin of 
2( )

2

F
s x


 . Torque 

balance thus requires that for the central region 
2

2
x

F
s  . In addition it is easy to see 

that the shear force contributions from the left support-pin and left loading pin cancel 

each other out.  The facts that the bending moment is a constant and that the shear 

forces sum to zero in this region have direct implications for the stress/strain 

distribution in this region.  

In our experimental setup, the position of the loading pins is the quantity that is 

controlled. Whatever force that is needed to attain that position is generated by the 

stepper motor. Therefore it is much more useful for our experiment to know what the 

strain distribution is given a loading pin z-position and beam deflection. We proceed 

to calculate this now following the derivation given by Hollenberg et al. [39]. The 

loading and subsequent bending of a thin beam can be expressed in terms of the local 

radius of curvature  . The radius of curvature defines the bend of the neutral plane of 

the beam (i.e. the plane where the deformation strain xx  coming from the bending is 

zero). The following figure shows a section of a bent beam.   
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Figure 3.14. Diagram showing the neutral plane of a bowed beam and the relationship 

between the uniaxial strain in the direction of curvature and the distance from the 

neutral plane of the beam. 

 

Positions that are closer to the center of the radius of curvature than the neutral plane 

are under compressive strain. Those that are farther are under tensile strain. The 

precise mathematical formulation of the strain is given by:  

 /xx z   (3.1) 

 

The beam deflection is given by ( )h x and is defined as the vertical position of the top 

surface of the deflected beam with respect to its position if it were un-deflected. For 

small deflections the beam profile and the curvature can be related by: 

 
2

2

1 ( )d h x

dx




  (3.2)  
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In order to solve for the deflection profile we need to have an expression for the radius 

of curvature which relates to the bending moment about the neutral axis. The neutral 

axis of the beam is the x-y plane within the deformed beam for which the length is the 

same as the original undeformed beam (i.e. for which 0x  ). The stress profile can 

be calculated by recognizing that the bending torque, also known as the bending 

moment M(x), about the neutral plane is generated by an internal stress distribution 

governed by: 

  

 

/2 /2

/2 /2

'
( ) ' ( , ') ' ' '

( )

s s

s s

t t

t t

Yz
M x W z x z dz W z dz

x



 

 
   

 
   (3.3)  

 

where z is the distance normal away from the neutral plane of the beam, W is the 

width of the beam, Y is the Young‟s modulus of the beam and ( , )x z is the stress 

distribution in the beam. This yields a final result for the torque/bending moment 

M(x): 

 
( , ) ( , )

( )
( )

YI I x z YI x z
M x

x z z

 


    (3.4)  

 

I is the moment of inertia and we have used the strain relationship to the radius of 

curvature. The fact that M is independent of x within the central loading pins thus 

immediately implies that   and   are independent of the x position along the beam in 

this region. Using our previous formula, we then get: 
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2

2

( ) ( )d h x M x

dx YI


  (3.5)  

 

This equation must be solved in three different regions where the bending torque 

profile is different. A final set of differential equations must be solved with the 

boundary conditions that the strain and stress is continuous between the three regions, 

( ) 0h x  at the positions of the supports and that ( ) / 0d h x dx  at the center of the 

beam: 

 

2

12

1 2

2

( ) 1

2

( 2 )
2

F
x

d h x F
s

dx YI

F
s s x








 



 


 (3.6)  

The result of matching boundary conditions and solving for the strain at the top 

surface between the two loading pins yields a constant strain: 

 2

2 1 2

2

3

xx s load
top

t h

s s s


 



 
(3.7)  

  

For a film that is very thin compared to the substrate and in a regime where the 

induced strain is not so high in the film (i.e. the deformation is not plastic and/or not in 

the creep regime), we equate the strain due to bending at the top surface to the induced 

uniaxial strain in the film 
xx xx

f top  .Thus the imposed uniaxial strain in the film is 

completely determined by the spacing between the loading pins, the spacing between 

the support pins and the loading pins, and the height of the loading pins relative to 

when they just touch down on the chip and the beam is undeflected. 
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3.6 Machining and Assembly of the Four Point Bend Setup 

 

We now give some details on the machining of the four-point bend setup. The setup is 

designed to apply a four-point bend strain while at the same time fitting between the 

poles of a GMW 5403 Electromagnet at a pole gap of 5 cm. In addition, the setup is 

designed (after admittedly, many iterations) to allow relatively easy access to 

electrically and mechanically mounting the chip. The loading pins are driven by a 

Physik Instrument M228-11S Stepper Linear Actuator. The linear actuator has a fairly 

small backlash of ~ 10 m  and a uni-directional repeatability of 2 m . The maximum 

load that the stepper motor can supply is 50 N which is certainly adequate for 

bending .375 m  thick Si chips.  It is important that the stepper motor is put well 

outside of the magnetic field generated by the GMW Electromagnet. Therefore an 

extender structure was required to raise the height of the stepper motor. We measured 

a 10 G field at the position of the stepper motor when the field between the poles is at 

2 kG. Since the setup is designed to be in high fields up to 5 kG we have made all 

parts out of non-magnetic materials. All parts are machined out of aluminum except 

for the support pins, loading pins, and loading column guider. The setup is pictured 

below and labeled: 
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Figure 3.15 CAD drawing of entire extender/support structure without stepper motor, 

loading column, and pusher plate. 

 

3.6.1 Machining of the Extender Structure 
 

The stepper motor needs to be attached to the entire setup and fixed so that it 

does not move while it applies a force to the loading columns and the chip. This was 

achieved my machining a support with a through hole for the end of the stepper motor. 

A CAD diagram of the stepper motor is shown below: 
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Figure 3.16 CAD Drawing of M228.11S stepper motor. 

 

An octagonal support was machined with a through-hole of 1” diameter which 

corresponds to the widest diameter before the base of the stepper motor. The octagon 

is cut out by taking a 1.75” diameter cylinder and using a dividing head to define the 

octagonal profile. The piece was then bandsawed and endmilled until its thickness was 

0.3125”. Eight through holes (only four are necessary) for M3 screws were drilled into 

the octagonal support structure with a size 30 drill. 
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Figure 3.17 CAD Drawing of upper octagonal support. 

 

Four aluminum rods of 0.3125” diameter were then machined to make the upper 

extender rods. The rods were all turned down to an identical length of 1.187 

.002 inches on the lathe. Both ends of the rods were then tap-drilled (at the center of 

the rod) with a size 41 drill, countersunk, and then tapped with an M3 tap. Then M3 

threaded rod was screwed into the four M3-threaded holes in the bottom of the stepper 

motor. The octagonal support was then put on aligning four of the holes to threaded 

rod. Then the four aluminum rods were screwed onto the threaded rod that extends 

beyond the thickness of the support and thus fastens the support to the stepper motor. 

Next we machine the lower octagonal support. This serves to provide extra stability to 

the extender and prevents all the stress being placed directly on the upper extender 

rods. The lower octagonal support has a through-hole at the center which has diameter 

of 3/8”. This can then be fit over the end of the stepper motor and fastened tightly on 

to the end of the stepper motor with a 3/8”-40 nut. 
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Figure 3.18 CAD Drawing of lower octagonal support. 

 

The next step is to machine the four lower extender rods. The lower extender rods are 

machined to 11.75” long. It is not possible to hold these pieces in the standard lathe as 

they are too long so the four rods were machined to the same length on the mill by 

holding the rod in a vice and fixing one of the ends of the rod on a mill flat. Both sides 

of the rods were then drilled with a size 41 drill, countersunk, and then tapped with an 

M3 tap. The four rods can then be attached to the bottom octagonal support with M3 

threaded rods.  

3.6.2 Machining of the Teflon Guider 
 

The Teflon Guider has the dual role of both stabilizing the long bottom support rods 

and making them completely rigid as well as providing a guide for the loading column 

so that it (and the attaching pusher plate) remain flush with the base of the four point 

bend setup. The dimensions can be seen in the diagram below. The slot for the loading 

column was machined on the CNC mill in the student shop using a 1/4” mill cutter. 
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Figure 3.19 a) Top-down view of teflon guider. b) Perspective view of teflon guider. 

 

3.6.3 Support Base + Support Pins   
 

The aluminum support base is the base of the entire structure and has the 

support pins on which the chip rests. Two slots were machined on the top of the 

support base for the cylindrical support pins using a 1/8” ball end-mill and cutting to a 

depth of 1/16”. The locations for these slots are diagrammed in Figure 3.20 below and 

were spaced apart by 30 mm. 1/8” diameter MACOR rods were cut and machined to 

fit into the ball-milled grooves (~3/4” long) and then epoxied in using a two part 

epoxy that is readily available in the LASSP stockroom. These MACOR rods are the 

support pins that provide part of the bending strain in the 4PB test. 
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Figure 3.20 a) Top-down image of support base with dimensions. b) perspective 

drawing of support base. 

 

Four through-holes for M3 socket head screws were machined on the backside of the 

support base using a size 31 clearance drill and counterbored to a depth of 3 mm as to 

sink the socket head. M3 socket head screws were then used to screw the support base 

into the four lower extender rods. On the top side two clearance holes were drilled 

with size 17 drills for M4 Socket Head screws and the top was counterbored to a depth 

of 4 mm. The M4 socket heads were used to screw the support base into a standard 

Buhrman group probe/sample stand. We finally machined two slots with a 1/16” mill 

cutter at the edges of the base and epoxied aluminum shims into these slots. The shims 

were used as chip flats. The chip was pressed up flat against both shims to ensure that 

the chip lies parallel with respect to the applied field direction. 

3.6.4 Machining of the Loading Column 
 

The loading column is the long solid shaft to which the loading pin pusher 

plate is screwed into. The shaft length was machined on the lathe to a length of 10.75”. 
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Then a cut was made on the mill lengthwise along the cylindrical shaft that was .040” 

deep in order to define a flat for the loading column. This allows the entire loading 

column to slide through the teflon guider. An M4 tapped hole was machined onto 

either side of the loading column. One side is fastened with M4 threaded rod to the 

stepper motor. The other side is used to thread the pusher plate onto. A 3/64” hole was 

drilled and tapped for a 0-80 set screw situated ½” from the edge of the loading 

column on the pusher plate end. This set screw is used to attach the pusher plate 

assembly rigidly to the loading column and keep the M4 threaded rod attached to the 

pusher plate from rotating in the loading column.  

 

3.6.5 Machining/Assembly of the Pusher Plate 
 

The pusher plate was machined out of aluminum. A 3/8” aluminum cylinder 

was machined down to a length of .2” using a lathe collet. The cylinder was then 

drilled all the way through on the lathe with a drill, countersunk, and then tapped with 

an M4 tap. The piece was then taken to the mill and slots for the loading pins were cut 

with a 1/8” ball endmill. The slots were space 14 mm apart from each other. Two 1/8” 

MACOR rods were cut and machined down to a length of ½”. These were bonded to 

the ball end-milled slots in the pusher plate by the same two-part epoxy used for the 

support pins. An M4 threaded rod was screwed into the pusher plate and then was 

locked in place by applying LOCTITE in between the threads of the rod and the 

threaded hole in the pusher plate. The whole pusher plate can then be threaded onto 

the loading column and secured by the 0-80 set screw. We measured and marked the 
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position on the M4 threaded rod to which the pusher assembly is supposed to be 

screwed into the loading column (before being fastened by the set screw) so as to have 

little angular (< 1 degree) misalignment between the support pins and the loading pins. 

 For our experiment, the relevant quantities that govern the strain generated in 

the CoFeB film are the spacings between the support and loading pins. Referring to 

Figure 3.13 and Equation (3.7 our setup has s1=14 mm, s2 = 8 mm while tsubstrate = 

0.375 mm. A 0.5 mm stepper-motor initiated displacement of the loading pins thus 

corresponds to a 0.12% x-directional compressive strain increase in the film. The final 

setup within the poles of the GMW electromagnet is shown in Figure 3.21: 

 

 

 

Figure 3.21 Picture of final setup within the poles of the GMW Electromagnet. The 

entire extender structure was screwed into a modified Buhrman group probe/sample 

stage.  
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This design has the benefit that different pusher plates and support bases can be put on 

to the setup with relative ease. Thus one can easily change to a 3-point bend test 

configuration by changing the pusher plate or to a biaxial ring-on-ring test by 

changing the pusher plate and the support base. 

3.7 Magnetometry Results: Keffteff vs teff curves and Ms extraction 

We conducted SQUID magnetometry on our as-deposited and annealed films in 

order to extract the magnetization and magnetic anisotropy for both types of samples. 

Figure 3.22 shows the results of our saturation magnetization measurements as a 

function of the nominal CoFeB thickness for our as-deposited samples.  

 

Figure 3.22 Total magnetic moment/unit area vs nominal CoFeB thickness in as-

deposited Ta(6)|CoFeB(x)|MgO(2.2)|Hf(1) structures. The slope of the fit yields an 

Ms~1120 emu/cm
3
. The dead layer thickness is negligible. 
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We plot the magnetic moment per unit area as a function of the nominal CoFeB film 

thickness.  From the slope we extract an Ms ~ 1120 emu/cm
3
. Our data also shows that 

we have a negligible magnetic dead layer. In addition, there is no evidence of a faster 

than linear decrease of magnetic moment/unit area as the CoFeB film is made ultrathin. 

We conclude for our samples that no intermixing occurs at the Ta|CoFeB interface 

during the sputtering process. We then did the same thing for our annealed samples 

and plotted the magnetic moment per unit area vs nominal CoFeB thickness (Figure 

3.23). An Ms ~ 1380 emu/cm
3
 and a dead layer thickness tdl=0 nm were found after 

annealing. Thus, in our samples, we observe a rise in the saturation magnetization 

indicating CoFeB crystallization and B diffusion out of the CoFeB but with no 

associated dead layer formation. 

 

Figure 3.23 Total magnetic moment/unit area vs. nominal CoFeB thickness for 

Ta(6)|CoFeB(x)|MgO(2.2)|Hf(1) annealed at 300 °C for 1 hour. The slope of the linear 

fit corresponds to Ms ~ 1380 emu/cm
3
 and the x-intercept corresponds to tDL~0 nm. 
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In order to extract the thickness dependence of the perpendicular magnetic 

anisotropy energy density, we conducted field scans parallel and perpendicular to the 

film plane. The anisotropy energy density can be extracted by the following equation:

  

 

1 1

0 0

( ) ( )eff sK M H m dm H m dm  

 
  

 
   (3.8)  

 

Employing this integral method for various thicknesses, we can extract Keff as a 

function of teff and build up the Keffteff vs teff curve. The annealed samples have strong 

surface anisotropy as can be seen in the rapid decrease of the effective 

demagnetization field with film thickness. The magnetization easy axis goes out of 

plane at teff =1.2 nm as seen in Figure 3.24. 

 

Figure 3.24 Room-temperature temperature SQUID in-plane field scans of annealed 

Ta(6)|CoFeB(x)|MgO(2.2)|Hf(1) film stacks showing the transition from in-plane to 
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out-of plane anisotropy at tCoFeB=1.2 nm. Magnetization in these plots is normalized to 

Ms. 

 

 Keffteff vs teff is plotted both for as-deposited (Figure 3.25) and annealed 

samples (Figure 3.26). We used a linear Neel-model fit to extract surface and volume 

anisotropies for both series. The as-deposited series exhibits a Keffteff vs teff curve that 

is quite linear through the thickness range studied. A small surface anisotropy of Ks ~ 

0.31 ergs/cm
2
 and a volume anisotropy of KV ~ 1.610

6
 ergs/cm

3
 were extracted from 

the Neel model. The Keffteff vs teff curve for the annealed samples is linear up until teff 

=1.1 nm at which point the curve starts to deviate strongly from this linear behavior. 

From a linear fit to the region between teff =1.1 nm-2.0 nm, we extracted a surface 

anisotropy Ks = 1.5 ergs/cm
2
 and a volume anisotropy of KV ~ 710

5
 ergs/cm

3
. 

 

Figure 3.25 Keffteff vs teff for as-deposited Ta(6)|CoFeB(x)|MgO(2.2)|Hf(1) series. 

Solid line is fit to Neel Model.  
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Figure 3.26 Keffteff data extracted from magnetometry and M-H anhysteretic curve 

data. The line fit of the data used to extract the surface and volume anisotropy is also 

shown. 

 

3.8 Magnetoelastic Coupling Measurement Scheme & Geometry 

 

We then employed our 4PB strain setup to measure the magnetoelastic coupling 

thickness dependence of CoFeB. We performed dV/dI and Hall vs H measurements 

while applying uniaxial strain to the entire device. The leads of our devices are wire 

bonded to a home built connector. The pad/connector geometry and wire bonding 

pattern are displayed in Figure 3.27 below. The chip was placed on to the support pins 

and the pusher plate so that the loading pins were touching flush with the chip. This 

ensured that the chip did not move. The connector was then plugged into a ribbon 

cable leading to a custom-built breakout box. 
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Figure 3.27 a) Machined Delrin connector clamped to chip. Long sample leads 

are wire-bonded to gold pads on connector. b) Connector + wire-bonding geometry. 

 

We used two lock-ins (Lock-in #1 and Lock-in #2) simultaneously to measure 

the longitudinal dV/dI of the channel as well as the Hall voltage. Lock-in#1 was 

hooked up to the sample through a standard Buhrman group Wheatstone-Bridge 

circuit and the oscillator output on Lockin #1 was used as the excitation source. The 

oscillator frequency was set to 500 Hz with a 5V RMS amplitude and a 20 ms time 

constant. In our configuration we used 100 kΩ branch resistors (2 of them in parallel) 

and a resistance decade box for balancing the device resistance. Therefore, the sense 
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current is Iac ~ 100 μA. Lockin #2 uses the oscillator output of Lock-in #1 as reference 

and was used to measure the Planar Hall and/or Anomalous Hall contributions off of 

the transverse leads.  

We use the changes in the longitudinal resistance via the Anisotropic 

Magnetoresistance (AMR) to measure changes in the magnetization. The AMR 

resistance can be mapped to magnetization ( ,  ) coordinates as follows: 

 
2 2

0( , ) sin sinR R R      (3.9)  

 

Here   represent the polar angle made with the z-axis (normal to the film-plane) and 

  represents the angle the magnetization with respect to the axis that is normal to the 

current direction and in the film plane. In our experimental geometry this axis is our 

field sweep direction which is the x-axis. The field, current flow and strain geometry 

and angle   is shown in Figure 3.28. 
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Figure 3.28 Device and lead geometry as well as coordinate system for our experiment 

and analysis. Happlied is along the long axis of the chip (the x-axis). The current for 

sensing the AMR flows along the y-axis. The uniaxial compressive bending stress is 

generated along the x-axis. 

 

 The AMR serves as a good representation of the magnetization when easy and 

hard directions are clearly defined and when the field is swept along a hard axis. If the 

field is swept along an easy axis, the magnetization process proceeds through 180 

degree wall motion which shows a very small signal in an AMR trace. We ensure that 

our field sweep direction is along a hard axis by field-annealing chips at 300 °C for 1 

hour in our home-made set-up annealing stage in the geometry shown in Figure 3.29.  
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Figure 3.29 Home-built field annealing stage + chip holder for Lindbergh vacuum 

tube furnace. The in-plane field measured at the center of the chip is 1.3 kOe  

 

The field anneal direction is thus along the current path direction (which we 

label the y-axis). This sets up the long-axis of the chip to be the magnetic hard-axis 

(which we call the x-axis). This is the direction of our field sweep and is also the axis 

that we apply our compressive bend strain on. For as-deposited samples it was 

necessary to define the hard axis by starting the scan with ~ 0.05% compressive strain 

already on. This was sufficient in making the y-axis a clearly defined easy axis. 

We first conducted a full dV/dI vs H hysteresis loop going to saturation in – x 

and + x directions, then we increased the strain on the chip, then did another dV/dI vs 

H loop, increased the strain and iterated these steps until we had enough AMR curves 

at different strain values to extract Beff reliably. Typically the strain increment was to a 

maximum compressive strain of ~.1%.  This procedure generates a series of AMR 

curves (Figure 3.30) as a function of uniaxial strain which can then be used to extract 

the magnetoelastic coupling.  
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Figure 3.30 a) dV/dI vs H curve series for an annealed Ta(6)|CoFeB(1.7) 

|MgO(2.2)|Hf(1) sample. We used a full compressive strain range εxx of .095% in 

increments of εxx=6.110
-5

. b) The change in the effective AMR with strain. The 

reason for this dependence is not clear but could arise from piezo-resistance in the Ta 

underlayer, changes in contact resistance associated with the wire-bonds, as well as 

changes in the actual AMR percentage in the CoFeB as a function of strain.  

 

3.9 Analysis Method for the In-plane Magnetoelastic Constant Beff 

We first normalized the AMR curve as the device resistance and effective 

AMR % were dependent on the strain. We make the assumption that the maximum of 

the AMR curve corresponds to / 2  (or 3 / 2 ) and that the magnetization at 

saturation corresponds to 0  (or  ). The AMR curve is then normalized to lie 

between 0 and 1 where 0 corresponds to 0  (or  ) and / 2  (or 3 / 2 ).  
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Figure 3.31 a) Normalized AMR curves vs Happ along hard axis for annealed 

Ta(6)|CoFeB(1.7)|MgO(2.2)|Hf(1) sample. The AMR curve series goes from to 

0xx   to ~ .1%xx  b) conversion of the AMR vs H signal into an H(mx) vs. mx curve 

used for integration.  

 

The normalized AMR curves in turn can be transformed to H(mx) vs mx curves 

(Figure 3.31b) by using the relation cos[arcsin[ ]]x normm R . This form can be 

derived by inverting the normalized form of Equation (3.9 and solving for  and 
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recognizing that cos[ ]xm  . The H(mx) vs mx curve series is used to extract the in-

plane magnetoelastic constant. We use a curve integration technique to do this. The 

work done by the field on the magnetic system going from a magnetization m1 to m2 

can be written as 
2

1

( )

m

s

m

E M H m dm   . The change in the internal energy of the 

magnetic system during the magnetization process is given by 

2 2

2 1

4
( )

3
u eff xxE K B e m m

 
    

 
. This assumes that the change in the internal energy 

from rotating the magnetization from m1 to m2 is governed by the uniaxial anisotropy 

energy density and magnetoelastic anisotropy arising from the bend strain. Equating 

the two sides we get:  
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Rearranging this equation yields the final expression that we use for extracting the 

magnetoelastic coupling Beff: 
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(3.11)  

 

To extract magnetoelastic coefficients we plotted the quantity 
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vs. strain and performed a linear fit. The slope is simply Beff.  The relationship is 
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general for anhysteretic magnetization curves of any shape. In addition, m1 and m2 can 

be chosen arbitrarily or as is convenient. One does not need to use m1=0 and m2=1. In 

cases where one is measuring the actual magnetization (and not the AMR) it is not 

even necessary to saturate the sample. For our experiment we evaluated the integrals 

from m1=.4 to m2=.8. Figure 3.32 shows an example of a plot of 

2

1

2 2

2 1

3
( , )

4

( )

m

s

m

M H m dm

m m


 
 
 
 




as a function of strain that was used to extract Beff. 

 

Figure 3.32 Integrated energy of H(m) vs m between the normalized magnetization 

points m1=.4 and m2=.8 as a function of strain. Red dashed line corresponds to linear 

fit used to extract Beff~-7.610
7
 ergs/cm

3
 for tCoFeB=1.7 nm. 

3.10 Results on Thickness Dependence of the Magnetoelastic Coupling 

We carried out strain bending measurements for the as-deposited and annealed 

series as a function of CoFeB thickness ranging from tCoFeB=1.3 nm to 2.0 nm. The 

samples are in a thickness regime where the magnetization still lies in the film plane. 
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Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34 shows the dependence of the magnetoelastic coupling for 

the as deposited and annealed series respectively. 

 

Figure 3.33 Dependence of the effective magnetoelastic constant on thickness for as 

deposited (amorphous) CoFeB films. 
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Figure 3.34 CoFeB thickness dependence of the magnetoelastic coupling for samples 

annealed in a 1.3 kOe in-plane field. The red line is a fit to the data using Beff=Bs/t+Bv. 

 

The magnetoelastic coupling in as-deposited samples has weak thickness dependence 

and ranges from ~-3.910
7 

to -4.310
7
  ergs/cm

3
. The dependence does not exhibit 

any clear functional form and an extraction of the surface and volume type 

magnetoelastic contributions is not possible. We find that after annealing the 

magnetoelastic coupling Beff becomes considerably larger (e.g. from -4.110
7
 to -

8.710
7
 ergs/cm

3
 at tCoFeB = 2.0 nm). In addition the thickness dependence of Beff 

becomes quite pronounced and changes on the order of 30% within a thickness range 

of 0.7 nm. This thickness dependence also fits well to the functional form Beff = 

Bs/t+BV dependence. The fit yields an effective surface magnetoelastic coupling Bs = 

+12.1 ergs/cm
2
 and a volume magnetoelastic coupling BV = -1.510

8
 ergs/cm

2
.   
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 The emergence of a substantial effective surface and volume magnetoelastic 

coupling in the CoFeB after the annealing may have several root causes. The 

development of surface magnetoelastic coupling could, in theory, be due to intrinsic 

surface electronic effects at the annealed and partially crystallized CoFeB|MgO 

interface (i.e. Fe-3d/O 2p hybridization). This scenario would be interesting as it 

would mean that the surface electronic processes generating the PMA could be 

simultaneously altering the effective magnetoelasticity of the CoFeB film. The Beff = 

Bs/t+BV behavior of the magnetoelastic coupling could also be due to effects that are 

second-order in the residual film strain [40]. Second order corrections to the 

magnetoelastic coupling Beff = BV + Dε (with D being second order magnetoelastic 

coupling) can become significant when larger residual biaxial strains (typically > 

0.5%) are present in the film. These second order effects can produce thickness 

dependence in the magnetoelastic interaction when the average residual biaxial strain 

varies with the film thickness. The second order magnetoelastic coupling would 

appear as an effective surface magnetoelastic coupling when the average biaxial strain 

field relaxes as 1/t.  

It is plausible that large strains develop in ultra-thin CoFeB films as grain-on-

grain crystallization [11] off of the MgO commences. One study measured that CoFeB 

layers were already under high compressive biaxial strains (~ 1%) in an annealed 

CoFeB(6 nm)|MgO (2 nm) superlattice [41].   Strains in ultra-thin CoFeB films (t < 2 

nm) have the potential to be even higher. CoFeB films in this thickness regime show 

evidence of being highly granular. Granularity and the presence of islanding in 
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ultrathin crystallized CoFeB films are supported by TEM observation [25] and by the 

onset of superparamagnetism in annealed Ta|CoFeB|MgO stacks as the CoFeB is 

made thin [42]. It is well known that ultra-thin granular films can be under very high 

strains that are in general dependent on the thickness of the film. These strains would 

lead to a thickness dependence of Beff in CoFeB due to second order magnetoelastic 

effects. Such phenomena have been observed in studies on sputtered, polycrystalline 

Ni81Fe19 films where surface roughening and granularity in the films have been shown 

to be correlated with thickness dependent magnetoelastic coupling [43]. 

3.10.1 Mechanism for Nonlinear Keffteff vs teff behavior 

Strong effective surface magnetoelasticity, regardless of its origins, can have 

important implications for anisotropy behavior in the ultra-thin film limit. The 

presence of large thickness dependent strains in this limit along with surface 

magnetoelastic coupling can cause the observed nonlinearities in the Keffteff curve. In 

order to see this we introduce an anisotropy energy function multiplied by the 

effective thickness in Equation (3.12 which extends beyond the simplistic Néel model. 

This energy function was introduced in Chapter 2 and was first explicated by Bochi et 

al. to explain anisotropy behavior in epitaxial Cu/Ni/Cu sandwiches [44].  

   

  2

0 2
biaxial

biaxial s
eff eff s V eff s eff

eff eff

B
K t K B t M t

t t


 

     
            
     

 (3.12)  

 

The expression is comprised of three separate terms. The first term Ks is the interfacial  
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magnetic anisotropy energy assuming that all the strain in the Ta|CoFeB|MgO system 

is completely relaxed. The next term comes from the magnetoelastic interaction. We 

have assumed that the average biaxial strain field follows the relation:  

  

 0biax
t


    (3.13)  

  

The biaxial strain fields couple to the magnetic free energy by the biaxial 

magnetoelastic couplings. We emphasize that our measurements have only extracted 

the in-plane magnetoelastic couplings only.  The in-plane magnetoelastic coupling is 

one part of the biaxial coupling. The biaxial coupling constant is composed of the in-

plane magnetoelastic coupling and a coupling 
13

effB  that connects the magnetic free 

energy to strains in the film thickness direction (z-direction). 
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The last relation of Equation (3.14 is true for metallic films where ~1/ 3 . One thus 

sees that the biaxial magnetoelastic coupling 13

biax eff

eff effB B B  . We unfortunately could 
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not measure 
13

effB  or 
biax

effB  in this experiment. Thus we must make some reasonable 

guesses on both the surface and volume 
13

effB  terms.  We make the assumption that 

,

13~eff V eff

VB B which makes sense if the crystal structure has full cubic symmetry. As a 

crystallized CoFeB film next to MgO is oriented body-centered tetragonal this cannot 

be strictly true. However, we do not think that the assumption is a terrible one. The 

surface term magnetoelastic coupling ,

13

s effB is a completely unknown quantity. It can 

depend heavily on the nature of the Fe-O hybridization at the surface. It can and 

should depend heavily on strain relaxation mechanisms via the second-order 

magnetoelastic couplings. However, we provide a guess for the lower bound coming 

from the electronic contribution based on a calculation by Lee et al. [27]. They show 

an approximately linear decrease in the surface anisotropy as the Fe-O plane distance 

is increased (in other words z-directional tensile strain of the entire structure) up until 

the strain reaches about 5%. From their calculation, we eyeball a lower bound on 

,

13

s effB ~ +7 ergs/cm
2
. Of course, it is entirely possible that the ab-initio calculation is 

off by a factor of 2 or so from whatever the real electronic contribution to surface 

magnetoelasticity is in our system. In addition, any second order magnetoelastic 

effects can create very large effective surface magnetoelastic terms. For example, in 

Ni films deposited on SiO2 surface magnetoelastic coupling likely arising from second 

order magnetoelastic effects can be as large as + 20 ergs/cm
2
 [45]. Given the 

uncertainty, we have just arbitrarily chosen a value of eff

sB = ,

13

s effB = +12.1 ergs/cm
2
 to 

do our fitting but we note that larger positive values of ,

13

s effB are possible.  
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The last term arises in Equation (3.12 comes from the out of plane 

demagnetization energy. Using the set of assumptions we have listed such that 

, 24.2biax

s effB    ergs/cm
2
 and 

8

, 3 10biax

V effB    ergs/cm
3
, we fit the data using the surface 

magneto-elastic model and use it to extract the parameters  = -.53 nm
-1

,
0 =.019, and 

Ks=1.2 ergs/cm
2
. Figure 3.35 shows the fit to our Keffteff vs teff data from 

magnetometry.  

 

Figure 3.35 Fit of the Keffteff vs teff data using a free energy that takes into account 

thickness dependent magnetoelastic coupling and thickness-dependent biaxial strain in 

the CoFeB film. [Inset: In-plane biaxial strain as a function of film thickness required 

to fit Keffteff vs teff data.] 

 

We have also plotted the thickness-averaged biaxial strain field as a function of 

CoFeB thickness in the region that we are fitting the magnetometry data in the inset of 

Figure 3.35 above. The magnetometry data can be fit well if the film is under 

thickness dependent compressive strains particularly as the films get to be a few 

monolayers thick. The main point is that thickness dependent magnetoelastic effects 
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have the same form as the observed deviation from the linear Néel model.  As we have 

measured, the volume and surface magnetoelastic couplings are not small in the 

annealed Ta|CoFeB|MgO system. It is also quite plausible that the strains in the 

partially crystallized CoFeB are large (on the order of 1% or more) and thickness 

dependent. Thus thickness dependent strain and magnetoelastic effects may be 

essential in understanding the behavior of the perpendicular anisotropy. We of course 

do not discount other non-magnetoelastic effects on the anisotropy associated with 

roughness and islanding. In addition, Ta diffusion to the CoFeB|MgO interface in 

systems exhibiting Ta/CoFeB intermixing and magnetic dead layering will likely 

reduce the PMA – particularly as the CoFeB is made thin. A simultaneous 

quantification of the thickness dependence of the biaxial magnetoelastic coupling and 

strain is thus required in order to evaluate the contribution of magnetoelastic effects to 

the overall perpendicular anisotropy. Greg Stiehl (in the Ralph group) and I have been 

discussing methods and trying to design a simple experiment to directly quantify the 

biaxial magnetoelastic coupling and residual strain throughout the entire thickness 

range (i.e. when the film is out-of-plane as well as when it is in-plane). In short, the 

setup would involve depositing the NM|CoFeB|MgO structures on kapton substrates 

and machining a contraption to apply biaxial tensile strains to the kapton substrate via 

stretching. We refer interested parties to Greg‟s A exam paper for further details [46]. 

The strong thickness dependent magnetoelasticity in the Ta|CoFeB|MgO system 

opens up new salient avenues for tuning the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. The 

engineering of a homogenous biaxial strain in the magnetic layer is generally thought 
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to modify only the volume anisotropy as 
0V effB t  in Keffteff.  However, the 

magnetoelastic term 
0

biaxial

s VB B   in Keffteff modifies the surface anisotropy as well. 

An externally imposed constant tensile strain would enhance the surface anisotropy in 

a thin film system with a positive effective surface magnetoelastic coupling. For a 

system with biaxial

sB
 
= +24 ergs/cm

2
, an imposed tensile strain of 1% would yield a 

surface anisotropy increase of ΔKs = +0.24 ergs/cm
2
 to first order in the 

magnetoelastic interaction. Of course, the imposed tensile strain would also decrease 

the volume anisotropy which would serve to reduce the PMA as the film gets thicker. 

Therefore knowledge of both the surface and volume magnetoelastic couplings is 

required in order to tailor the PMA of the CoFeB layer within a specified thickness 

range by imposed uniform biaxial strain. The experiment proposed by Greg does have 

the capability of applying large tensile biaxial strains. It would be very interesting to 

see how the application of large tensile biaxial strains can change both the volume 

anisotropy and the surface anisotropy. The engineering of strain gradients in the film 

could also be used to modify both the surface anisotropy via the term biaxial

VB   as well 

as the nonlinearity in Keffteff via 
biaxial

sB

t


in Equation (3.12). While it is not clear to us 

how to engineer strain gradients, the notion that one could in principal tune the 

nonlinearity in Keffteff is rather exciting. If one could engineer a sufficiently large 

tensile strain gradient, the Keffteff vs teff curve could bend upwards instead of 

downwards – assuming biaxial

sB  is positive. We know it‟s a stretch (insert bad pun 

laughter here), but it is food for thought. 
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In summary, this part of our work has experimentally established the presence 

of strong thickness dependent magnetoelastic interactions in the Ta|CoFeB|MgO. We 

then introduced an analytical model for the anisotropy that includes these 

magnetoelastic interactions and showed that this model could be partly responsible for 

the nonlinear Keffteff behavior in the ultrathin CoFeB limit. We finally pointed out new 

routes for tuning the PMA in the NM|CoFeB|MgO system opened up by the presence 

of thickness dependent magnetoelastic effects.  

3.11 Voltage Controlled Magnetoelasticity (VCME) 

Unfortunately, this part of the project did not go so well. While our 300 °C 

annealed Ta(6)|CoFeB(1.4 nm)|MgO(2.2 nm)|HfOx (26.5 nm)|Electrode gated Hall 

bars did exhibit reasonably large electric-field tuning of the perpendicular anisotropy 

(at dKs/dEg = -17 fJ/Vm), we could not detect any change in the magnetoelastic 

coupling as a function of gate electric field. We think the main reason for this is that 

the strains we could apply were not large enough to resolve whether the 

magnetoelastic coupling had been altered by the application of an electric field. In 

mathematical terms, the energy changes we needed to probe were second order in 

nature – precisely terms in the free energy function that go as
2

sd K
V

dVd



. The field 

resolution of our setup (~ .5 Oe) was probably not good enough to measure this energy 

difference from AMR curves for the maximum strains (~ .1%) and gate electric fields 

(~ ±3 MV/cm) we could apply. Despite our failure in this regard, we still think that the 

idea behind the experiment was a good one. Looking at the strain dependence of the 

VCMA could reveal valuable information about the electronic processes that are 
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occurring at the CoFeB|MgO interface and might aid in putting a handle on the 

mechanism involved in both the PMA and VCMA in NM|CoFeB|MgO systems.  

If we were to redo this part of the experiment, we would concentrate on testing 

the VCMA in a system where the strain imposed on the entire NM|CoFeB|MgO stack 

could be made much larger. We make a guess that the percentage change in the 

magnetoelastic coupling is of the same order as the interfacial anisotropy energy with 

respect to the electric field. Previous VCMA studies show ~ 1-2% change in the 

interfacial energy with respect to the full scale surface anisotropy over the electric 

field bias ranges used. If we have a surface biaxial magnetoelastic coupling of +24 

ergs/cm
2
 then we guess a full scale E-field induced change of the surface biaxial 

magnetoelastic coupling of ~ .48 ergs/cm
2
 assuming a 2% percentage change over the 

accessible E-field range. For a 1.4 nm thick CoFeB film with a biaxial strain of 2%, 

the change in the anisotropy energy associate with the voltage-induced modification of 

the surface magnetoelastic coupling is ~ 710
4
 ergs/cm

3
. Assuming a Ms = 1380 

emu/cm
3
 yields a change in the anisotropy field of ~ 100 Oe. Given that the full scale 

anisotropy field change with voltage is typically around 300-400 Oe, it is quite 

plausible that changes due to E-field modification of the surface magnetoelastic 

coupling are detectable provided that the biaxial strain is of the order of at least 1–2%. 

We would ideally fabricate the structure on a stretchable substrate that can support and 

impose such high strains on the film stack and do something similar to what Greg has 

proposed with Kapton. By stretching the substrate, we would change the state of 

biaxial strain in the stack. We would also probably ditch the Hall bar geometry and 

use a sub-micron lateral area NM|CoFeB|MgO|CoFeB|NM|cap MTJ with one in-plane 
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magnetized electrode whose thickness is near the spin re-orientation transition and 

one-perpendicularly magnetized electrode. We would want to grow a reasonably thick 

MgO barrier (~ 2-2.5 nm) to avoid any spin-torque effects. The perpendicularly 

magnetized electrode would effectively be the analyzer layer and the field would be 

swept out-of-plane. Thus one could effectively measure changes in the effective 

demagnetization energy of the in-plane magnetized layer as a function of bias voltage 

across the junction. The idea would then be to look at how dKs/dEg changes with and 

without the large biaxial strain.  
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CHAPTER 4  

GIGAHERTZ FREQUENCY MAGNETIZATION DYNAMICS INDUCED BY 

SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES 

4.1 Introduction/Motivation 

 This chapter is devoted to the study of magnetization dynamics excited by 

surface acoustic waves (SAWs). We have conducted experimental studies on Ni|Pt 

bilayers and have succeeded in exciting ferromagnetic resonance by using a SAW as a 

pump and relying on the magnetoelastic interaction to couple the surface acoustic 

waves into the magnetic degrees of freedom. We have measured the acoustical 

absorption induced by the magnetoelastic resonance via Vector Network Analyzer 

transmission measurements on a SAW delay line and we have also measured the 

inverse spin Hall voltage generated by spin current pumped into the Pt from the SAW-

induced magnetoelastic resonance in Ni. Our central finding of this chapter is that the 

SAW-induced resonance angular dependence and the resonance fields at which 

maximum absorption occur can only be quantitatively and qualitatively understood if 

the excitation is a dipolar Damon-Eschbach spin-wave where the wave-vector of the 

spin-wave is fixed by the traveling SAW. Previous experiments [1]–[3] and theoretical 

considerations [4] have completely neglected dynamic dipolar interactions associated 

with the spin-wave and consequently their theoretical description does not match their 

data nor does it have the power to qualitatively describe the nature of the spin wave 

excitations induced by SAWs. We derive the correct expression for the susceptibility 

of the SAW-induced resonance in the SAW wavelength regime employed. We then 
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show that our calculated susceptibility quantitatively matches our SAW absorption 

data with no free parameters except the spin wave damping. Next, we show that our 

measured DC voltages associated with magnetoelastic resonance derive almost 

entirely from the spin-pumping/ISHE mechanism and not from other rectification 

effects. We point out that a previous publication [2] took great pains to separate spin-

pumping signals from AMR effects and that this separation was one of the central 

points of that paper. We show that the problem can be avoided by clever engineering 

of the film stack structure. We then use our ISHE voltage to quantify the effective RF 

magnetic field generated by the surface acoustic wave, the effective amplitude of the 

magnetoelastic excitation, and the magnetoelastic coupling of the Ni film. We 

conclude the chapter by arguing that ultrasonic excitation of ferromagnets could 

become a legitimately powerful and fundamentally new tool for studying different 

regimes and length-scales of magnetization dynamics from the micrometer-scale down 

into the nano-scale. 

 

4.2 Surface Acoustic Waves 

Surface acoustic waves are propagating waves that are localized close to the 

surface of a solid body. Lord Rayleigh first derived them by considering a semi-

infinite isotropic solid and showed that one could have solutions to the elastic wave 

equation that were localized at the surface (i.e. whose amplitude decayed 

exponentially away from the surface).  These waves are now formally known as 

Rayleigh waves both to honor their discoverer and to distinguish them from other 
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types of surface acoustic waves which can exist in anisotropic media (e.g. Love 

waves). Rayleigh SAWs have a longitudinal displacement component and a transverse 

coupled shear component that is in the direction normal to the surface. A propagating 

plane Rayleigh wave is pictured below: 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Propagation of a Rayleigh-type SAW. Red circle in the diagram is a 

cartoon of the mixed longitudinal and vertical shear wave motion associated with the 

Rayleigh SAW. 

 

This “mixed” polarization wave occurs essentially due to boundary conditions at 

the surface. The elastic equation for an isotropic medium can be written as: 

 2 2 2 2 2( ) ( )t T L Tu c u c c u          
 

(4.1) 

  

  

 is the stress tensor, u  is the displacement field, and Lc and Tc  are the longitudinal 

and transverse sound velocities respectively. The right hand side can be arrived at by 
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using the constitutive relations for an isotropic solid
1 1 2

ik ik ll ik

E
u u


 

 

 
  

  
 and 

by regrouping expressions involving the Young‟s modulus and Poisson ratio into the 

transverse and longitudinal sound velocities. The displacement field u  can be written 

as T Lu u u  where Tu is the divergenceless component of the motion and Lu  is the 

curl-less component. Taking the curl and the divergence of the elastic equation yields 

two uncoupled wave equations for Tu and Lu : 

 

2 2 2

2 2 2

T Tt T

L Lt L

u c u

u c u

  

  
 

 

(4.2) 

The free boundary conditions on the surface can be expressed as 0ik kn  where n is 

the vector normal to the surface. We then assume that our solid is semi-infinite and 

that the surface normal is in the ξ-direction. Using the constitutive relations gives us 

three equations that are valid at ξ = 0 (i.e. the surface): 

 
2 2 2

0

0

( 2 ) 0L L T

u u

u u

c u c c u

   

   

   

   

   

    

  

(4.3) 

  

 

The boundary conditions couple motion in the ξ and η direction. Since we are at a 

surface we look for modes that are dependent on the coordinate normal to the surface. 

We assume plane wave propagation in the +η direction and try for solutions of the 

wave equations that go as ( )exp[ ( )]T Tu f i q t    and ( )exp[ ( )]L Lu f i q t    . 

Each wave equation satisfies: 
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(4.4) 

  

 

We are looking for solutions for f(ξ) that are decaying away from the surface which 

occurs when 
2

2

2
q

c


 . The solutions we seek are then of the 

form 0 exp[ ]exp[ ( )]T T Tu u i q t    
 
and 0 exp[ ]exp[ ( )]L L Lu u i q t     . The 

boundary conditions can be used to solve for the amplitudes. The first boundary 

condition ensures that no transverse shear component of the wave (i.e. u and u ) 

can exist at the surface. The relationship between the ξ and η components of Tu and 

Lu can be found then by using the condition that the divergence and curl of either 

vanish respectively. The last two B.C.s can be used to solve for the dispersion 

relationship for this wave and it is found that the resultant dispersion is Tc q  .   is 

purely a function of the ratio T

L

c

c

 
 
 

. For 0 .5  (i.e. from a fully compressible to an 

incompressible solid) we get a range of ~ .84 .95  .Thus Rayleigh waves are slower 

than either bulk transverse or longitudinal sound waves. A final solution for the 

displacement amplitude of the waves goes as: 

 

2

2

2

2

2 1
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(4.5) 
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This shows an exponentially decaying surface wave with a coupled longitudinal and z-

directional transverse motion. The SAW decay length or penetration depth is on the 

order of 1 1~ , ~ ( )T L SAWd O    . For readers interested in the details of the derivation 

we refer them to Landau and Lifshitz‟s treatise on elasticity theory. [5] 

4.3 A Introduction to Electrical Generation of SAWs 

 

SAWs can be generated electrically on the surface of a piezoelectric insulator. 

Typically the surface of the piezoelectric insulator is metallized by a pair of 

interlocked electrodes. The first electrode is the signal line and the other is the ground 

electrode. Such a configuration is shown in Figure 4.2. The electrodes are known as 

interdigitated transducers (IDT). When a voltage is applied to the electrodes it 

enforces that potential and an associated charge distribution on the piezoelectric. The 

potential also induces an acoustical response from the piezoelectric. An RF voltage 

will thus generate an RF acoustical response from the piezoelectric.  
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Figure 4.2 Illustration of interdigitated electrodes launching a SAW. /m a p is the 

metallization ratio where a is the IDT finger width and p is the electrode pitch. 

 

In general, the acoustic response of the piezoelectric for an arbitrary RF 

frequency will be low. This is essentially due to the fact that each finger pumps a 

SAW with a certain amplitude and phase. When the acoustic waves pumped from each 

finger are not in-phase the IDT electrodes do not launch a coherent SAW. However, 

when they are all in phase the electrical signal is converted into a coherent forward 

(and backwards) traveling wave. The backwards traveling wave is due to the fact that 

the IDT has no directionality. The condition for phase constructive addition and SAW 

launching is that the pumped RF voltage has a frequency such that the associated 

wavelength of the SAW (given by /SAW SAW pumpc f  ) is an integer multiple of the 

pitch of the IDT electrodes. It is important to note that IDTs cannot be oriented 

arbitrarily on the piezoelectric substrate as piezoelectric solids tend to be highly 

anisotropic. Only certain crystallographic directions/substrate cuts can support plane-
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wave type propagating SAWs. For example, plane-wave SAWs can be launched on Y-

cut LiNbO3 only when the IDTs are aligned along the Z-axis (which is the long c-axis 

of the LiNbO3 unit cell and corresponds to η axis in our coordinate system). 

Propagation off this axis in the YZ plane can lead to beam-steering and diffraction 

effects. These effects can certainly be used to do some interesting things in real space 

but for our initial experiment we want to keep things simple and restrict our SAW to a 

plane wave with a well-defined wave-vector. 

 The SAW is generally characterized by the potential amplitude   and 

displacement amplitudes u , u , and u . The acoustic amplitudes are related to the 

potential amplitude and in some of the more well-known substrate materials and cuts 

are extremely well characterized. We will be using YZ-cut LiNbO3 with propagation 

along the Z direction (η axis) for our experiment. The Y crystal axis in our coordinate 

system is the ξ axis. The SAW propagation velocity in YZ-cut LiNbO3 is vSAW = 3488 

m/s. The coefficients relating the SAW acoustic amplitudes to the potential wave 

amplitude (i.e. u c 
 ) are given in Table 4.1. 

 

Complex Amplitude 

Coeffcient 

Values for LiNbO3  

 

c  0 Å /V 

c  1.8i  Å /V 

c  1.2  Å/V 

Table 4.1 Coefficients coupling acoustic wave amplitudes and potential wave 

amplitudes in LiNbO3. 
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 The potential amplitude ( )f  of a SAW can be derived by assuming that the 

response of the entire IDT is a summation of the response function of one electrode 

(known as the single-tap response function) over the entire IDT array. This is usually 

expressed in terms of a decomposition of the response function into the single tap 

response function ( , )s f m  and the array factor ( )H f .  

 ( ) ( , ) ( )sf f m H f    
 

(4.6) 

The single tap response has the information about the electrostatics of a single IDT 

pair built into it. It depends on the piezoelectric coupling constant K
2
, the electrode 

pitch, and the metallization ratio m (defined in Figure 4.2). K
2
 is a measure of how 

much charge density a passing SAW induces on a metal sheet and vice-versa. It can be 

shown that it is also a measure of the change of the effective transmission line 

capacitance and the velocity of the SAW (in fact 2 2 /SAW SAWK v v  ). K
2 

= 4.6% for 

YZ-cut LiNbO3. For a light electrode (such as Al that is not too-thick), we can ignore 

mass-loading effects where the electrode itself provides enough inertia to hamper the 

generation of a SAW. When these effects are neglected, the single tap response is 

expressed as: 

 
2

0( , ) .8 sin[ / (2 )] [cos[ ]]l

s lf m K f f P m     
 

(4.7) 

 

Equation (4.7) is defined between 00 2f f  . The integer l is defined as 

02

f
l Integer

f

 
  

 
.  The corresponding Legendre polynomial weights associated with 

the bandpasses (1
st
, 3

rd
, etc.) come from approximate solutions to Poisson‟s equation 

for an IDT signal and ground pair. Another important point is that SAW bandpasses 
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can only exist centered about odd integers of
0f . This is due to the fact that the 

amplitude at the ground electrodes must always be   out of phase with the amplitude 

at the signal electrodes. 

The array factor is the spatial Fourier transform of the electrode voltage array 

with the assumption that each electrode can be approximated as a delta function. The 

array factor is then a sum over the voltage and the different phase factors at each 

electrode of a SAW of frequency f : 

 

2
( )

( )
n

SAW

f
i z

v

n

n

H f V e




  
 

(4.8) 

 

In our case, the electrodes are evenly spaced by the pitch p , nz np , 2SAW p  and 

the IDT voltages on alternating electrodes are +V/2 and –V/2. The array factor is then: 

 

0

0

0

0

( )
sin

2
( )

2 ( )
sin

2

N f f

fV
H f

f f

f





 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

(4.9) 

  

The response function and the array factor is plotted. We also plot the response 

function for a different metallization ratio m= 0.4. 
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Figure 4.3 Plot of array factor H(f) at the fundamental bandpass f0 for N = 40 and N = 

120 fingers. We have also plotted the response function for SAW launchers with f0 = 

150 MHz and m = 0.4 and 0.5 respectively. 

 

Our experiment uses a SAW delay-line geometry. A delay line consists of two IDT 

electrodes – an IDT antenna and a receiver separated by some distance L. The delay 

line is essentially a 2-port reciprocal network and the surface of the piezoelectric 

substrate acts as an electromechanical transmission line. We measure the change in S21 

of this delay line to measure the attenuation and power absorption of the SAW when 

the magnetization is being driven by magnetoelastic resonance. S11 measures the 

power reflected by the input IDT due to impedance mismatch. It thus provides a direct 

measure of the power flow into the electromechanical transmission line. Some of this 

power flow will not be in the form of SAWs and will be associated with bulk acoustic 
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waves, electromagnetic radiation, etc. We want the power flow associated with the 

SAW which can be expressed as: 

  2 2

11 11

1

2

SAW rest rest SAW

trans RFP S S P   
 

(4.10) 

 

 

 The factor of ½ comes from the bi-directionality of the SAW. Thus a launched 

SAW will appear as a dip in S11 and we can essentially subtract out the background 

S11 to get the transmitted SAW power. The potential amplitude is related to the SAW 

power flow:  

 
2 2

0 0

1 1

2 2
SAW

SAW

W
P Y y 


    

(4.11) 

 

 

0Y  is the effective electrical admittance of a SAW propagating on the substrate while 

0y  is intrinsic and depends on the substrate material and cut and SAW propagation 

direction. For LiNbO3, 0y = 0.21 mmhos and our IDT electrodes have a width 

500W  μm. We can use Equation (4.11) and the relations 
2 2 2

u c    and 

2 2
2q u   we get an expression for the peak SAW strain amplitude: 

 
0

2 SAW

SAW

P
c q

W
y

 




 
 
 

  

(4.12) 
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The coupling coefficient 
101.2 10c
  m/V. The longitudinal strain wave amplitude 

can then be expressed as a function of RF input power and S11 reflection coefficients 

as:  

 

 2 2

11 11

0

rest rest SAW

RF

SAW

S S P
c q

W
y

 






 
 
 

  

(4.13) 

 

  

We typically know everything except the S11 coefficients. Once these are measured we 

can use Equation (4.13) to directly solve for the strain wave amplitude. Our discussion 

of electrical SAW generation can be found in greater detail in books by Datta [6]  and 

Campbell [7]. 

4.4 SAW-induced Magnetoelastic Spin-Wave Resonance: Theory 

 

SAWs traveling on the surface of the LiNbO3 will generate a time-dependent 

and spatially varying traveling strain wave on any film deposited on top of the LiNbO3. 

In the limit that the film thickness is much smaller than the decay length of the SAW 

(which is approximately the SAW wavelength) we can expect that the strain field can 

be approximated by the strain field on the LiNbO3 surface. In a ferromagnetic film this 

induced strain can generate torques on the magnetization through the magnetoelastic 

interaction. We can express the SAW-induced torques on the magnetization as a 

spatially-varying, time dependent effective internal field on the magnetization. This 
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time dependent effective field can, in the appropriate field and magnetization 

orientation, act as a tickle field to excite resonant dynamics in the ferromagnetic film. 

The tickle field, for a given SAW pump frequency, will have a wave-vector 

2
ˆSAW

SAW

f
q

c


 . The ̂  direction is the SAW propagation direction corresponding in 

our case to the LiNbO3 Z-axis. This immediately implies that the resonance we excite 

will be a spin-wave resonance where the spin wave also is enforced to have a wave-

vector q . We stress that the nature of this spin wave resonance here is different from 

spin wave resonances induced by a spatially homogenous r.f. magnetic field. In the 

latter case the spin wave resonance is associated with boundary conditions on the 

magnetic induction and magnetization whereas our spin wave is pumped locally at 

each point in the ferromagnetic film by the spatially varying acoustic wave. 

The magnetization dynamics can be treated in the LLG framework. The LLG 

dynamics can be written as: 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )eff

dm r dm r
m r H m r

dt dt
      

 

(4.14) 

 

We have replaced  with  to explicitly acknowledge that we are discussing a 

spin-wave damping term and not the Gilbert damping of the uniform mode. We still 

assume that 1   so that the damping term can be treated as a perturbation. 

The problem is treated in the case where the thin film magnet possesses a 

uniaxial anisotropy with easy axis along the  axis and hard axis along the  axis (our 

SAW propagation direction being  ), and an applied field 
appH  at an azimuthal 
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angle 
H with respect to the  axis. The applied field is assumed to always be in the 

plane of the film. The axis  is normal to the film plane. The coordinate system is 

shown in Figure 4.4.  

 

Figure 4.4  and xyz coordinate system for in-plane magnetized film and applied 

field. The polar angle  is not shown but is the angle the magnetization makes with the 

 axis. 

Before the SAW comes in, we assume that the magnetization and the magnetic 

free energy are spatially and time-independent. The free energy density can be then 

expressed as: 

 
 2 2 2

2 2 2

cos( ) sin( ) 2

cos cos( ) 2 cos

s u s app H H s

s u s app H s

f K m M H m m M m

f K M H M

     

    

    

    
 

 

(4.15) 
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The static part of the free energy is then used to find the equilibrium in-plane 

magnetization coordinate 0 0 0
ˆ ˆcos( ) sin( )m      . The equilibrium magnetization 

can be found by the condition 0sf  and
(2) 0sf  . This yields the equation for the 

equilibrium angle 
0 : 

  0 0 0cos sin sink app HH H       
 

(4.16) 

 

The LLG spin wave dynamics are then linearized about the equilibrium magnetization 

defined by the applied field and the anisotropy. The magnetization is expressed 

as 0( ) ( )m r m m r  and we transform into a ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,x y z  coordinate system where the 

equilibrium magnetization unit vector is set as the ẑ axis. The film is in the xz plane in 

our coordinate system. Then 0 ˆ~m z and    
ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )

i q r tx y

q q
m r m y x m y y e


  

 
   where 

in our experiment  is the SAW pump frequency and where we have assumed a 

traveling spin wave with the same in-plane wave-vector as the SAW. We have thus 

ignored as a first approximation any reflections of the spin wave and the SAW at the 

boundaries of the film. Explicit y dependence of the magnetization was retained for 

reasons that will soon become clear. We then define a local free energy density: 

  2( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )app anis d RFf r t m r t H H A m r t h r t h r t         
 

(4.17) 

 

The applied field and anisotropy field contributions are contained in the static and 

spatially homogenous free energy in Equation (4.17) . The third term is the exchange 
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field associated with the non-uniform magnetization of the spin wave. This non-

uniformity is also time-dependent and implies that there is a dynamic source term for 

dipolar fields (via   0m  ) not just as the film surfaces but at all points throughout 

the film. This fluctuating and spatially varying dipolar field will also generate torques 

on the magnetization and so we have included these effects in the term ( , )dh r t . This 

dipolar field will, in general, not be uniform through the thickness of the film. This 

non-uniformity in the y-direction from the dipolar fields makes it necessary to keep 

the y-dependence in the LLG dynamics. The last term is the effective field that the 

SAW produces through the magnetoelastic interaction. It is the only term in Equation 

(4.17) that is explicitly time dependent. The magnetoelastic free energy describing the 

interaction between the magnetization and the traveling SAW is: 

 ( ) 2 2 ( )

1 2sin cos cos sin sini q r t i q r t

MEf B e B e 

              
 

(4.18) 

The amplitudes  and  correspond to longitudinal and shear strains respectively. 

We expect the shear strain component in ultra-thin films (i.e. dfilm << SAW ) to be 

rather small.  This is due to the fact that a SAW must obey the zero shear strain 

boundary condition at the surface.  Thicker films (e.g. a 150 nm film 

with .7SAW m  ) may develop a substantial shear component. Therefore we keep the 

shear term in our equations although for our experiments (with dfilm = 10 nm) we 

argue that we can ignore shear effects. We have completely left out the magnetoelastic 

coupling between m and  (the transverse strain amplitude) as the torque arising 

from this coupling is negligible for in-plane magnetized systems. In the , ,x y z  
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coordinate system we can show that the effective field derived from the 

magnetoelastic interaction is: 
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(4.19) 

 

We will treat this field as a tickle field and it enters the LLG equations as a 1
st
 order 

term in our linearization. It is not difficult to show that the linearized LLG equation in 

the , ,x y z coordinate system is: 
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The dipolar fields must be solved for simultaneously with the LLG equation. The 

dipolar field follows the magnetostatic equations: 

 
0

4 ( )

d

d

h

h m r 

 

   
 

 

(4.22) 

 

 For our case, the dipolar fields can be solved for by using a magnetostatic 

potential dh    and by solving for ( )y and ( )m y using Rado-Weertman 
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boundary conditions. These are exchange/surface-anisotropy conditions that express 

how free or pinned the magnetization is at the boundary. The calculation turns out to 

be not too difficult to do and has been carried out by Stamps and Hillebrand [8] in a 

marginally simpler situation. As they did, we have restricted ourselves to the limit that 

1filmqd   which for our study is quite reasonable. In this regime, the corresponding 

excitation is known as a Damon-Eschbach surface spin-wave. The equations of motion 

for the magnetization averaged through the thickness of the film become:  
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We have explicitly included an extra perpendicular anisotropy term that might arise 

either from volume or surface interactions that serves to reduce the effective out-of-

plane demagnetization field. This system of equations can be inverted to find the 

dynamic susceptibility tensor. 
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The resonance frequency is simply: 

 
res A B    

 

(4.27) 

 

The power absorbed under conditions of magnetoelastic resonance is governed by the 

magnetization response out of phase with rf pump field. The absorption is thus related 

to the imaginary part of the dynamical susceptibility tensor: 
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(4.28) 

 

We write down the absorbed power explicitly:  
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(4.29) 

 

  

When 0kH  , 0 H    and it is easy to see that the H  angular dependence of the 

power absorbed by the spin-wave resonance comes from  the magnetoelastic field and 
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the angular dependence in 2 2

0

2
2 cosapp s

s

A
A H q M qd

M
     in res  arising from 

dipolar interactions. We note that the dipolar corrections are not small. For a 10 nm-

thick Ni film with Ms=485 emu/cm
3
, a SAW pump frequency of 3.86 GHz and a 

corresponding q = 6.9510
4
 cm

-1
, the factor 2 sM qd = 212 Oe. The dipolar 

interactions thus can add a substantial internal magnetic field and produce an 

additional angular dependence in the magnetic response. When an in-plane anisotropy 

field is included, 0 H  in general and the ( , )H appH dependence of the absorption 

gains some additional features. We will discuss these features more fully while 

comparing this formulation with our experimental data in Section 4.7. 

4.5 Sample Growth and Fabrication 

 

All of our samples were grown on .5 mm thick Y-Z cut LiNbO3 wafers procured 

from MTI Corp. All wafers were single-side polished as surface roughness on the 

wafer backside will ensure that bulk waves destructively interfere (as IDTs do not just 

excite SAWs but a whole variety of BAWs as well). The wafers have flats which are 

perpendicular to the crystal Z direction for ease of IDT receiver and transmitter 

alignment along the z-axis. All of our film growth was done in the Kurt Lesker 6 gun 

sputter system with a base pressure P0 < 94 10 torr. All metallic films (except the 

SAW metallization) were sputtered at 50 W, PArgon = 2 mtorr. The Al deposited for 

SAW metallization was sputtered at 100 W, PArgon = 2 mtorr. The first step in the 

process involved defining Al(10)|AlOx(2)|Ni(10)|Pt(15) mesas and micron wide wires 
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by lift-off. Then we deposit Al(100 nm) for SAW IDT metallization and define the 

IDTs by lift-off. All our SAW IDTs  used for our delay lines have N = 40 fingers. We 

designed IDTs with f0 = 300 MHz and m = 0.4, f0 = 150 MHz and m = 0.5 and f0 = 

400 MHz and m = 0.5.  All of our S21 transmission measurements and VISHE 

measurements that we present in this chapter come from 60 μm   500 μm wires. The 

fabrication process flow is detailed in Table 4.2. 

 

Spin Resist Bilayer -Spin LOR3A @ 3000 RPM for 60 secs 

-Bake 115 C for 1 min, 20 sec on chill 

block 

-Spin S1813 @ 2000 RPM for 60 secs 

-Bake 115 C for 1 min, 20 sec on chill 

block 

2. SAW FMR Photolith #1 - Use Mask Level #1: SAW_FMR 

Mesas/Wires  

- Make sure stepper mode is on 

transparent. 

-Exposure Time ~ .5 secs 

- Hamatech Develop for 60 secs in MIF 

721. 

Stack Deposition + Liftoff : Kurt Lesker 

6-Gun Sputter System 

- Deposit Al(12 nm) and transfer back to 

load-lock for oxidation. Native oxide ~ 1 

- 2 nm 

- Transfer sample back into main 

chamber, lift magnet and deposit Ni(10 

nm)/Pt(10) [or Ni(10 nm)/Cu(15) for 

ISHE control sample.] 

-Liftoff: PG Remover for 2 hours @ 70 C 

in hotplate, Ultrasonicate for 5 mins. 

Transfer to IPA bath and ultrasonicate for 

10 mins. N2 blow  dry. 

 

SAW FMR Photolith #2: 5X Stepper Define IDT Delay Line Metallization.  

-Use either Mask Level #2: IDT Delay 

Line with m= 0.4 or m= 0.5. 

- Make sure stepper mode is on 

transparent. 
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-Exposure Time ~ .5 secs (optimize focus 

test) 

- Hamatech Develop for 60 secs in MIF 

726. 

SAW Metallization/Lead Definition: Kurt 

Lesker 6-Gun Sputter System 

-Deposit Al(100 nm). 

- Liftoff: PG Remover for 2 hours @ 65 

C in hotplate, Ultrasonicate for 5 mins. 

Transfer to IPA bath and ultrasonicate for 

10 mins. N2 blow  dry. 

 

Table 4.2 SAW IDT and Ni|Pt mesa/microwire fabrication process flow. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Completed Al(10)/AlOx(2)/Ni(10)/Pt(15) microwire with Al(100 nm) SAW 

IDT transmitter and receiver. 

 

4.6 Measurement Setup 

 

Our measurements were conducted on a probe station setup equipped with a GMW 

Projected Field Magnet. The Projected Field station enabled us to change the in-plane 

angle of the magnetic field. We used an Agilent 8722ES Vector Network Analyzer 
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(VNA) to perform the transmission measurements on our SAW IDT Delay lines. 

Contact was made to the IDT transmitter and receiver with RF probes. S21 

transmission measurements were first conducted on the SAW delay line as a function 

of frequency in order to characterize the bandpasses of the SAW. We performed a 

time-gated measurement of the transmission in order to reject signals associated with 

interference from triple-transit SAW reflections between the receiver and emitter as 

well any interference from electromagnetic waves generated by the transmitter. Time-

gating, in our case, involves finding the maximum in S21 associated with the single-

transit time of the SAW. We set where this maximum occurs to be our center time for 

our gating window and set the window width so it rejects the transmission peaks 

associated with triple transit. The 8722ES VNA has an in-built time domain gating 

option where one can view the time-domain response, fix the time window and center 

time and then automatically apply the windowing to the swept frequency domain 

measurements. We set the gate center to ~ 0.2 μs corresponding to our single transit 

signal.  The gate span was set to ~ 0.1 μs.  The S21 spectrum for a SAW with an IDT 

pitch of 11.6 m , N = 40 fingers, and a metallization ratio m = 0.5 is shown in Figure 

4.6, with and without the time-domain gating. The delay line shows sharp SAW 

bandpasses at f0, 5f0, 7f0, 9f0, 11f0, etc. We suspect that the reason our experimental 

S21 bandpasses do not match the SAW spectrum for m = 0.5 (Figure 4.3) is that the 

higher order bandpasses are very sensitive to the metallization ratio. Deviations of the 

electrode width from its expected value due to overexposure in the photolithography 

might account for a different effective metallization ratio. We have also included the 

time-gated S21 spectrum for a SAW delay line with f0 = 300 MHz, m = 0.4, and an 
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IDT pitch of 5.8 μm (Figure 4.7). All our subsequent magnetoelastic resonance 

measurements use a SAW delay line with this set of specifications. The gate center 

time for the spectrum in Figure 4.7 was set at ~ 0.2 μs and we used a span of 0.05 μs. 

 

Figure 4.6 Continuous wave and time-gated S21 measurement of a SAW delay line 

with f0 = 150 MHz and an IDT metallization ratio m = 0.5.  
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Figure 4.7 Time gated spectrum for a f0 = 300 MHz SAW delay line with m = 0.4. We 

have plotted the bandpasses at f = 1.48 GHz, 2.08 GHz, 2.67 GHz, 3.26 GHz, 3.86 

GHz, and 4.45 GHz. 

 

 

Our measurement of DC voltages arising from spin pumping/ISHE due to 

magnetoelastic resonance was measured by two DC needle probes placed directly (and 

very gently) on either side of the Al|AlOx(2)|Ni(10)|Pt(15) micro-wire. The voltage 

was measured directly with a Keithley 2000 Multimeter. In order to get an appreciable 

signal during our VISHE measurements, we hooked up two Picosecond Pulse Lab 

Model 5867 amplifiers to amplify the output of the 8722ES (which has a max power 

output at +5 dBm) and thus increase the input power into the SAW delay line.  
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4.7 Magnetoelastic Resonance Measurements 

 

We measured the SAW delay line transmission and ISHE voltage of the 

Al|AlOxNi|Pt microwires as a function of applied field Happ and in-plane field angle at 

different bandpasses of the SAW. When the field and angle configuration meets the 

resonance configuration for the given SAW pump frequency, we expect that there is 

absorption of the surface acoustic wave and simultaneously a voltage associated with 

the ISHE from spin pumping into the Pt induced by the resonant dynamics of the Ni. 

The SAW absorption is measured through the 

quantity
21 21 21( , ) ( 0, )loss

H HS S H S H    . When Happ = 0 we are far in 

( , )app HH  -space from any magnetic resonance and the loss is determined by changes 

in the transmission line impedance due to mass-loading and capacitive coupling to the 

magnetic metallic film. We show SAW absorption data as a function of field and field 

angle (defined as the azimuthal angle with respect to the SAW propagation direction 

+̂ ) for a SAW transmitter/receiver of f0 = 300 MHz and metallization ratio of 0.4.  
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Figure 4.8 VNA 21S  SAW absorption measurement at the center frequency of the 

bandpasses of a f0=300 MHz SAW delay line with m = 0.4.  

 

The S21 measurements show SAW absorption lobes that we infer are associated 

with magnetoelastic resonance. We conclude this from several observations. First, the 

absorption lobes move to higher field as the SAW pump frequency increases. At high 

pump frequencies (f0 = 4.45 GHz), the absorption lobes start to approach a four-fold 
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angular symmetry that is consistent with a resonant excitation from a magnetoelastic 

tickle field. At lower pump frequencies, the absorption is evidently not four-fold 

symmetric in the field angle but possesses a lower symmetry that is mirror symmetric 

about the   axis. For example, the absorption lobes for 1.46 GHz extend to a field 

angle of <10
o
. For fSAW = 2.67 GHz, the maximum absorption lobes occur at ~20

o
. 

When fSAW = 3.86 GHz the maximum absorption occurs along ~35
o
. The fact that the 

maximum absorption lobes occur at a field angle less than 45
o
 and that this angle 

increases with pump frequency can be largely explained by the existence of strong in-

plane anisotropy in the Ni film. 

We conducted AMR measurements of the magnetization along the SAW wave-

vector direction and perpendicular to it. The AMR curves show a hard axis AMR 

curve when the field is swept along the  axis. By mapping the AMR curve to an m-H 

loop and then integrating we extract an in-plane anisotropy Hk ~ 380 Oe with the easy 

axis along the  -axis orthogonal to  -axis. We can rule out any deposition-field 

effects due to the fact that the Lesker magnet was lifted away from the substrate platen 

during the deposition such that the growth field on the sample was negligible. It is 

likely that our huge in-plane Hk come from substantial anisotropic residual strain in 

the Ni film. Assuming in-plane isotropy of the magnetoelastic coupling due to the 

polycrystallinity of the Ni film, we assume that the uniaxial magnetoelastic coupling 

of our 10 nm-thick Ni film is Beff = + 610
7
 ergs/cm

3
 [9]. Using the relation 

 2 eff

k

s

B
H

M

  
 and a measured Ms ~ 485 emu/cm

3
 we estimate an in-plane 
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anisotropic strain     ~ 0.15%. The stress must be tensile along the   direction 

and compressive along the  direction thus yielding an easy axis along the  direction. 

Such anisotropic strain is possible due to the fact that the LiNbO3 lattice constants 

along the   and  direction are very different – with c = 13.86 A in the   direction 

and a = 5.15 A in the  direction.  

 

Figure 4.9 AMR resistance curves for 0° (blue) and 90° (red) field angle with respect 

to the SAW propagation direction show that the Ni has a substantial in-plane 

anisotropy field Hk with 90  (i.e. the  axis) being the easy axis direction. 

 

The very large in-plane Hk means that the equilibrium magnetization angle 0 is 

not collinear with H . Note that H  from the calculations is the azimuthal angle with 

respect to the  axis while the field angle in our density plots is with respect to the 

 axis. Thus the field angle in our density plots is equal to 90
o
 - H . With a large Hk, a 
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sweep along / 2H   (or 0
o
 in our plot) implies that when Happ is in a field region 

about ~ / 2kH
0 is about 45

o
, and the magnetoelastic tickle field is appreciable. The 

resonant frequency ( )res H also becomes smaller with increasing applied field until H 

= Hk. Thus both the condition for a large tickle field and resonance frequency can be 

met for lower frequency pumps when the field is swept at or close to the hard axis 

direction and only for field strengths lower than or on the order of Hk. As the SAW 

pump frequencies become higher the possibility of absorption in this field and angle 

regime disappears and one expects the resonance lobes to move to higher applied 

fields and larger field angles off the hard axis. The angular condition for maximum 

absorption at very high SAW pump frequency should approach 45H  . 

We can now try to see if the Damon-Eschbach spin wave theory that we 

introduced in Section 4.4 fits well to the SAW absorption measurements in Figure 4.8. 

We have used the independently measured values of Ms = 485 emu/cm
3
, Hk = 380 Oe, 

and Meff ~ 115 emu/cm
3
 to generate our absorption density plots. We have measured 

Meff where 
4

k
eff s

H
M M





   by conducting an out-of-plane field scan on a 

Ni(10)/Pt(15) bilayer with a buffer layer of Al(10)/AlOx(2) deposited on our LiNbO3 

substrate.  
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Figure 4.10 Out-of-plane field scan of Al(10)/AlOx(2)/Ni(10)/Pt(15) bilayer on YZ-cut 

LiNbO3. 

 

The Meff we have measured is quite low and implies that the Ni film has a 

perpendicular anisotropy of 1.1310
6
 ergs/cm

3
 opposing but not enough to completely 

overcome the demagnetization energy. We believe that this perpendicular anisotropy 

is due to magnetoelastic interactions and the existence of a sizeable residual strain in 

the film. Large in-plane strains, particularly in a low Ms magnetoelastic material such 

as Ni can lead to substantial contributions to the perpendicular anisotropy field and 

thereby substantially reduce Meff. With all the quantities that we have measured, the 

only free parameter left is the spin-wave damping. We set it to .14   as this provides 

a reasonable fit to the data.  We have used the same value regardless of pump 

frequency. We plot the results of the spin-wave absorption [Equation (4.29)] as a 

function of field angle and Happ. 
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Figure 4.11 Calculations of the field strength and field angle dependence of SAW 

power resonantly absorbed by a ferromagnetic film through the magnetoelastic 

interaction using the Damon-Eschbach theory.  

 

These absorption plots when compared with Figure 4.8 shows rather close 

qualitative and quantitative agreement with the S21 absorption data. Next we convert 

the S21 loss to linear power and rescale each S21 vs H curve to lie between -1 and 0. 

We plot field sweeps at various field angles and at a few of the SAW pump 

frequencies to explicitly show the good quantitative agreement between the 
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calculations including magnetostatic spin-wave contributions and the data. For each 

plot we have also shown the results of a simple exchange wave theory. 

 

Figure 4.12 Calculations of the absorbed power for dipole-exchange and 

exchangespin-wave resonance compared to S21 data. The field is swept at a different 

field angle with respect to the SAW propagation direction and different SAW pump 

frequencies are examined. Deviations at low-field for high angle sweeps are likely due 

to domain wall dynamics and non-uniform switching. 

   

We stress that the absorption maxima in a given field angle line cut does not 

generally occur at the Damon-Eschbach resonance field. This is largely due to the fact 

that the pump field itself is sensitive to the equilibrium angle 0 . As the field is swept 
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(in any direction except for the easy axis) the equilibrium angle  
0  changes and thus 

there may be portions of the curve where the pump field amplitude is considerably 

larger than other parts. The absorption peaks will occur where the product of the 

imaginary part of the susceptibility and the pump amplitude are maximized. At certain 

field angles this can lead to double absorption peaks as there may be one field where 

the influence of the pump dominates and another where the susceptibility dominates 

the absorption. This was a major source of confusion for us in our initial attempts to fit 

the absorption peak frequencies to spin wave resonance frequencies. We plot the peak 

absorption fields for the SAW at different pump frequencies for a field angle of 45 

degrees off the  -axis (Figure 4.13). The spectrum for the pump frequencies plotted 

has a single absorption peak and we compare the peak absorption field to the results of 

our calculations with and without spin-wave dipolar contributions included.  

 

Figure 4.13 Pump frequency vs. applied field magnitude at which maximum 

absorption occurs at a field angle of 45 degrees off the η-axis. 
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The line cuts of Figure 4.12 and the pump frequency vs. peak absorption field 

plot of Figure 4.13 clearly demonstrate that the dipolar spin-wave corrections are 

important in the angular and field dependence of the absorption. They both show that 

the corrections from dipolar spin-wave theory are important at higher wave-vectors (or 

SAW pump frequencies) which makes a good deal of sense. In addition, it seems that 

the discrepancy between a pure exchange vs. a dipolar theory is often larger at higher 

field angles with respect to the SAW propagation direction. This corresponds to when 

the equilibrium angle 
0  

gets closer to the  axis and where we expect dipolar 

corrections to be the strongest. The corrections can also be very strong for field 

sweeps at shallow field angle (i.e. close to the hard axis) and at certain pump 

frequencies where the absorption peak can correspond to a situation where 
0  

is small 

and the magnetization is not too far from the easy axis. We expect this scenario to 

occur typically at higher pump frequencies. Such a situation is seen in the lower-field 

peak of the 10 degree field sweep at f0 = 3.855 GHz (in Figure 4.12) where the 

discrepancy between the dipolar theory and exchange theory is large. The higher field 

absorption peak is virtually identical for both cases and corresponds to a scenario 

where the magnetization is rather close to the hard axis. 

We can alternatively visualize the effects of the dipolar interactions on the 

absorption by plotting the difference of the normalized absorption maps for f0 = 3.855 

GHz with and without dipolar interactions included.  
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Figure 4.14 Difference map Pabs[with dipolar correction] - Pabs[without dipolar 

correction] of calculated absorption spectrum at 3.86 GHz. Purple is positive and red 

is negative in the difference map. 

 

Clearly, there is a difference in the predicted absorption spectra for the case where we 

include dipolar interactions as opposed to when we neglect them.  

These corrections become much more substantial in high Ms ferromagnet 

systems like Co, Fe, and alloys thereof. To illustrate our point we calculate the 

absorption in a Co(10)|Pt system where Ms = 1420 emu/cm
3
, and where we assume 

that there is no in-plane anisotropy and no surface anisotropy opposing the out-of-

plane demagnetization energy. We take the spin-wave damping  = .03. We have 

plotted the absorption with and without dynamic magnetostatic corrections. The 

differences in the fields at which resonant absorption occurs and the field angular 

dependence are rather striking (Figure 4.15).  
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Figure 4.15 Power absorption for SAW-induced resonance for Co (Ms = 1420 

emu/cm
3
) with d = 10 nm, Hk = 0 Oe, fsaw = 3 GHz with and without the dynamic 

dipolar field correction arising from the spin wave. 

 

The strong change in the angular dependence comes from the anisotropic dipolar field 

contribution associated with the Damon-Eschbach wave. This magnetostatic spin 

wave interaction not only radically alters the fields but also the field angles at which 

maximal absorption of the SAW occurs. The relative importance of the dipolar 

contribution of course will depend on the SAW wave-vector and pump-frequency as 

well as the thickness of the ferromagnetic film. For example, if one uses a SAW pump 

frequency of 1 GHz the angular dependence coming from dipolar corrections becomes 

much less noticeable. It is fairly clear, however, that SAW-induced spin wave 

resonance fundamentally derives its absorption properties from the angular 

dependence of the pump field and dipolar interactions arising from the spatial 

dependence of the spin-wave. 
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4.8 Resonance Quantification using the Inverse Spin Hall Effect 

 

The dipolar spin wave in the Ni film will also pump a spin current into the Pt 

layer and then generate an ISHE voltage. Recent papers [2], [10] have proposed SAW 

driven-magnetic excitations as a way to create phonon-driven spin batteries or as a 

way to study the Spin Seebeck effect (which has been proposed to arise from 

nonequilibrium thermal phonon-magnon interactions [11]). In the former case, we see 

no obvious advantage over other spin-current generation techniques. In the latter case, 

any spin-thermal effect is broad-band and is likely dominated by acoustic phonons 

where the D.O.S. and occupation number are appreciable. This occurs in the 10-20 

THz frequency range. In this higher frequency regime, we expect that the SAW is not 

a good description of the physics and we expect that thermal phonons from all three 

acoustic phonon branches will contribute to magnon generation. Incidentally, the time-

scales involved (less than .1 ps) are on the order of electronic relaxation times and so 

an accurate quantification of these finite life-times with respect to the magnetization 

precession time should be taken into account.  

 Our goal here is a bit more modest. The ISHE voltage can be used to extract 

certain quantities associated with the spin wave resonance. Among these are the spin-

wave cone angle and the effective RF pump field created by the magnetoelastic 

interaction. The effective RF field hrf is relatively easy to extract by a spin-pumping + 

ISHE measurement. Combined with S11 reflection measurements, which give us 

knowledge of the acoustical power flow and associated strain wave amplitudes, we 
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can extract the in-plane magnetoelastic constant Beff.  The equations governing the 

spin current pumped into the Pt by the dipolar spin wave in the Ni can be written as: 

 

 
,0 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

4

r eff y yx x
s x y

g dm dmdm dm
j s x y m m z

dt dt dt dt

   
      

  
 

 

(4.30) 

 

We will be interested in any non-zero DC component of the spin-current that is 

pumped into the Pt layer. This will only occur for the component of the spin current 

along the magnetization direction (the ẑ  direction). The transverse parts which are 

oscillatory can and have been measured but they contribute nothing to a DC spin 

current in the Pt. 

Thus we write the DC spin current as: 

 
0

,
ˆ ˆ

4

y x
s r eff x y

dm dm
j z g m m z

dt dt

  
  

 
 

 

(4.31) 

  

The value of mx and my need to be solved for in terms of hrf. We have already 

solved this problem by having an expression for dynamic susceptibility tensor  . 

Explicit expressions for the complex amplitudes xm and 
ym are given in terms of 

rfh .  
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(4.32) 

 

 

For simplicity we regroup these rather long expressions in the coefficients so 

that the equations look a little simpler: 
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m C iD h

m F iG h

 

 
 

 

(4.33) 

 

 

The expressions for the coefficients C, D, F, and G are given: 
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With the phase of xm  and 
ym  reference with respect to the oscillating traveling 

wave pump field ( , ) cos( )x

rf rfh r t h q r t   , the expression for real components of the 

magnetization procession are: 
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(4.35) 

The expression for the z-component of the instantaneous pumped spin current 

becomes exceptionally simple and is purely DC: 
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(4.36) 

 

This spin current is pumped into the platinum and generates an electric field by 

the ISHE. We are concerned with the electric field component in the  direction (i.e. 

the long axis of the wire orthogonal to the SAW power flow).   
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(4.37) 

 

 The expression is a solution to the drift-diffusion equations in the limit that the 

backflow is negligible and where the shorting effect that the Ni film has on the ISHE 

generated E-field in the Pt is taken into account [12]. The voltage at the terminals of 

our micro-wire can then be written as: 
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(4.38

) 

 

  

Equation (4.38) for VISHE with the expressions for A and B evaluated in 

Equation (4.26) provides the correct quantitative connection between VISHE and hrf in 
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the limit that qd << 1. With kH ,
effM , sM , and the equilibrium angle 

0 at a specific 

appH and H  all known, one can extract 
rfh (at a specific angle 

0 ) from the measured 

VISHE exactly once one knows the Pt spin hall angle Pt

SH , the film conductivities Ni  

and Pt , and  the real part of the spin-mixing conductance at the Ni|Pt interface.  

Before going further, however, we need to first confirm that the voltages are 

dominated by the ISHE associated with pumped spin current during SAW-driven 

resonance and not due to signals arising from AMR rectification effects or AMR/ST-

FMR effects. AMR and ST-FMR effects would occur if the potential wave of the 

SAW dumped a large RF current into the Ni and the Pt by capacitive coupling. If the 

resulting DC voltage signal, on resonance, is large enough it will produce a significant 

distortion of the line-shape of the DC voltage with respect to applied field away from 

that expected by a pure spin-pumping/ISHE signal induced by the magnetoelastic 

interaction. We have taken DC voltage data for the entire ( , )H appH space in Figure 

4.16. The angular and field dependence, as expected, is quite similar to that of the 

VNA S21 absorption measurements. 
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Figure 4.16 Measurement of VISHE voltage vs. field and angle. The lobes in the VISHE 

at each frequency correspond to the absorption lobes in the S21 transmission 

measurement. This confirms that the absorption lobes of the SAW are due to 

magnetoelastic resonance which drives the magnetization into precession and pumps a 

pure spin current into the Pt.  

 

 We can check for significant AMR contributions by checking whether 

normalized Vdc vs Happ curves from field sweeps at fixed angle (i.e. line cuts of the 2D 

data in Figure 4.17) match the line-shape of our expression for spin-pumping/ISHE in 

Equation (4.38). As can be seen in Figure 4.17, the line-shape of our Vdc vs Happ 
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curves closely follows that predicted from spin pumping + ISHE arising from a 

dipolar surface spin wave. 

 

Figure 4.17 Normalized VDC curves plotted against the results of our spin wave 

calculation from Equation (4.38) at a few frequencies and field angles. The last plot 

shows the the VDC vs. Happ data for these sweeps without normalization. Data for f0 = 

2.67 GHz taken was taken at a VNA input power of +16 dBm. For f0 = 3.86 GHz, the 

data was taken at an RF VNA input power of +24 dBm. 

 

 There are small deviations of our calculated VISHE line-shape from the data 

which could be due to a small AMR/ST-FMR contribution but it could just as well be 

from experimental error in our input parameters (Ms, Hk, Meff). Whatever the case, it is 

pretty clear that the spin-pumping/ISHE voltage process from magnetoelastic pumping 

dominates the DC voltage signal. The lack of a significant AMR contribution to the 
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linewidth is probably due to the fact that most of the RF current is shunted through the 

Al (10 nm) and Pt (15 nm). The thin AlOx layer will effectively act as a capacitive 

short in the GHz frequency range. We should, of course, have to also worry about 

shorting out of the DC ISHE electric field by the Al. However, the 2 nm AlOx layer 

should prevent this from occurring in DC.  

We can thus assume that the DC charge voltage is captured by Equation (4.38). 

We use previously extracted parameters Hk = 380 Oe, Ms = 485 emu/cm
3
, Meff = 115 

emu/cm
3
, and an assumed spin-wave damping .14  .  For the transport parameters, 

we have not independently extracted the spin hall angle and the spin diffusion length 

of Pt in our Ni|Pt bilayers on LiNbO3. We therefore assume an upper 

bound .12Pt

SH  , 1.4Pt

s nm  [13], 

19 2

, 2 10r effg m   [14], 6 13.4 10 ( )Ni m    and 6 1~ 4.2 10 ( )Pt m   . The 

conductivities have been extracted by four-point measurements. The length of our 

micro-wire is L = 500 m . We calculate the r.f. field amplitude at the VISHE peak for a 

SAW pump frequency of 3.86 GHz with the DC field swept at a field angle of 50 

degrees off the   axis. This corresponds to the magenta curve in Figure 4.17. The 

peak occurs at Happ = 582 Oe at a VDC = 3.7 μV. The equilibrium magnetization angle 

at this field is 0 = 25.4 degrees. We calculate the rf field at the input RF pump power 

of +24 dBm (= 250 mW). The rf field strength that we extract with the assumed 

parameters turns out to be large at
rfh = 12 Oe (although much smaller than any other 

field in the problem). The product B  can be determined by 
0 0

2
sin cosrf

s

B
h

M
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and so 
37.51 10B     ergs/cm

3
. We can extract the magnetoelastic coupling if we 

know the longitudinal strain wave amplitude
 . For our 3.86 GHz bandpass we 

have measured 
2 2

11 11

rest rest SAWS S  ~ 35.8 10 (in linear scale). Plugging this into 

Equation (4.13) with our input RF power of 250 mW and the parameters for our SAW 

electrodes and the material characteristics of LiNbO3, we get a strain wave amplitude 

  = 9.310
-5

. We can then extract the in-plane magnetoelastic coupling Beff = 

78.1 10 ergs/cm
3
. We assumed a Beff = 76 10 ergs/cm

3
 in Section 4.7 to extract 

values for the residual strain in the film. Thus our Beff extracted by the SAW 

resonance/spin-pumping method is in the same ball park as our assumed values which 

were adopted from the literature. As a side note, we admit that we prefer the method 

of extracting the magnetoelastic coupling employed in the previous chapter. We can 

also solve for the maximum in-plane and out-of-plane angle during the precession. 

The in-plane angle  ~ xm  and its maximum amplitude is given 

by
2 2

max rfC D h   . The out-of-plane angle goes as
2 2

max rfF G h   . Plugging 

in all the necessary parameters for C, D, F, and G and an
rfh = 12 Oe, we extract 

max 2.1  and  
max 1.2  . This procedure can be applied at any arbitrary field 

angle, field value, and pump amplitude to extract out the characteristics of the SAW 

induced magnetostatic spin-wave excitation and the effective internal r.f. field that is 

generated by the SAW.   
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We note that we have not characterized the contribution of inhomogenous 

broadening to the line-shape. This can produce some error in our spin-wave amplitude 

and RF field quantification. We do not believe that this error is too large as the 

phenomenological spin-wave damping parameter  =.14 provides a reasonably close 

match to the data across a fairly large SAW pump frequency range (~1.5 – 4.5 GHz) 

and at many different field angles. It is also possible that  changes as a function of 

the pump wave-vector and frequency and in a way that is dependent on the in-plane 

angle. This would alter the extracted amplitudes as well. However, we believe that our 

estimates here for various numbers for the SAW-induced spin-wave excitation are 

reasonable and that the analytical method we have used to extract these parameters 

constitutes the correct physical description of the problem. 

4.9 Conclusion 

We have quantified and understood the structure of spin-waves excited by 

SAWs. Now the main question is: Why should we care? SAWs provide a way of 

exciting magnetization dynamics with nano-to-micron scale spatial control in a way 

that no other pump can (at least that we are aware of). The SAW pump enforces the 

wave-vector of the magnetic excitation. In a frequency range commensurate with 

FMR excitations ranging from 2 - 12 GHz, SAW wavelengths (depending on choice 

of substrate and orientation) are on the order of a few microns down to ~150 nm. With 

a low SAW velocity, the wavelength at a fixed frequency can be pushed down. (001)-

cut Bi12GeO20 (BGO20) with propagation along (110) has a SAW velocity of 1681 

m/s. [15], [16] This implies a SAW wavelength of ~150 nm at a frequency of 11 GHz. 
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The piezoelectric coupling coefficient is also reasonably high at k
2
 = .46%. A 1.2 GHz 

fundamental SAW with an electrode pitch of 700 nm (implying a finger width/gap of 

350 nm at .5  ) operating at the 9
th

 overtone bandpass can achieve such a 

wavelength at FMR frequencies. The IDT electrode gaps and finger width 

requirements can be readily achieved by deep-UV photolithography. There are also a 

whole host of other slow SAW wave materials which could be used including Tl3VS4, 

Tl3TaSe4, GaPO4, and La3Ga5SiO14. [16], [17] Of these others we find 001-cut Tl3VS4 

to be extremely attractive (although less easily procured than BGO20) as SAWs 

propagating along (110) have a k
2
 = 1.4% and a SAW velocity of 870 m/s. At a 

frequency of 9 GHz the SAW wavelength on Tl3VS4 is 97 nm.  

Ultrasonic excitation of ferromagnets on these low SAW speed materials can 

lead to a whole host of interesting new ways to probe and control magnetization 

dynamics. One could imagine making SAW Bragg resonators with standing wave 

acoustic modes between two reflectors. Nanoscale magnets placed at particular 

positions in this resonator will experience fields of different spatial symmetries. A 

50x150 nm ellipse placed at an acoustical node in a BGO20 SAW Bragg resonator 

operating at a wavelength of 150 nm  will experience an effective RF pump field that 

is spatially antisymmetric along the major axis of the ellipse (with respect to the 

magnet center). A nanomagnet placed at a maximum of the standing strain wave 

pattern will experience an RF pump field of even spatial symmetry. One can pump 

modes of different spatial symmetry by selecting frequency and nanomagnet position 

in the Bragg cavity. This could prove very useful for accessing various magnetic 
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normal modes of a nanomagnet [18] in ways that might be hard to access by spatially 

uniform field pumping.  

 It would also be interesting to see what happens in a nanomagnet driven into 

steady state oscillation by the spin-transfer torque. One can have two modes of 

different spatial symmetry exhibiting bistability that are excited by the spin-torque. 

The existence of such a scenario has been inferred from a combination of experimental 

measurements and micromagnetic simulations. In-plane free layer oscillations in 

elliptical multilayer structures can exhibit bistability between micromagnetic edge 

modes (odd spatial symmetry) and quasi-uniform/leaf micromagnetic modes or 

localized center  modes (even spatial symmetry) [19]. One could pump into one of the 

modes with the SAW, then turn the SAW off and look at the decay/telegraph hopping 

and energy transfer into the other mode. In this way one could back out mode coupling 

strength. In a hypothetical case where the mode frequencies get very close to each 

other, the SAW pump excitation could (in a way that RF current injection-locking 

could not) allow one to injection lock to one of the modes by spatial symmetry alone.  

 Even more can be potentially accomplished with SAW or coherent phonon 

based magnetic resonance excitations. SAW wave diffraction from double slits can be 

used to pump at diffraction maxima on a magnetic nanowire that is some distance 

from the slits. SAW-beam collimation could lead to pump fields with resolution on the 

order of <100 nm focused on a spot in a magnetic nanowire. The point is that Fourier 

optics of slow ultrasonic excitations in the GHz frequency range could be used to 

generate non-trivial spatial pump patterns, highly localized excitations, etc. These in 
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turn could be used to study novel spin-wave physics and potentially even excitations 

of topological spin textures such as vortices and skyrmions both in extended and 

confined structures. We do not however claim that this endeavor is trivial. While a lot 

of time and thinking has been spent on the time-domain and frequency-domain 

response of SAWs, we can safely say that there is a lot of room for research in 

tailoring the spatial profile of SAWs on piezoelectric anisotropic substrates by 

acoustical optics. Thus we believe that the development of SAWs and coherent 

ultrasonic waves for spatially resolved magnetic excitations could potentially lead to 

interesting research both in SAW physics/engineering and in the fundamentals of 

magnetization dynamics. 
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CHAPTER 5  

MODELING OF STRAIN-INDUCED REVERSAL DYNAMICS IN GIANT 

MAGNETOSTRICTIVE NANOMAGNETS 

5.1 Introduction/Motivation 

In recent years pure electric-field based control of magnetization has become a 

subject of very active research. It has been demonstrated and studied in a variety of 

systems ranging from multiferroic single phase materials, gated dilute ferromagnetic 

semiconductors [1]–[3], ultra-thin metallic ferromagnet/oxide interfaces [4]–[10] and 

piezoelectric/magnetoelastic composites [11]–[15]. Beyond the goal of establishing a 

understanding of the physics involved in each of these systems, this work has been 

strongly motivated by the fact that electrical-field based manipulation of 

magnetization could form the basis for a new generation of ultra-low power, non-

volatile memories.  Electric-field based magnetic devices are not necessarily limited 

by Ohmic losses during the write cycle (as can be the case in current based memories 

such as spin-torque magnetic random access memory (ST-MRAM) but rather by the 

capacitive charging/decharging energies incurred per write cycle. As the capacitance 

of these devices scale with area the write energies have the potential to be as low as 1 

aJ per write cycle or less.  

One general approach to the electrical control of magnetism utilizes a 

magnetostrictive magnet/piezoelectric transducer hybrid as the active component of a 

nanoscale memory element. In this approach a mechanical strain is generated by an 

electric field within the piezoelectric substrate or film and is then transferred to a thin, 
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nanoscale magnetostrictive magnet that is formed on top of the piezoelectric. The 

physical interaction driving the write cycle of these devices is the magnetoelastic 

interaction which describes the coupling between strain in a magnetic body and the 

magnetic anisotropy energy. The strain imposed upon the magnet creates an internal 

effective magnetic field via the magnetoelastic interaction that can exert a direct 

torque on the magnetization. If successfully implemented this torque can switch the 

magnet from one stable configuration to another, but whether imposed stresses and 

strains can be used to switch a magnetic element between two bi-stable states will 

depend on the strength of the magnetoelastic coupling (or the magnetostriction). 

Typical values of the magnetostriction (
s = 0.5-60 ppm) in most ferromagnets yield 

strain and stress scales that make the process of strain-induced switching inefficient or 

impossible. However, considerable advances have been made in synthesizing 

materials both in bulk and in thin film form that have magnetostrictions that are one to 

two orders of magnitude larger than standard transition metal ferromagnets.  These 

giant magnetostrictive materials allow the efficient conversion of strains into torque on 

the magnetization.  However it is important to note that a large magnetostrictive (or 

magnetoelastic) effect tends to also translate into very large magnetic damping by 

virtue of the high coupling between magnons and the phonon thermal bath, which has 

important implications, both positive and negative, for piezoelectric based magnetic 

devices.  

In this chapter we provide an analysis of the switching modes of several 

different implementations of piezoelectric/magnetostrictive devices.  We discuss how 
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the high damping that is generally associated with giant magnetoelasticity affects the 

feasibility of different approaches, and we also take other key material properties into 

consideration, including the saturation magnetization of the magnetostrictive element, 

and the form and magnitude of its magnetic anisotropy. This work excludes device 

concepts and physics circumscribed by magneto-elastic manipulation of domain walls 

in magnetic films, wires, and nanoparticle arrays [11], [12], [16]. Instead we focus on 

analyzing various magnetoelastic reversal modes, principally within the single domain 

approximation, but we do extend this work to micromagnetic modeling in cases where 

it is not clear that the macrospin approximation provides a fully successful description 

of the essential physics. We enumerate potential material candidates for each of the 

modes evaluated and discuss the various challenges inherent in constructing reliable 

memory cells based on each of the reversal modes that we consider. 

5.2 Toggle Mode Switching 

Stress pulsing of a magnetoelastic element can be used to construct a toggle 

mode memory. The toggling mechanism between two stable states relies on transient 

dynamics of the magnetization that are initiated by an abrupt change in the anisotropy 

energy that is of fixed and short duration. This change in the anisotropy is created by 

the stress pulse and under the right conditions can generate precessional dynamics 

about a new effective field. This effective field can take the magnetization on a path 

such that when the pulse is turned off the magnetization will relax to the other stable 

state. This type of switching mode is referred to as toggle switching because the same 

sign of the stress pulse will take the magnetization from one state to the other 
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irrespective of the initial state. We can divide the consideration of the toggle switching 

modes into two cases; one that utilizes a high Ms in-plane magnetized element, and the 

other that employs perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) materials with a lower 

Ms. We make this distinction largely because of differences in the structure of the 

torques and stress fields required to induce a switch in these two classes of systems.  

The switching of in-plane giant magnetostrictive nanomagnets with sizeable out-of-

plane demagnetization fields relies on the use of in-plane uniaxial stress-induced 

effective fields that overcome the in-plane anisotropy (~O(10
2
Oe)). The moment will 

experience a torque canting the moment out of plane and causing precession about the 

large demagnetization field. Thus the precessional time scales for toggling between 

stable in-plane states will be largely determined by the demagnetization field (and thus 

Ms). The dynamics of this mode bears striking resemblance to the dynamics in hard-

axis field pulse switching of Py nanomagnets [17]. On the other hand, the dominant 

energy scale in PMA giant magnetostrictive materials is the perpendicular anisotropy 

energy. This energy scale can vary substantially (anywhere from Ku ~ 10
5
-10

7
 

ergs/cm
3
) depending on the materials utilized and the details of their growth. The 

anisotropy energy scale in these materials can be tuned into a region where stress-

induced anisotropy energies can be comparable to it. A biaxial stress-induced 

anisotropy energy, in this geometry, can induce switching by cancelling and/or 

overcoming the perpendicular anisotropy energy. As we shall see, this fact and the low 

Ms of these systems imply dynamical time scales that are substantially different from 

the case where in-plane magnetized materials are employed. 
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5.2.1 In-Plane Magnetized Magnetostrictive Materials 
 

We first treat the macrospin switching dynamics of an in-plane magnetized 

magnetostrictive nanomagnet with uniaxial anisotropy under a simple rectangular 

uniaxial stress pulse. Giant magnetostriction in in-plane magnetized systems have 

been demonstrated for sputtered polycrystalline Tb.3Dy.7Fe2 (Terfenol-D) [18], and 

more recently in quenched CoxFe1-x  thin film systems [19]. We assume that the 

uniaxial anisotropy is defined completely by the shape anisotropy of the elliptical 

element and that any magneto-crystalline anisotropy in the film is considerably weaker. 

This is a reasonable assumption for the materials considered here in the limit where 

the grain size is considerably smaller than the nanomagnet‟s dimensions. The stress 

field is applied by voltage pulsing an anisotropic piezoelectric film that is in contact 

with the nanomagnet. The proper choice of the film orientation of a piezoelectric 

material such as <110> Lead Magnesium Niobate-Lead Titanate(PMN-PT) can ensure 

that an effective uniaxial in-plane strain develops along a particular crystalline axis 

after poling the piezo in the z-direction. We assume that the nanomagnet major axis 

lies along such a crystalline direction (the <110>-direction of PMN-PT) so that the 

shape anisotropy is coincident with the strain axis. For the analysis below we use 

material values appropriate to sputtered, nanocrystalline Tb.3Dy.7Fe2 [18] (Ms=600 

emu/cm
3
, λs= 670 ppm is the saturation magnetostriction). Nanocrystalline Tb.3Dy.7Fe2 

films, with a mean crystalline grain diameter dgrain < 10 nm, can have an extremely 

high magnetostriction while being relatively magnetically soft with coercive fields, Hc 

~ 50-100 Oe, results which can be achieved by thermal processing during sputter 
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growth at T~ 375 C [20].
 
The nanomagnet dimensions were assumed to be 80 nm 

(minor axis) x 135 nm (major axis) x 5 nm (thickness) yielding a shape anisotropy 

field 4 ( )k y x sH N N M   = 323 Oe and 4 ( )demag z y sH N N M  = 5.97 kOe. We 

use demagnetization factors that are correct for an elliptical cylinder [21]. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 a) Magnetoelastic elliptical memory element schematic with associated 

coordinate system. b) Toggle switching trajectory for an in-plane magnetized 
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polycrystalline Tb.3Dy.7Fe2 element with αLLG = 0.3, ζ = -120 MPa, and ηp=50 ps (red) 

and 125 ps (blue) and 160 ps (green). c) Effect of the Gilbert damping on pulse 

switching probability statistics for ζ = -85 MPa. d) Effect of increasing stress pulse 

amplitude for high damping αLLG = 0.75. Very high stress pulses ( >200 MPa) required 

to allow precession to be fast enough to cause a switch before dynamics are damped 

out. e) Comparison of switching statistics for the LL and LLG dynamics at ζ=-200 

MPa, α = 0.75. The LL dynamics exhibits faster precession than the LLG for a given 

torque implying shorter windows of reliability and requirements for faster pulses. 

 

 

 

The value of the Gilbert damping parameter  for the magnetostrictive 

element is quite important in determining its dynamical behavior during in-plane 

stress-induced toggle switching. Previous simulation results [22]–[24] used a value 

( 0.1   for Terfenol-D) that, at least arguably, is considerably lower than is 

reasonable since that value was extracted from spin pumping in a Ni (2 nm) /Dy(5 nm) 

bilayer [25]. However, that bilayer material is not a good surrogate for a rare-earth 

transition-metal alloy (especially for 0L   rare earth ions). In the latter case the loss 

contribution from direct magnon to short wavelength phonon conversion is important, 

as has been directly confirmed by studies of 0L   rare earth ion doping into transition 

metals [26], [27]. For example in-plane magnetized nanocrystalline 10% Tb-doped Py 

shows ~ 0.8  when magnetron sputtered at 5 mtorr Ar pressure, even though the 

magnetostriction is small within this region of Tb doping [27]. We contend that a 

substantial increase in the magnetoelastic interaction in alloys with higher Tb content 

is likely to make  even larger. Magnetization rotation in a highly magnetostrictive 

magnet will efficiently generate longer wavelength acoustic phonons as well and heat 
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loss will be generated when these phonons thermalize. Unfortunately, measurements 

of the magnetic damping parameter in polycrystalline Tb.3Dy.7Fe2 do not appear to be 

available in the literature. However, some results on the amorphous Tbx[FeCo]1-x 

system, achieved by using recent ultra-fast demagnetization techniques, have 

extracted ~ 0.5 for compositions (x~.3) that have high magnetostriction [28]. We can 

also estimate the scale for the Gilbert damping by using a formalism that only takes 

into account the effect that magnetoelasticity has on the damping [29]. The damping 

can be estimated by the following formula:  
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(5.1) 

Using Ms=600 emu/cm
3
, the exchange stiffness A=.7x10

-6
 erg/cm, a mass 

density ρ = 8.5 g/cm
3
, Young‟s modulus of 65 GPa [30], Poisson ratio .3  , and an 

acoustic damping time  = 0.18 ps [29] the result is an estimate of ~1 . Given the 

uncertainties in the Gilbert damping parameter, we examine the magnetization 

dynamics for values of ranging from 0.3 to 1.0.  

 We simulate the switching dynamics of the magnetic moment of a Terfenol-D 

nanomagnet at T=300 K using the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert form of the equation 

describing the precession of a magnetic moment m : 

 ( ) ( )eff Langevineff eff

dm dm
m H t m H t m

dt dt
          

 

(5.2) 
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where
eff  is the gyromagnetic ratio. As Tb.3Dy.7Fe2 is a rare earth – transition metal 

(RE-TM) ferrimagnet (or more accurately a speromagnet), the gyromagnetic ratio 

cannot simply be assumed to be the free electron value. Instead we use the 

value
eff =1.7810

7
 Hz/Oe as extracted from a spin wave resonance study in the 

TbFe2 system [31] which appears appropriate since Dy and Tb are similar in magnetic 

moment/atom (10
B  and 9

B  respectively) and g factor (~4/3 and ~3/2 respectively). 

The first term in Equation (5.2) represents the torque on the magnetization 

from any applied fields, the effective stress field, and any anisotropy and 

demagnetization fields that might be present. The third term in the LLG represents the 

damping torque that acts to relax the magnetization towards the direction of the 

effective field and hence damp out precessional dynamics. The second term is the 

Gaussian-distributed Langevin field that takes into account the effect thermal 

fluctuations on the magnetization dynamics. From the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, 

2RMS B
Langevin

eff s

k T
H

M V t







 where t  is the simulation time-step [32]. Thermal 

fluctuations are also accounted for in our modeling by assuming that the equilibrium 

azimuthal and polar starting angles ( 0 and 0 / 2   respectively) have a random 

mean fluctuation given by equipartition 

as
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 . A Hbias of 100 Oe was used 

for our simulations which creates two stable energy minima 
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at 0 arcsin ~ 18bias

k

H

H


 
  

 
and 

1 162   symmetric about / 2  . This non-zero 

starting angle ensures that 
0 0

RMS  . This field bias is essential as the initial torque 

from a stress pulse depends on the initial starting angle. This angular dependence 

generates much larger thermally-induced fluctuations in the initial torque than a hard-

axis field pulse. The hard axis bias field also reduces the energy barrier between the 

two stable states. For Hbias=100 Oe the energy barrier between the two states is 

Eb=1.22 eV yielding a room temperature /b BE k T  = 49. This ensures the long term 

thermal stability required for a magnetic memory. 

To incorporate the effect of a stress pulse in Equation (5.2) we employ a free 

energy form for the effective field, ( ) /effH t E m    that expresses the effect of a 

stress pulse along the x-direction of our in-plane nanomagnet with a uniaxial shape 

anisotropy in the x-direction. The stress enters the energy as an effective in-plane 

anisotropy term that adds to the shape anisotropy of the magnet (first term in Equation 

(5.3) below). The sign convention here is such that 0  implies a tensile stress on the 

x-axis while 0  implies a compressive strain. We also include the possibility of a 

bias field applied along the hard axis in the final term in Equation (5.3).     

 

2 2

2 2
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( , , ) [2 ( ) ( )]

2
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x y z y x s s x
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(5.3) 

 

 The geometry that we have assumed allows only for fast compressive-stress 

pulse based toggle mode switching. The application of a DC compressive stress along 
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the x-axis only reduces the magnitude of the anisotropy and changes the position of 

the equilibrium magnetic angles 0 and 
1 0180    while keeping the potential 

wells associated with these states symmetric as well. Adiabatically increasing the 

value of the compressive stress moves the angles toward / 2  until
3

( )
2

s ut K    

but obviously can never induce a magnetic switch. 

 Thus the magnetoelastic memory in this geometry must make use of the 

transient behavior of the magnetization under a stress pulse as opposed to relying on 

quasistatic changes to the energy landscape. A compressive stress pulse where 

3
( )

2
s ut K   creates a sudden change in the effective field. The resultant effective 

field
3 2

ˆs u
eff y bias

s

K
H m H y

M

   
  
 

points in the y-direction and causes a torque 

that brings the magnetization out of plane. At this point the magnetization rotates 

rapidly about the very large perpendicular demagnetization 

field ˆ4demag s zH M m z   and if the pulse is turned off at the right time will relax down 

to the opposite state at 1 =163. Such a switching trajectory for our simulated 

nanomagnet is shown in the red curve in Figure 5.1b. This mode of switching is set by 

a minimum characteristic time scale
1

~ 7.5
4

sw

s

ps
M


 

 , but the precession time 

will in general be longer than sw  for moderate stress pulse 

amplitudes, ( ) 2 / 3u st K  , as the magnetization then cants out of plane enough to 

see only a fraction of the maximum possible Hdemag. Larger stress pulse amplitudes 
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result in shorter pulse durations being required as the magnetization has a larger initial 

excursion out of plane. For pulse durations that are longer than required for a 

180 rotation (blue and green curves in Figure 5.1b) m will exhibit damped elliptical 

precession about / 2  . If the stress is released during the correct portion of any of 

these subsequent precessional cycles the magnetization should relax down to the 
1  

state [blue curve in Figure 5.1b], but otherwise it will relax down to the original state 

[green curve in Figure 5.1b].  

The prospect of a practical device working reliably in the long pulse regime 

appears to be rather poor. The high damping of giant magnetostrictive magnets and the 

large field scale of the demagnetization field yield very stringent pulse timing 

requirements and fast damping times for equilibration to / 2  . The natural time 

scale for magnetization damping in the in-plane magnetized thin film case 

is
1

2
damp

sM


 
 , which ranges from 50 ps down to 15 ps for 0.3 1   with Ms=600 

emu/cm
3

.. This high damping also results in the influence of thermal noise on the 

magnetization dynamics being quite strong since LangevinH  . Thus large stress 

levels with extremely short pulse durations are required in order to rotate the 

magnetization around the / 2  minimum within the damping time, and to keep the 

precession amplitude large enough that the magnetization will deterministically relax 

to the reversed 1 state. Our simulation results for polycrystalline Tb.3Dy.7Fe2 show 

that a high stress pulse amplitude of 85 MPa   with a pulse duration ~ 65ps is 

required if 0.5   (Figure 5.1c). However, the pulse duration window for which the 
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magnetization will deterministically switch is extremely small in this case (<5 ps). 

This is due to the fact that the precession amplitude about the / 2  minimum at this 

damping gets small enough that thermal fluctuations allow only a very small window 

for which switching is reliable. For the lowest damping that we consider reasonable to 

assume, 0.3  , reliable switching is possible between duration ~ 30-60 ps at 

85 MPa   . At a larger damping 0.75   we find that the switching is non-

deterministic for all pulse widths as the magnetization damps too quickly; instead 

larger stresses of 200 MPa   are required to generate deterministic switching of 

the magnetization with a pulse duration window duration ~ 25-45 ps (Figure 5.1d).  

Given the high value of the expected damping we have also simulated the 

magnetization dynamics in the Landau Lifshitz (LL) form:  

 2(1 ) ( ( ) ( ))eff LangevinLL

dm dm
m H t H t m

dt dt
          

 

(5.4) 

 

The LL form and the LLG form are equivalent in low damping limit ( 1  ) 

but they predict different dynamics at higher damping values.  Which of these norm-

preserving forms for the dynamics has the right damping form is still a subject of 

debate [33]–[37].
 
As one increases α in the LL form the precessional speed is kept the 

same while the damping is assumed to affect only the rate of decay of the precession 

amplitude. The damping in the LLG dynamics, on the other hand, is a viscosity term 

and retards the precessional speed. The effect of this retardation can be seen in the 

LLG dynamics as the precessional cycles move to longer times as a function of 
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increasing damping. Our simulations show that the LL form (for fixed  ) predicts 

higher precessional speeds than the LLG and hence an even shorter pulse duration 

window for which switching is deterministic than the LLG, ~12 ps for LL as opposed 

to ~ 30 ps for LLG (Figure 5.1e). 

The damping clearly plays a crucial role in the stress amplitude scale and pulse 

duration windows for which deterministic switching is possible, regardless of the form 

used to describe the dynamics. Even though the magnetostriction of Tb.3Dy.7Fe2 is 

high and the stress required to entirely overcome the anisotropy energy is only 9.6 

MPa, the fast damping time scale and increased thermal noise (set by the large 

damping and the out-of-plane demagnetization) means that the stress-amplitude that is 

required to achieve deterministic toggle switching is 10-20 times larger. In addition, 

the pulse duration for in-plane toggling must be extremely short, with typical pulse 

durations of 10-50ps with tight time windows of 20-30 ps within which the acoustic 

pulse must be turned off. Considering acoustic ringing and inertial terms in the lattice 

dynamics of the structure this may be difficult to achieve. In addition, the stress scales 

required to successfully toggle switch the giant magnetostrictive nanomagnet in this 

geometry are nearly as high or even higher than that for transition metal ferromagnets 

such as Ni ( ~ 38 ppms  with .045  ). For example, with a 70 nm x 130 nm 

elliptical Ni nanomagnet with a thickness of 6 nm and a hard axis bias field of 120 Oe 

we get switching at stress values  = + 95MPa and tpulse= 0.75 ns. Therefore the use of 

giant magnetostrictive nanomagnets with high damping in this toggle mode scheme 

confers no clear advantage over the use of a more conventional transition metal 
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ferromagnet, and in neither case does this approach appear particularly viable for 

technological implementation. 

 

5.2.2 Magneto-Elastic Materials with PMA: Toggle Mode Switching 
 

On the other hand, certain amorphous sputtered RE/TM alloy films with 

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy such as a-TbFe2 [38]–[41] and a-Tb.3Dy.7Fe2 [42] 

have properties that make them attractive candidate materials for stress-pulse toggle 

switching. In certain composition ranges they exhibit large magnetostriction (λs>270 

ppm for a-TbFe2  and both λs and the effective out of plane anisotropy can be tuned 

over fairly wide ranges by varying the process gas pressure during sputter deposition, 

the target atom-substrate incidence angle, and the substrate temperature.  

We consider the energy of such an out-of-plane magnetostrictive material 

under the influence of a magnetic field Hbias applied in the x̂ direction and a pulsed 

biaxial stress: 

 
2 23

( , , ) [ 2 ( )]
2

u

x y z s s biaxial z s bias xE m m m K M t m M H m        
 

(5.5) 

 

Such a biaxial stress could be applied to the magnet if it is part of a patterned [001]-

poled PZT thin film/ferromagnet bilayer. A schematic of this device geometry is 

depicted in Figure 5.2a.When 0biasH  , it is straightforward to see the stress pulse will 

not result in reliable switching since, when the tensile biaxial stress is large enough, 
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the out of plane anisotropy becomes an easy-plane anisotropy and the equator presents 

a zero-torque condition on the magnetization, resulting in a 50%, or random, 

probability of reversal when the pulse is removed. However, reliable switching is 

possible for 0biasH   since that results in a finite canting of m  towards the x-axis. 

This canting is required for the same reasons a hard-axis bias field was needed for the 

toggle switching of an in-plane magnetized element as discussed previously.   

For our simulation study of stress-pulse toggle switching of a PMA magnet, 

we considered a Tb33Fe67 nanomagnet with an Ms= 300 emu/cm
3
, Keff = 4x10

5
 ergs/cm

3
 

and λs=270 ppm.  To estimate the appropriate value for the damping parameter we 

noted that ultrafast demagnetization measurements on Tb18Fe82 have yielded 0.27  . 

This 18-82 composition lies in a region where the magnetostriction is moderate (λs~50 

ppm) [42] so we assumed that the damping will be higher for a-TbFe2 due to its higher 

magnetostriction. Therefore we ran simulations for the range of 0.3 1  . For the 

gyromagnetic ratio we used
eff =1.78x10

7
which is appropriate for a-TbFe2 [31]. We 

assumed an effective exchange constant 
6 11 10effA erg cm   

 
[43] implying an 

exchange length
ex

effno stress

eff

A
l

K





 = 15.8 nm (in the absences of an applied stress) and 

22ex

effpulse

s

A
l

M
 = 13.3 nm (assuming that the stress pulse amplitude is just enough to 

cancel the out of plane anisotropy). A monodomain crossover criterion of dc ~ 

4 ex

u

A

K


 ~ 56 nm (with the pulse off) and dc~ 

2

2 ex

s

A

M
~47 nm (with the pulse on) can 
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be calculated by considering the minimum length-scale associated with supporting 

thermal λ/2 confined spin wave modes [44]. The important point here is that the low 

Ms of these systems ensures that the exchange length is still fairly long even during the 

switching process, which suggests that the macrospin approximation should be valid 

for describing the switching dynamics of this system for reasonably sized 

nanomagnets. 

We simulated a circular element with a diameter of 60 nm and a thickness of 

10 nm, under an x-axis bias field, biasH which creates an initial canting angle of 11 

degrees from the vertical(z-axis).This starting angle is sufficient to enable 

deterministic toggle switching between the +z and –z minima via biaxial stress pulsing. 

The assumed device geometry, anisotropy energy density and bias field corresponded 

to an energy barrier Eb = 4.6eV for thermally activated reversal, and hence a room 

temperature thermal stability factor  = 185. 

In Figure 5.2 b-f we show selected results of the macrospin simulations of 

stress-pulse toggle switching of this modeled TbFe2PMA nanomagnet.   
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Figure 5.2 a) Schematic of TbFe2 magnetic element under biaxial stress generated by 

a PZT layer. b) Switching trajectory time trace for {mx,my,mz} for ζ=-85 MPa . The 

pulse is initiated at t=500 ps. The blue region denotes when precession about 

biasH dominates (i.e. while the pulse is on) and the red when the dissipative dynamics 

rapidly damp the system down to the other equilibrium point.c) ζ=-85 MPa, ηp=400 ps 

(red) and ζ=-120 MPa and ηp=300 ps (blue).  d) Dependence of the simulated pulse 

switching probability on α for ζ=-85 MPa; α (black)= 0.3, ,  α (red)= 0.5,α (blue)= 

0.75, and α (teal)=1.0.  e) Dependence of pulse switching probability on stress 

amplitude. Stress-induced switching is possible even for α=1.0. f) Comparison of 

pulse switching probabilityfor  LL and LLG dynamics for ζ=-85 MPa and α= 0.75. 

Here the difference between the LL and LLG dynamics has a significant effect on the 
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width of the pulse window where reliable switching is predicted by the simulations 

(ΔηLL= 200 ps and ΔηLLG=320 ps.)  

 

The switching transition can be divided into two stages (see Figure 5.2b): the 

precessional stage that occurs when the stress field is applied, during which the 

dynamics of the magnetization are dominated by precession about the effective field 

that arises from the sum of the bias field and the easy-plane anisotropy field 

3 ( ) 2 eff

s
z

s

t K
m

M

  
, and the dissipative stage that begins when the pulse is turned off 

and where the large effK
and the large  result in a comparatively quick relaxation to 

the other energy minimum. Thus most of the switching process is spent in the 

precessional phase and the entire switching process is not much longer than the actual 

stress pulse duration.  For pulse amplitudes at or not too far above the critical stress for 

reversal, 2 / 3eff

sK   the two relevant timescales for the dynamics are set 

approximately by the precessional period 1/ 100 pssw biasH   of the nanomagnet 

and the damping time ~ 2 /d biasH  . Both of these timescales are much longer than 

the timescales set by precession and damping about the demagnetization field in the 

in-plane magnetized toggle switching case. The result is that even with quite high 

damping one can have reliable switching over much broader pulse width windows, 

200-450 ps, for stress amplitudes that are readily attainable with piezoelectric 

transduction (Figure 5.2d). The relatively large pulse duration windows within which 

reliable switching is possible (as compared to the in-plane toggle mode) hold for both 

the LL and LLG damping. However, the difference between the two forms is evident 
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in the PMA case (Figure 5.2f). At fixed  , the LLG damping predicts a larger pulse 

duration window than the LL damping. Also the effective viscosity implicit within the 

LLG equation ensures that the switching time scales are slower than in the LL case as 

can also be seen in Figure 5.2f. 

An additional and important point concerns the factors that determine the 

critical switching amplitude. In the in-plane toggle mode switching of the previous 

section, it was found that the in-plane anisotropy field was not the dominant factor in 

determining the stress scale required to transduce a deterministic toggle switch. 

Instead, we found that the stress scale was almost exclusively dependent on the need 

to generate a high enough precession amplitude/precession speed during the switching 

trajectory so as to not be damped out to the temporary equilibrium at / 2  (at least 

within the damping range considered). This means that the critical stress scale to 

transduce a deterministic switch is essentially determined by the damping. We find 

that the situation is fundamentally different for the PMA based toggle memories. The 

critical amplitude c  is nearly independent of the damping from a range of 

.3 .75    up until ~1 where the damping is sufficiently high (i.e. damping times 

equaling and/or exceeding the precessional time scale) that at 85   MPa the 

magnetization traverses too close to the minimum at / 2  , 0  . The main reason 

for this difference between the PMA toggle based memories and the in-plane toggle 

based memory lies in the role that the application of stress plays in the dynamics. First, 

in the in-plane case, the initial elliptical amplitude and the initial out of plane 

excursion of the magnetization is set by the stress pulse magnitude. Therefore the 
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stress has to be high to generate a large enough amplitude such that the damping does 

not take the trajectory too close to the minimum at which point Langevin fluctuations 

become an appreciable part of the total effective field. This is not true in the PMA case 

where the initial precession amplitude about the bias field is large and the effective 

stress scale for initiating this precession about the bias field is the full cancellation of 

the perpendicular anisotropy. 

Since the minimum stress-pulse amplitude required to initiate a magnetic 

reversal in out-of-plane toggle switching scales with effK  in the range of damping 

values considered, lowering the PMA of the nanomagnet is a straightforward way to 

reduce the stress and write energy requirements for this type of memory cell. Such 

reductions can be achieved by strain engineering through the choice of substrate, base 

electrode and transducer layers, by the choice of deposition parameters, and/or by 

post-growth annealing protocols. For example growing a TbFe2 film with a strong 

tensile biaxial strain can substantially lower effK
. If the PMA of such a nanomagnet 

can be reduced to effK
= 2x10

5
ergs/cm

3 
our simulations indicate that this would result 

in reliable pulse toggle switching at  = -50 MPa with tpulse ≈ 400 ps, for  0.3 ≤   ≤  

0.75 and biasH =250 Oe.  If we again assume Ms=300 emu/cm
3
, a diameter of 60 nm 

and a thickness of 10 nm, this low PMA nanomagnet would still have a high thermal 

stability with 92  . The challenge, of course, is to consistently and uniformly 

control the stress in the magnetostrictive layer. It is important to note that no such 

tailoring (short of systematically lowering the damping) can exist in the in-plane 

toggle mode case. 
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5.3 Two State  Non-Toggle Switching 

So far we have discussed toggle mode switching where the same polarity strain 

pulse is applied to reverse the magnetization between two bi-stable states. In this case 

the strain pulse acts to create a temporary field around which the magnetization 

precesses and the pulse is timed so that the energy landscape and magnetization relax 

the magnetization to the new state with the termination of the pulse.  Non-toggle mode 

magneto-elastic switching differs fundamentally from the precessional dynamics of 

toggle-mode switching, being an example of dissipative magnetization dynamics 

where a strain pulse of one sign destabilizes the original state (A) and creates a global 

energy minimum for the other state (B). The energy landscape and the damping torque 

completely determine the trajectory of the magnetization and the magnetization 

effectively “rolls” down to its new global energy minimum. Reversing the sign of the 

strain pulse destabilizes state B and makes state A the global energy minimum – thus 

ensuring a switch back to state A. There are some major advantages to this class of 

switching for magneto-elastic memories over toggle mode memories. Precise acoustic 

pulse timing is no longer an issue. The switching time scales, for reasonable stress 

values, scale from quasi-static to nanoseconds. In addition, the large damping typical 

of magnetoelastic materials does not present a challenge for achieving robust 

switching trajectories in deterministic switching as it does in toggle-mode memories. 

Below we will discuss deterministic switching for magneto-elastic materials that have 

two different types of magnetic anisotropy. 
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5.3.1 The Case of Cubic Anisotropy 
 

We first consider magneto-elastic materials with cubic anisotropy under the 

influence of a uniaxial stress field pulse. There are many epitaxial Fe-based 

magnetostrictive materials that exhibit a dominant cubic anisotropy when magnetron-

sputter grown on oriented Cu underlayers on Si or on MgO or GaAs substrates. For 

example, Fe81Ga19 grown on MgO [100] or on GaAs exhibit a cubic anisotropy [45]–

[47]. Given the low cost of these Fe-based materials compared to rare-earth alloys, it 

is worth investigating whether such films can be used to construct a two state memory. 

Fe81Ga19 on MgO exhibits easy axes along <100>. In addition, epitaxial Fe81Ga19 films 

have been found to have a reasonably high magnetostriction λ100=180 ppm making 

them suitable for stress induced switching. If we assume that the stress field is applied 

by a transducer along the [100] direction and that we have the possibility of applying a 

bias field at 
4


   degrees, the free energy expression for this system is:  
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(5.6) 

 

Equation (5.6) shows that, in the absence of a bias field, the anisotropy energy 

is 4-fold symmetric in the film-plane. It is rather easy to see that it is impossible to 

make a two-state non-toggle switching with a simple cubic anisotropy energy and 

uniaxial stress field along [100]. Figure 5.3a shows the free energy landscape 

described by Equation (5.6) without stress applied. To create a two-state deterministic 
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magnetostrictive device approach, 
biasH  needs to be strong enough to eradicate the 

energy minima at   and3 / 2  which strictly requires that
10.5 /bias sH K M . 

Finite temperature considerations can lower this minimum bias field requirement 

considerably. This is due to the fact that the bias field can make the life-time to escape 

energy minima in the third quadrant and fourth quandrant small and the energy barrier 

to return them from the energy minima in the first quadrant extremely large.  We 

arbitrarily set this requirement for the bias field to correspond to a lifetime of 75 μs. 

The typical energy barriers to hop from back to the metastable minima in the third and 

fourth quadrant for device volumes we will consider are on the order of several eV. 

 

The requirement for thermal stability of the two minima in the first quadrant 

sets an upper bound on biasH  as we require / 40b bE k T    at room temperature 

between the two states [Figure 5.3c]. It is desirable that this upper bound is high 

enough that there is some degree of tolerance to the value of the bias field at device 

dimensions that are employed. This sets requirements on the minimum volume of the 

elliptical nanomagnet that are dependent on K1. 

For K1=1.510
5
 ergs/cm

3
, two-state non-toggle switching with the required 

thermal stability can only occur for Hbias between 50 -  56 Oe. This is too small a range 

of acceptable bias fields. However, by increasing the thickness to 15 nm the bias field 

range grows to Hbias=50 - 90 Oe which is an acceptable range. For K1=2 x 10
5
 erg/cm

3
, 

there is an appreciable region of bias field (~65-120 Oe) for which Ebarrier/kBT > 42 for 
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a cylindrical nanomagnet with d = 100 nm and t = 10 nm. For K1 = 2.510
5
 ergs/cm

3
, 

the bias range goes from 90 – 190 Oe for the same volume.  The values of the 

anisotropy constants, device lateral dimensions, film thickness, and the exchange bias 

strength need to be taken under consideration and optimized to ensure device stability.  

  

 

 

Figure 5.3 . a) Energy (normalized to K1) landscape as a function of angle for various 

values of exchange bias energy. b) θ=80 [θ=10] is the only stable equilibrium for 

compressive [tensile] stress. Dissipative dynamics and the free energy landscape then 

dictate the non-toggle switching dynamics. c) Shows the energy barrier dependence on 
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the [110] bias field for a d=100 nm, t=12.5 nm circular element with (1) K1=2.5x10
5
 

ergs/cm
3
, (2) K1=2x10

5
 ergs/cm3, and (4) K1=1.5x10

5
 ergs/cm3. with d=100 nm & 

t=15 nm element with (3) K1=1.5x10
5
 ergs/cm3.  

 

 We now discuss the dynamics for a simulated case where K1=2x10
5
 ergs/cm

3
, 

Hbias = 85 Oe, and Ms = 1300 emu/cm
3
.  Two stable minima exist at θ=10

o
 and θ=80

o
. 

Figure 5.3b shows the effect of the stress pulse on the energy landscape.  When a 

compressive stress ζ > ζc is applied, the potential minimum at o10  is rendered 

unstable and the magnetization follows the free energy gradient to o80  (green 

curve). Since the stress field is applied along [100] the magnetization first switches to 

a minima very close to but greater than o80  and when the stress is released gently 

relaxes down to the zero stress minimum at o80  . In order to switch from o80  to 

o10  we need to reverse the sign of the applied stress field to tensile (red curve). A 

memory constructed on these principles is thus non-toggle.  

The magnetization switching trajectory is simple and follows the dissipative 

dynamics dictated by the free energy landscape (Figure 5.4a). We have assumed a 

damping of 0.1   for the Fe81Ga19 system, based on previous measurements [48] 

and as confirmed by our own. Higher damping only ends up speeding up the switching 

and ring-down process.  Figure 5.4b shows the simulated stress amplitude and pulse 

switching probability phase diagram at room temperature.  
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Figure 5.4 a) Magnetoelastic switching trajectory for Fe81Ga19 with ζ=-45 MPa and 

ηp=3 ns. The main part of the switching occurs within 200 ps. The magnetization 

relaxes to the equilibrium defined when the pulse is on and then relaxes to the final 

equilibrium when the pulse is turned off. b) Switching probability phase diagram for 

Fe81Ga19 with biaxial anisotropy at T=300 K. c) T=0 K OOMMF simulations showing 

the equilibrium micromagnetic configuration for K1=2x10
5
 ergs/cm

3
 and Ms=1300 

emu/cm
3
. Subsequent shots show the rotational switching mode for a 45 MPa uniaxial 

compressive stress along [100]. 

 

Ultimately, we must take the macrospin estimates for device parameters as a 

rough guide. The macrospin dynamics approximate the true micromagnetics less and 

less well as the device diameter gets larger. The main reason for this is the large Ms of 

Fe81Ga19 and the tendency of the magnetization to curl at the sample edges. We 

performed T=0 K micromagnetic simulations in OOMMF. An exchange bias field 

Hbias = 85 Oe was applied at  =45 degrees and we assume K1=2x10
5
 ergs/cm

3
, 
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Ms=1300 emu/cm
3
, and A= 1.9 x 10

-6
 erg/cm. Micromagnetics show that the 

macrospin picture quantitatively captures the switching dynamics, the angular 

positions of the stables states (
0 ~10  and

1 ~ 80   ) and the critical stress 

amplitude at (ζ~30 MPa) when the device diameter d < 75 nm. The switching is 

essentially a rigid in-plane rotation of the magnetization from 
0 to 

1 . However, we 

chose to simulate an element with d=100 nm because it allowed for thermal stability 

of the devices in a region of thickness (t = 12-15 nm) where Hbias~50-100 Oe at room 

temperature could be reasonably expected. The initial average magnetization angle is 

larger ( 0 ~19  and 1 ~ 71    ) than would be predicted by macrospin for a d=100 

nm element. We see that this is due to the magnetization curling at the devices edges 

at d=100 nm [Figure 5.4c]. Despite the fact that magnetization profile differs from the 

macrospin picture we find that there is no appreciable difference between the stress 

scales required for switching or the basic switching mechanism. 

5.3.2 The Case of Uniaxial Anisotropy  
 

Lastly we discuss deterministic (non-toggle) switching of an in-plane giant 

magnetostrictive magnet with uniaxial anisotropy. In-plane magnetized polycrystalline 

TbDyFe patterned into elliptical nanomagnets could serve as a potential candidate for 

such a memory scheme. To implement deterministic switching in this geometry and 

with such a material a bias field biasH  is applied along the hard axis of the nanomagnet. 

This generates two stable minima at 0 and 0180  symmetric about the hard axis. 

The axis of the stress pulse then needs to be non-collinear with respect to the easy axis 
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in order to break the symmetry of the potential wells and drive the transition to the 

selected equilibrium position. Figure 5.5a below shows a schematic of the situation. 

When a stress pulse is applied in the direction that makes an angle   with respect to 

the easy axis of the nanomagnet, o o0 90  , the free energy within the macrospin 

approximation becomes: 
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(5.7) 

 

From Equation (5.7) it can be seen that a sufficiently strong compressive stress pulse 

can switch the magnetization between 0 and o

0180  , but only if 0 is 

between  and o90 . To see why this condition is necessary, we look at the 

magnetization dynamics in the high stress limit when 00    .  During such a 

strong pulse the magnetization will see a hard axis appear at   and hence will 

rotate towards the new easy axis at 90   , but when the stress pulse is turned off 

the magnetization will equilibrate back to 0 . This situation is represented by the 

green trajectory shown in Figure 5.5e.   
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Figure 5.5 a) Schematic of magnetostrictive device geometry that utilizes uniaxial 

anisotropy to achieve deterministic switching. Polycrystalline Tb.3Dy.7Fe2 on PMN-PT 

with 1 axis oriented at angle   with respect to the easy axis. b) In-plane shape 

anisotropy field (Hk) and hard axis bias field (Hbias) for a 125x250 nm
2
 ellipse as a 
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function of film thickness required to ensure 
0 55  . Thermal stability parameter   

plotted versus film thickness with Hk, Hbias such that 
0 55  . c) Four times the RMS 

angle fluctuation about three different
0 45  versus film thickness for a 125250 

nm
2 

ellipse at T = 300 K. d) T = 300 K stress pulse (compressive) switching 

probability phase diagram for a 125x250 nm
2
 ellipse with tfilm=12.5 nm 45  , 

0 55  .e) Magnetization trajectories for 45  ,  =-5 MPa ,
pulse =3 ns, with 

457.6biasH  Oe yielding 
0 55  (red) and 45  , =-20 MPa with 225biasH  Oe 

yielding a 
0 24  (green). f) Micromagnetic switching trajectory of a 125x250 nm

2
 

ellipse under a DC compressive stress of -3 MPa transduced along 45 degrees. 

  

 

 

But when o

0 90   , a sufficiently strong compressive stress pulse defines a new 

easy axis close to o90    and when the pulse is turned off the magnetization will 

relax to 0180   . Similarly the possibility of switching from o180   to with a 

tensile strain depends on whether o o o90 180 90     . Thus o45  is the 

optimal situation as then the energy landscape becomes mirror symmetric about the 

hard axis and the amplitude of the required switching stress (voltage) are equal. This 

scheme is quite similar to the case of deterministic switching in biaxial anisotropy 

systems (with the coordinate system rotated by o45 ). We note that a set of papers 

[49]–[51] have previously proposed this particular case as a candidate for non-toggle 

magnetoelectric memory. However for a nanoscale memory cell the effect of thermal 

fluctuations has a substantial impact on the biasing conditions that required in this 

approach for successful performance. In particular, previously we have noted that the 
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requirement on biasH is that it be strong enough that o

045  , but this is sufficient only 

at T = 0. The presence of thermal fluctuations implies a thermal, Gaussian distribution 

of the initial orientation of the magnetization direction   about
0 . If a significant part 

of this angular distribution falls below 45 degrees there will be a high write error rate. 

Thus we must ensure that 
biasH is high enough that the probability of o45  is 

extremely low. We have selected the requirement that o45   is a 4ζ event. We 

acknowledge that this constraint may need to be more stringent for realistic memory 

applications at perhaps ~12ζ. We have not yet done the calculations for this more 

stringent case. The minimum value of biasH needed to satisfy our error rate 

requirement must be low enough that one does not make the nanomagnet thermally 

unstable and that one allows for some tolerance in the value of the bias field.  This 

requirement on biasH puts significant constraints on the minimum size of the 

nanomagnet that can be used in this device approach. It also sets some rather tight 

requirements on the hard axis bias field, as we shall see. 

To illustrate those constraints we now discuss the energetics of a 

magnetostrictive polycrystalline TbDyFe element having Ms=600 emu/cm
3
and an 

elliptical cross section of 125x250 nm
2
. At this cross section we find that an initial 

angle
0 ~ 55avg with a TbDyFe cylinder thickness of 12.5filmt   nm satisfies both the 

requirement that o

0 04 45RMS   [Figure 5.5c] and the requirement that the 

nanomagnet is thermally stable with a 42  [Figure 5.5d]. As the anisotropy field 
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kH = 558.6 Oe for these dimensions, then 457.6biasH 
 
Oe in order that o

0 ~ 55avg . 

The required hard axis bias field is rather high and fairly close to the anisotropy field. 

 Scaling down the lateral area of the nanomagnet lower than these dimensions 

increases the thickness required to keep the nanomagnet thermally stable. This makes 

the problem of high hard axis bias fields even worse. For a fixed elliptical aspect ratio 

with a 80x160 nm
2
 ellipse requires t = 18.25 nm in order that 42  . This results 

in kH = 841.5 Oe and an 775.5biasH  Oe. The hard axis bias field is even closer to the 

anisotropy field value (which is rather undesirable from the point of view of device 

tolerance). One could lower the aspect ratio of the ellipse while scaling the lateral area 

down which has the effect of reducing the in-plane anisotropy field. However, in order 

to maintain thermal stability one must increase the thickness of the nanomagnet which 

again increases the anisotropy field. An 80x120 nm ellipse requires tfilm=30 nm to 

maintain thermal stability. This implies an kH = 792Oe and 697biasH  Oe.  

In this thick limit, the anisotropy field becomes increasingly sensitive to small 

fluctuations in the lateral shape. An 85x115 nm
2
 ellipse at tfilm = 30 nm yields an kH = 

590 Oe and 483biasH  Oe. This extreme sensitivity to the nanomagnet dimensions 

makes this memory scheme unfeasible to implement at small dimensions. The 

requirements for the initial in-plane angle and the energy barrier must be satisfied 

while keeping the nanomagnet cross sectional area as low as possible. But this in turn 

introduces issues with the scale for the hard axis bias field and the thickness of the 

nanomagnet as well as concerns arising from the instability of device reliability to 
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small fluctuations in the shape. This non-toggle magnetoelastic switching geometry is 

thus not a good candidate for patterned ultra-high density storage. 

Despite the constraint of a minimum cell size for viability, this memory does 

have one advantage that the stress scale required to switch the memory is quite low. 

We have simulated T=300 K macrospin switching dynamics for a 125x250 nm
2
 ellipse 

with  thickness t =12.5 nm with 
biasH =450 Oe such that o

0 55  . The Gilbert 

damping parameter was set to .5   and magnetostriction s  
= 670 ppm. The 

magnetization switches by simple rotation from 
0 55   to 

1 125  that is driven by 

the stress pulse induced change in the energy landscape (see Figure 5.5d). Some 

results are provided in Figure 5.5c where the switching from o

0 55  to 

o

1 125  shows a 100% switching probability for stresses as low as - 5 MPa for pulse 

widths as short as 1 ns. This stress scale for switching is substantially lower than any 

of the switching mode schemes discussed before.  

5.4 Conclusion   

The only conclusion that one can draw from this chapter is that making 

memories out of giant magnetostrictive nanomagnets is not as easy as it might appear 

at first glance. For pulsed toggle switching, there is a fundamental tension between 

giant magnetostriction and large damping. This can lead to unexpectedly large stresses 

and demanding acoustical pulse control requirements for switching the nanomagnet. 

For two-state non-toggle switching, the need for substantial hard axis bias fields (both 

in the biaxial and uniaxial non-toggle nanoscale magnets) makes maintaining thermal 
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stability of these memories a real concern. Despite all the problems with 

magnetoelastic based nano-scale memories that we have enumerated and treated 

exhaustively in the previous section, we do not think all is doom and gloom. 

PMA based giant magnetostrictive nanomagnets can be made extremely small 

(d < 50 nm) while still maintaining thermal stability. Given the switching mechanism, 

the stress fields required are, for large ranges of the damping, essentially set by the 

out-of-plane anisotropy energy density. We think that it might be possible to engineer 

giant magnetostrictive RE-TM multilayers in order to tune the magnetostriction, K , 

and Ms for our application. It is conceivable with the right stack structure and design 

that one could have nanomagnet switching with a pulse amplitude of 20-50 MPa, with 

pulse times in the sub-ns regime and with reasonable acoustic pulse timing 

requirements. The appropriate tailoring of Ms and K might also make it possible to 

significantly reduce the required in-plane bias field. The small diameter and low cross-

sectional area of these PMA giant magnetostrictive devices could lead to very low 

capacitive write energies.  

In addition, there may be a place for two-state non toggle memories such as we 

described in Section 5.3.2. Despite the fact that these memories are not scalable down 

into the 100-200 nm size regime, there may be a place for larger footprint (i.e. 500-

600 nm size regime) memories with very low write stress pulse amplitudes. We think 

that with careful thought and engineering, it might be possible to use these sorts of 

two-state non-toggle devices for ultra-low power EEPROM applications. 
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CHAPTER 6  

THE EFFECT OF MAGNETIC NANOCONTACT FORMATION ON SPIN-

TRANSFER DYNAMICS IN MgO MTJs 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The advent of ultra-thin MgO barriers and a growing understanding of the 

structure and chemistry of magnetic electrode-MgO interfaces have allowed for the 

fabrication of high TMR and low resistance area (R.A.) product magnetic tunnel 

junctions (MTJs) [1]–[6]. The high spin polarization of the tunnel-current [7], [8] in 

these low R.A. MgO MTJs have allowed for the observation of both spin-transfer 

switching [9]–[11] and DC driven steady-state magnetization dynamics [12]–[17]. The 

latter type of excitation bears promise for compact voltage-tunable microwave sources. 

It has been found by our group and others that typical microwave powers generated 

are in the 20-100 nW range and show frequency tuning ranges of about 1-2 GHz. 

Unfortunately, the room temperature linewidths accompanying the high bias, high 

power peaks are in excess of 300 MHz. The origin of broad linewidths in these tunnel 

junction structures is still a subject of debate. Noise sources arising from thermal 

fields, magnon-assisted tunneling, non-uniform spatial distribution of the current due 

to barrier inhomogeneity, and spin-torque shot noise have all been proposed as 

physical mechanisms for linewidth broadening. Whatever the case might be, the 

severe phase noise of these oscillators undermines their potential for many timing or 

communications circuit applications where source coherence is of utmost importance.  
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Here we report on the effect that repeated high voltage stress on an MTJ has on 

its microwave response to DC voltage. The stress-conditioning process leads to a 

significant reduction in the threshold for dynamic excitation compared to the 

unstressed samples (e.g from ~250 mV to ~120 mV), a drastic reduction of single peak 

linewidths down to ~ 10 MHz and with integrated powers (10–50 nW) comparable to 

unconditioned devices. Similar effects have been reported by other groups as well [14], 

[15].
 
They have attributed these changes in the spin-transfer driven dynamics to high 

current densities localized at hot-spots formed during the stressing of the junction. 

However, our study suggests that the creation of localized spots of increased current 

density cannot by itself account for the change in the dynamical behavior of the 

devices. Rather the data points to the formation of magnetic nano-bridges within the 

barrier region. These magnetic contacts have significant consequences for both the 

MTJ‟s quasi-static field-switching properties as well as its high frequency response to 

bias and field.  

6.2 Experimental Procedure 

The studies were conducted on MgO MTJs grown and patterned at HGST. The 

thin film stack structure for the devices under study were Bottom Lead/IrMn (61 

Å)/CoFeB (18 Å)/Ru (4 Å)/CoFeB (20 Å)/MgO (7.6 Å)/CoFe (5 Å)/CoFeB (34 Å)/Ru 

(60 Å)/Ta (30 Å)/Ru (40 Å) which corresponds to an exchange-biased Synthetic 

Antiferromagnet (SyAF) fixed layer and simple free layer structure. The exchange 

bias of the SyAF was set along the easy axis of the ellipse. The devices under study 

were then patterned into 50x100 nm
2
 ellipses by a combination of e-beam lithography 
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and Ar ion milling. Our field and voltage convention are such that H > 0 favors 

parallel alignment of the top SyAF and free electrodes and V < 0 means that electrons 

flow from the fixed to the free layer.  First the junction was saturated with field into 

the P state (H > 0) and we ramped up the voltage (V < 0) on the junction until we 

observed a discontinuous drop in the parallel resistance. We then quickly ramped 

down the voltage. Many of the samples remained intact under the stressing until ~ 475 

- 500 mV after which the junction resistance dropped abruptly to a complete short.  

However, approximately 40% of the samples exhibited a soft junction breakdown 

where the P resistance and the TMR dropped incrementally upon ramping the voltage 

bias up. The typical soft breakdown voltages varied quite considerably from sample to 

sample with a range of Vb = 275-400 mV.  We took magnetoresistance data (V/I vs. 

H) on these samples after the initial soft breakdown to see what effects stressing had 

on the zero bias TMR and the magnetics of the junction. We would then try to drive 

dynamics with a DC voltage and look at the microwave power spectrum. We would 

check if the resultant spectra showed signatures of a drastic drop in peak linewidths. 

The stressing process was repeated until the device showed these microwave 

characteristics at which point we deemed the device fully conditioned.   

For the spectral measurements, we used a bias-tee to separate the DC and AC 

parts of the circuit. Through the DC port we applied a constant bias to the junction to 

excite the microwave dynamics. The AC port was connected to an Agilent E4408B 

Spectrum Analyzer using a total of +32 dB of amplification. Spectral measurements 

were then taken from 0.46-18 GHz with a RBW of 3 MHz. All spectral data, unless 

stated otherwise, has been calibrated by the frequency-dependent gain of the network 
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and represents the power delivered by the MTJ to a 50   termination. The calibration 

was performed by making an S21 measurement of the network without the device 

using an Agilent 8722ES Network Analyzer.  

6.3 Quasistatics: Experiment and Simulations 

 

The TMR of the MTJs drops during the conditioning process. (Figure 6.1a). 

The zero bias TMR of sample decreases from 82% to 31% which is not atypical for 

the TMR degradation between the conditioned and unconditioned states. The parallel 

resistance RP of the conditioned junction is typically 50-120 Ω lower than its 

unconditioned value. For Sample 1, the drop in RP is ~100 Ω. This corresponds to 

increase of the MTJ zero-bias parallel conductance GP of ~ 1 mmho between the 

unconditioned and fully conditioned device. These changes in the conductance and 

TMR reflect deformation and thinning of the barrier in localized weak spots and/or the 

formation of pinholes which serve as parallel lower MR channels for electron flow. 

But the far more interesting detail lies in the evolution of the hysteresis loops during 

the conditioning process. 
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Figure 6.1 a) Room temperature field switching magnetoresistance curves taken 

during the conditioning procedure for Sample 1. b) Normalized M.R. minor field loops 

before and after conditioning for Sample 1. c) Zero-temperature OOMMF simulated 

field-switching curves of 4 nm free layer MTJ with and without pinhole. 

 

Before conditioning, the APP and PAP switching fields are comparable. 

After the first conditioning run, the APP and PAP switching fields shift together 

towards ferromagnetic alignment. This indicates a simple shift of the center of the 

hysteresis loop. A shift of the hysteresis loop might arise from a strengthening of the 

Néel orange peel coupling due to a local roughening and thinning of the barrier. At 

this point, we do not observe the signatures of the conditioned state in the dynamical 

spectra.  This would seem to suggest that the drop in resistance and TMR after the first 

conditioning is due to local barrier thinning.  After further conditioning, the APP 

and PAP switching fields again move in the negative field direction. But the 

irreversible changes in the switching fields no longer suggest a simple shifting of the 

loop. It is plain that now the APP switching field has moved more than the PAP 

switching field in the negative field direction. The apparent coercivity of the loop has 

been reduced by nearly a half from its pre-conditioned state. In addition, the gradual 
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saturation of AP state with increasing negative field might signify non-uniform 

rotation and some kind of pinning mechanism acting on the free layer. The significant 

kneeing before the APP reversal (seen clearly in Figure 6.1b) as the field goes from 

negative to positive fields corroborates this picture. This behavior indicates that the 

APP and PAP switching mechanisms have become different during the stressing 

process.  

Our hypothesis is that the differences in the APP and PAP switching 

mechanisms arise from ferromagnetic electrode material present in pinholes that open 

up during the conditioning process. These magnetic pinholes can serve to locally 

exchange couple the free and fixed layers. This coupling would generate an 

asymmetry between the AP and P states of the free layer. One might expect that the 

AP state would feature a domain wall localized in the contact region [18] while 

exchange would force the magnetization of the P state to be fairly uniform.  This 

morphological distinction between the states could be the origin of the observed field 

switching asymmetries as well as the dragging/pinning behavior in the AP state. We 

used the zero-temperature OOMMF micromagnetic package to test our hypothesis. 

We modeled the P and AP equilibrium configurations and the field switching of the 

Bottom SyAF (2 nm)/Ru (.5 nm)/Top SyaF (2 nm)/Barrier (1 nm)/Free Layer (4 nm) 

with and without a magnetic pinhole. The cross-sectional area of the simulated device 

was 50x100 nm
2
.  We used a lateral mesh resolution of 2.5 nm, a depth resolution of .5 

nm, a saturation magnetization Ms = 1160 emu/cm
3
 for the magnetic layers, and an 

exchange stiffness ACoFeB = 2810
-12

 J/m for the whole structure including the pinhole 

region and its coupling to the free and fixed layers. The pinhole diameter was set at 5 
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nm for simulating the switching curves, although the estimated upper-bound on the 

pinhole diameter is a little bit lower. The larger diameter was used for calculational 

convenience in generating the simulated field switching curves. We calculated the 

nanocontact resistance by assuming that it was parallel to the MTJ resistance and 

using the parallel resistance of the junction before and after conditioning. We then 

employed a Maxwell-Sharvin calculation to place an upper bound estimate of 3 nm on 

the  nanocontact diameter provided that it is metallic (which it may not be) [19]. We 

observe no qualitative difference in the equilibrium configuration of the P and AP 

state for a 5 nm and 3 nm diameter pinhole (not shown). 

The micromagnetic simulations show that a domain wall is present in the AP 

state centered near the pinhole region (Figure 6.2a). The free-layer magnetization in 

the region above and around the contact deviates strongly from the free layer easy axis 

as can be seen in Figure 6.2b. The resultant AP state generated by contact-mediated 

exchange between the free layer and top SyAF is one of non-uniform magnetization 

and the free layer magnetization deviates strongly from collinearity with the polarizer 

layer in the vicinity of the contact. On the other hand, the P state (Figure 6.2e) is 

magnetically uniform through the top SyAF layer/pinhole/free layer system and 

laterally in the free layer as dictated by the exchange interaction.  
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Figure 6.2 a) Simulation results for the equilibrium magnetization of the AP state at 

H= -400 Oe with a simulated pinhole diameter of 3 nm. The magnetization in the 

pinhole shows the existence of Bloch-type domain wall localized in the constriction.   

b), c), d) show the APP switching process. e) P state configuration f),g) show 

PAP switching process. The switching snapshots were taken with a pinhole 

diameter of 5 nm. 

 

A quick comparison of the simulated field switching curves for a device with 

the pinhole and one without the magnetic nanocontact show that the simulations 

qualitatively reproduce the evolution of the switching fields as the samples goes from 

the unconditioned to the conditioned state (Figure 6.1c). For the simulation with the 
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nanocontact the PAP free layer switching field is 100 Oe larger than for the 

simulation without the nanocontact. This reflects the fact that the exchange coupling 

through the contact prefers the free layer to be aligned with the top layer of the SyAF. 

On the other hand, the APP switching field has shifted by nearly 450 Oe towards 

negative fields. The apparent coercivity of the loop has decreased by 350 Oe. The 

sizeable asymmetry in the shifting of the switching fields upon introduction of a 

magnetic nanocontact can now be readily explained by looking at the switching 

kinetics. The simulations also capture the saturation behavior of the M.R. loop in the 

AP state and the kneeing of the AP branch near the APP switching field for 

conditioned samples. . The APP switching is inherently a spatially nonuniform 

process aided and actuated by ferromagnetic exchange in the nanocontact region. The 

non-uniform magnetization near the pin-hole initiates the switching process and drags 

the rest of the magnetization over the hard axis. The kneeing is likely a signature of 

this constriction mediated exchange on the rest of the free layer. The magnetic contact 

severely reduces the APP transition by creating an interaction which tries to make 

the free layer spring back into the P state. The PAP reversal can be approximately 

thought of as coherent rotation in its initial stages. The effect of the pinhole in the 

PAP switching thus can be approximately thought of as an effective average 

coupling field in the Stoner-Wohlfarth reversal of the free layer. After the PAP 

reversal, the ferromagnetic coupling between the pinned top SyAF and the free layer 

generates a pinning/exchange spring effect on the free layer. Application of higher 

field is thus required to saturate the free layer.  
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We conducted Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) on 

micron junctions coming from the same chip as the nanojunctions we measured in 

order to test whether weak-links in the MgO barrier and/or magnetic contacts existed 

in the film stacks that were grown, what the typical size for them were, etc. These pre-

existing weak links would serve as seeds for nanocontact formation under current 

stress and would also account for the fact that we measured some devices which 

exhibited conditioned behavior before any voltage stressing. The samples were 

prepared by lift-out using an FEI Nova 600 Dual Beam FIB and then transferred to the 

NION Ultra-STEM 100 for imaging. The cross-sectional images show evidence of 

small areas where the MgO tunnel barrier is very thin or even disconnected throughout 

the film. Figure 6.3  shows a close-up of one of these nano-holes both in ADF-STEM 

as well as with an Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) Co and O composition 

map. 
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Figure 6.3  Annular dark-field (ADF) STEM and EELS spatial mapping for Co and 

Oxygen near a magnetic pinhole. The approximate diameter of the nanocontact is ~3-4 

nm. Images taken by P.Y. Huang. 

 

The typical diameter for these nanoscale pinholes are on the order of d~3 - 4 nm. As 

can be seen from the above EELS map, Co (and presumably Fe) appears within this 

pinhole region. It is not clear from this image whether the Co and Fe in pinhole region 

is predominantly metallic or oxidic. We conducted a Multivariate Curve Resolution 

(MCR) fitting of the EELS peaks corresponding to Co in order to determine whether 

the Co was metallic within the pinhole region. The result of the spatial mapping for 

metallic type Co is presented in Figure 6.4.  
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Figure 6.4 Spatial mapping of the MCR fitting for metallic-type Co EELS signal. 

Courtesy of P.Y. Huang. 

 

 The MCR fitting clearly shows that the Co is not necessarily metallic within the pin-

hole region (although more metallic Co may enter the pinhole region through 

electromigration under repeated voltage/current stress). It is thus likely that the region 

where magnetic coupling between the layers emerges during conditioning is not 

necessarily metallic and, where it is metallic, the contact is rather dirty (i.e. full of 

oxidized components). The magnetic coupling thus might emerge as direct CoFeB-

CoFeB electrode contact in the pinhole or via exchange by CoFe oxides and sub-

oxides – many of which are ferrimagnetic (e.g. CoFe2O4). In addition, there are 

regions near the magnetic contact where the MgO barrier is intact but considerably 

thinner than in other parts. The Maxwell-Sharvin calculation (under the Wexler 

interpolation) that we employed for estimating the contact diameter thus likely 

provides an underestimate for the actual magnetic nanocontact area. Our model of 
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magnetic contacts opening up under voltage stressing and coupling the free and SyAF 

layers is thus supported both by TEM and changes in the field switching behavior of 

the devices. Next, we look to see what the consequences of magnetic nano-contact 

formation and the conditioning process has on spin-transfer induced GHz dynamics of 

these structures. 

6.4 Dynamical Properties 

 

Microwave emissions for the post-stressed samples were studied as a function 

of bias voltage and fields applied along the easy axis of the free-layer ellipse. The 

range of bias voltages explored changed from sample to sample depending on what 

biases were deemed safe to operate at without risking further barrier degradation. We 

mapped out the combined power phase diagram of the first and second harmonics for 

the conditioned samples. The data were taken by starting at negative field and 

sweeping to positive field. For each field the voltage was stepped from positive to 

negative voltages in 10 mV steps. As a point of comparison, we also took the phase 

diagram of a representative pre-stressed MTJ (Figure 6.5a). The dynamical phase 

diagram of the pre-stressed samples is fairly symmetric between the P with V > 0 and 

the AP state for V < 0 and the minimum linewidth case for high bias is fairly 

incoherent with a linewidth of about 400 MHz (Figure 6.5c). This situation is 

markedly different for the post-stressed samples (Figure 6.5b). We see large 

microwave power output when the sample is in the AP state (H < 0) with V < 0. This 
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area of the phase diagram corresponds to the highly coherent oscillations characteristic 

of the conditioned samples (Figure 6.5d).  

 

Figure 6.5 a) Power of first and second harmonics generated by an unstressed MTJ as 

a function of field and bias voltage. b) Power of first and second harmonic for 

conditioned MTJ. c) Typical Power spectral density (PSD) of unconditioned sample. 

d) Typical PSD after stressing procedure. 

 

We can see that the dynamics continue with high power out to fields of >900 

Oe and the critical voltages for these coherent excitations do not change much from 

their low field value of Vc=-120 mV. While not seen in this sample (due to voltage 

constraints), many samples display high frequency excitations in the AP state for high 

V > 0. The oscillations redshift with increasing applied field. Given the voltage 

polarity and the frequency vs. H behavior of this mode we conclude that it arises from 
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excitation of the SyAF acoustic mode [20]. The most obvious feature of the dynamical 

phase diagram is seen when the sample is in the P state with V > 0. The large power, 

coherent microwave emissions present in the AP state are absent in this region of the 

phase diagram. We tested a few samples which could handle higher voltages without 

further breakdown out to a voltage of V
+
> 2.5Vc

-
 and we still do not observe coherent 

high power oscillations. We see peaks on the P side but they are barely above the 

Johnson/shot-noise floor and correspond to thermally-excited FMR (TE-FMR) noise 

signals [21].  

The asymmetry between the P and AP states in the dynamical phase diagram 

of conditioned samples is not consistent with a simple thinning of the barrier. 

Assuming that the tunneling still largely governed by elastic tunneling processes, the 

Slonczewski torque in MTJs would lead to symmetric critical voltages for dynamical 

excitation in the P and AP state (assuming symmetric electrode materials) [22]. We 

argue that the dynamical asymmetry emerges as a consequence of the difference in the 

magnetic configurations of the P and AP state. The P state contains no domain wall 

and the exchange coupling enforces a relatively uniform magnetization profile in the 

free layer and collinearity of the free layer with the polarizer. Thus the initial spin-

torque in the P state is relatively small. The magnetic nanocontacts, on the other hand, 

enforce the AP state to be non-uniform and in particular push the free layer and top 

SyAF moments away from 180 degree collinearity. This deviation between from 

electrode collinearity can greatly enhance the spin torque on the free layer in the AP 

state. Due to the fact that the junction resistance is still quite high after conditioning 
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we suspect that an appreciable portion of this spin torque is exerted through 

thinned/intact parts of the barrier surrounding the magnetic nanocontact areas. 

The low-bias peaks of conditioned MTJ devices in the AP state are consistent 

with TE-FMR noise. However, unlike the unstressed samples, the spin-transfer 

induced excitations do not evolve smoothly with bias from the TE-FMR mode and we 

observe that the spin-torque at onset stabilizes a mode whose frequency is not directly 

related to the FMR modes excited by thermal noise (Figure 6.6a). We conclude from 

the frequency vs. field-dependence (Figure 6.6c) that the oscillations for V < 0 are 

consistent with predominantly free-layer excitations and do not exhibit df/dH < 0 

typical of SyAF excitations.  
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Figure 6.6. a) Frequency vs. Vbias for a sample exhibiting weak blue-shifting. Inset 

shows smooth evolution of TE-FMR modes into STT-driven modes in a different 

unconditioned device with red-shifting vs. Vbias behavior. b) Frequency vs. Vbias for 

Sample 1 at different field values. The frequency vs. Vbias does not have an obvious 

dependence on in-plane applied field. c) Frequency vs. field for oscillations at high 

bias. Different samples show different type of field behavior in their dynamics after 

conditioning. d) FWHM of the 1
st
 harmonic vs field at high bias. Shows sharp increase 

in the linewidth associated with the frequency jumps indicating mode bi-stability. 

 

We have observed that some samples exhibit frequency jumps between 

different modes at a fixed bias as the field is increased. This can be seen in Figure 6.6c. 

We found that the critical voltage and the onset of these frequency jumps exhibited no 

voltage hysteresis [23]. This fact rules out the possibility that the frequency jumps are 

due to current-induced generation of different metastable magnetic configurations. 
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This sort of hysteresis is observed in cases where the Oersted field can change the 

metastable configuration of the magnetization near spots of high current density. The 

lack of voltage hysteresis is in line with the increase of the linewidths near the onset of 

each frequency jump and indicates mode bistability at the onset of each mode (Figure 

6.6d). 

The weak blue-shifting spectrum as seen in Figure 6.6 a) and b) has been 

previously interpreted as evidence for out-of-plane character oscillations in the free 

layer induced by the current hot-spots [14].  However, the relatively weak shifting of 

the frequency vs Vbias and the in-plane field dependence of the oscillator frequency 

makes this scenario unlikely. The origin of the blue-shifting is potentially due to a 

strong tilting of the free layer magnetization equilibrium angle away from the easy 

axis during oscillations combined with an increasing average effective field on the 

magnetization as the oscillation increases associated with SyAF-FL exchange coupling 

and the free layer anisotropy field. This tilting could be partly due to the spin torque 

but we also think that the ferromagnetic exchange between the top SyAF layer and the 

free layer through the magnetic nanocontacts are also important in determining this 

tilting. This SyAF-FL exchange coupling could force the free and fixed layer 

configuration to deviate substantially from collinearity near the magnetic 

nanoconstrictions as can be seen in Figure 6.2b.  

The existence of large effective misalignment angles is consistent with the 1f 

and 2f peak structure. Even at the critical voltage, the integrated power in the 1f peak 
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as compared to the power in the 2f peak is rather substantial. We plot the integrated 

power delivered to our 50  load. 

 

Figure 6.7 a) 1f and 2f integrated power delivered to a 50 load  as a function of DC 

voltage bias for a lower field H = -600 Oe and a higher field H = -900 Oe. b) Ratio of 

first to second harmonic integrated power at different fields.  

 

As can be seen the power in the 1f peak relative to the 2f peak is not negligible 

even close to onset. At many applied field strengths, the power in 1f is considerably 

larger than in 2f. With the applied field along the easy axis we would expect a very 

small signal at 1f and that most of the power is at 2f. The presence of an appreciable 

power at 1f means that there is a substantial effective equilibrium misalignment angle 

(away from 180 degrees) between the polarizer and free layer. This can be seen by 

deriving expressions for the oscillatory part of the conductance. The conductance of an 

MTJ can be expressed as: 

   1 cos( )
2

AP P P AP

P AP

G G G G
G

G G
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Under the assumption that the in-plane part of the oscillation can be 

approximated as ( ) sin( )mis prect t     , the time-dependent part of the conductance 

can easily be shown to be: 

 2 1( ) 2 ( )cos( )cos(2 ) 2 ( )sin( )sin( )
2

P AP
RF p mis p mis

G G
G t J t J t     


      

 

(6.2) 

 

J1 and J2 are Bessel functions of the first kind. We have terminated the Bessel-function 

expansion at terms that include only the   and 2 terms. We have ignored higher 

order terms as they are smaller. An MTJ under a DC voltage bias that is undergoing an 

auto-oscillation will produce a RF voltage:  

 ( )source

RF DC MTJ RFV V R G t    
 

(6.3) 

 

Equation (6.3) is only valid when ( )RF MTJR t R  . The measured RF voltage and 

power will only have components at   when mis  deviates substantially from either 0 

or 180 degrees. Thus this analysis shows that the average equilibrium angle between 

the free and fixed layer for our conditioned junctions has substantial deviations from 

collinearity even close to the critical voltage for spin-transfer dynamics.  

The increase in P1f/P2f for larger applied field H < 0 (seen in Figure 6.7b) 

indicates that the effective in-plane misalignment angle is large for larger fields along 

the easy axis. This does not make too much sense from the point of view of a 

magnetically uncoupled free and fixed layer system. In such a case, we would expect 

that the ratio of P1f/P2f would decrease as a function of in-plane field as the free layer 
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was enforced to be closer to 180 degrees with respect to the top SyAF layer. However, 

the observed behavior might be possible in a system where the free layer and top 

SyAF layer are ferromagnetically coupled. In that case, the ferromagnetic coupling 

between the top and free layer, the antiferromagnetic RKKY coupling between the top 

and bottom SyAF layers and the exchange bias on the bottom SyAF and the influence 

of the spin-torque all need to be taken into account. It may be possible that, given the 

right layer thicknesses, interlayer coupling strengths and spin-torque that an increasing 

in-plane bias field favoring AP alignment actually counter-intuitively serves to 

increase the misalignment angle. This is something that we have not yet tested but 

could be verified with micromagnetics. 

In order to make meaningful comparisons between magnetic oscillation powers 

at different bias voltages, the measured integrated power in 1f and 2f needs to be 

normalized by Vbias and should take into account changes in 
MTJ

APR . Changes in 

MTJ

APR  can come from the bias dependence of the TMR as well as changes in the 

misalignment and precessional amplitude associated with the dynamics. The bias 

dependence of the average resistance as well as the average conductance relative to the 

conductance in the P state is plotted in Figure 6.8. We note that the maximum 

difference in the conductance GP-GAP will also depend on Vbias and that this should be 

taken into account to truly normalize the oscillation power. Unfortunately, this cannot 

be done for high biases in the AP state as the measured conductance will include 

contributions from the dynamics and misalignment as well as the TMR bias 

dependence. 
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Figure 6.8 Average DC Resistance, average DC conductance with respect to the 

parallel conductance, and the parallel resistance as a function of Vbias across the MTJ 

for different field values. All data shown here was for Sample 1. 

 

If we ignore the renormalization of the oscillation power by the TMR bias 

dependence, the normalization procedure is rather simple. We treat the MTJ as an RF 

voltage source outputting ( )DC MTJ RFV R G t   with an internal resistance MTJR . A 

large part of the voltage is dropped across the internal source resistance and a fraction 

is delivered to 0 50Z    load in the spectrum analyzer. The measured voltage at the 

50  termination is simply: 
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(6.4) 

 

Equation (6.4)  is only correct when parasitic capacitances between the pads 

and Si substrate can be neglected. The shunting to the Si substrate, however, is quite 

negligible as the UHF-compatible devices supplied by HGST were fabricated on high-

resistivity substrates. Equation (6.4) can be recast into a relation between the 

conductance oscillation power and the power delivered to the 50  load.  
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(6.5) 

 

We have also included the frequency dependent power gain factor ( )A   

associated with our amplifiers and any RF losses in the line. This simple division by 

the gain as expressed in Equation (6.5) is only valid when the amplifier input 

impedances are 0Z . We plot the normalized conductance PSD calculated by Equation 

(6.5)  vs. frequency at H = - 600 Oe. 
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Figure 6.9  Conductance power spectral density of Sample 1 as a function of 

frequency for H = - 600. This field and sign of voltage corresponds to configuration 

for the highest integrated microwave power emissions observed from Sample 1. 

 

We plot the integrated conductance power in 1f and 2f across a wide range of field 

values for Sample 1 in Figure 6.10. The integrated power conductance power shows 

saturation after a particular voltage bias. This has been observed at all the fields we 

have measured and across all the conditioned samples we looked at.  
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Figure 6.10 Integrated conductance power for 1f and 2f peaks. Note that after the 

initial increase in the conductance power, the power saturates for both 1f and 2f (i.e. 
2( ) / biasd G dV becomes small). 

  

This saturation phenomenon of the conductance power is not due to large 

amplitude saturation (i.e.
maxprecG G  ). In fact, we argue that the oscillation 

amplitude is, in general, quite small. We plot the oscillation conductance amplitude 

precG  in Figure 6.11 for 1f and 2f at H = - 900 Oe which corresponds to the field at 

where the oscillation linewidths are quite low. The oscillation conductance amplitude 

scales are small compared to the scale set by PG G  (see Figure 6.8).  Note that 

PG G will be smaller than the full maxG so that the oscillation conductance scale is 

even smaller when compared to maxG .  
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Figure 6.11 Conductance oscillation amplitude at 1f and 2f for Sample 1 at H = - 900 

Oe. Amplitude was obtained by taking the square root of the conductance power. 

 

 This power saturation behavior implies that, as the bias increases, the 

oscillation reaches a portion of the effective energy surface such that a slight increase 

in the oscillator energy does not increase the amplitude by very much. Thus increasing 

Vbias serves to increase the amplitude and oscillator power by a small amount. This is 

tantamount to a dynamic amplitude dependent stiffening of the oscillation. Lee et al. 

[24] have pointed out that this sort of power saturation can be thought of as an 

enhanced dynamical damping of the oscillations in the framework of the nonlinear 

auto-oscillator theory. In their experiment, the dynamical damping occurred due to 

negative micromagnetic feedback between the left and right sides of the elliptical free 

layer and the spin-torque. In our case, we think that the exchange coupling between 

the top SyAF layer and the free layer generated by the magnetic nanocontacts is likely 

responsible for this power saturation.  
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We have plotted the oscillation linewidth vs Vbias for Sample 1 at few different 

applied fields (Figure 6.12). We have observed no general trend in the coherence as a 

function of applied in-plane easy axis field up until one goes below fields of ~300 Oe 

and above 1.5 kOe –where the minimum linewidths become larger than 100 MHz. In 

the former case, the decrease in oscillator coherence is probably associated with 

thermally activated hopping between a metastable static state and the dynamical state. 

In the latter case, the field is close to the SyAF spin-flop field (inferred from the fact 

that for Happ > 1.5 kOe RAP starts to decrease gradually signifying SyAF scissoring) 

and likely SyAF dynamics will start to play a role in the coherence of the oscillator.  

 

Figure 6.12 FWHM of 1f peak vs Vbias for Sample 1 at H=-600 Oe and H=-900 Oe. 

   

The lowest linewidths that we observe for Sample 1 occur at H = - 800 Oe with a 

minimum linewidth of Δf = 11 MHz for the 1f peak at Vbias = -180 mV. Low 
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linewidths < 50 MHz can be seen for a Vbias region of 160 – 210 mV for H = - 400 Oe, 

150 – 210 mV at H = -600 Oe, 170 – 210 mV for H = - 800 Oe, 150 – 210 mV for H = 

- 900 Oe, 180 – 210 mV for H = - 1100 Oe. These regions of low linewidth tend to be 

correlated with the region where the normalized power saturates.  For example, when 

H = -1100 Oe, the normalized power saturates at Vbias = - 180 mV which corresponds 

to the bias region where the linewidth starts to tighten. The same is true for H = -900 

where the linewidths start to tighten substantially at Vbias = - 160 mV corresponding to 

the region where the normalized power starts to saturate. This correspondence holds 

true for H = - 400 (Vbias > 160 mV for 1f peak) and H = -600 Oe for Vbias. There is a 

slight deviation at H = - 800 Oe where the 1f peak starts power saturation at Vbias = - 

160 mV whereas the low linewidth region starts at Vbias > - 170 mV. That being said, 

the correspondence between conductance power saturation and the low linewidth 

region is quite strong.  

The key point emerges when one sees that the low linewidth region is also in a 

bias range where df/dVbias becomes very small. For H = - 600 Oe and H = - 800 Oe we 

plot the normalized power, the oscillation frequency vs Vbias and the linewidth. 
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Figure 6.13 Frequency, 1f peak FWHM, and 1f and 2f conductance plotted as a 

function of Vbias at H = - 600 Oe and H = - 900 Oe for Sample 1. 

 It is easy to see that the region where the linewidth is lowest is precisely 

where df/dV becomes close to zero and the normalized power saturates. This 

phenomenon occurs for all conditioned samples and at all fields where highly coherent 

oscillations are observed. The saturation of the oscillation frequency with bias voltage 

makes sense in this picture. As 0( )p Np    ( /N d dp  being the nonlinear 

frequency shift), when the normalized power p (which is proportional by a simple 

constant to the conductance power) saturates we expect that the oscillation frequency 

should also saturate regardless of what N is.  
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This gets to the central point that it is the saturation of the oscillation power 

which predominantly determines the coherence of these oscillators. The dimensionless 

frequency shift parameter is / effN    and the STNO linewidth can be written as: 

 
2

0

0

(1 ) ( )
( )

Bk T
p

p
 


      

(6.6) 

 

Much work has focused on reducing N by tailoring magnetic anisotropies, equilibrium 

magnetization angle, polarizer direction, etc. It is very clear from our data of the 

normalized conductance power, frequency vs. bias, and linewidth behavior that N is 

probably not negligible as the region where the normalized power increases as a 

function of bias corresponds roughly to a region where the frequency shift is non-

negligible and where the linewidths are larger (generally >75 MHz and usually 

considerably larger than that). The denominator of   (i.e. 
eff ) on the other hand will 

be very large in the normalized power saturation region. This is easy to see as the 

expression for
eff , as pointed out by Lee et al., can be written as: 
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(6.7) 

 

Here 0 is simply proportonal to the Gilbert damping. When the normalized 

power vs. voltage saturates and dp/dV becomes zero, 
eff diverges and the 

dimensionless nonlinear frequency shift   vanishes. From Equation (6.6) this means 
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that the contribution to phase noise arising from non-linear amplitude-frequency 

coupling disappears and the linewidth in this saturated power region is 

correspondingly very low. Cast into physical terms: when the system is stiff, it will be 

less susceptible to Gaussian-noise driven amplitude fluctuations and the noise arising 

from the nonlinear frequency-amplitude coupling will become small. 

At this point, it would be nice to quantify the dimensionless power p (instead 

of our conductance power) and use this to put numbers on N and 
eff . We have not 

done this yet, but we can and will in the near future. This would be essentially done by 

mapping the 1f and 2f peaks to effective misalignment and precessional angles.  

However, despite the lack of quantification, we think we have hit upon the physical 

reasons why these conditioned junctions have such coherent microwave generation. 

The origin for the low linewidths in conditioned samples that we have just 

discussed provides a description of the physics on one level. It does not explain the 

rather remarkable fact that blowing pinholes randomly in an MTJ improves the 

linewidth. The actual magnetic structure of the conditioned junction is unknown. 

Where are the magnetic nanocontacts? How many of them are there? What is the 

precise spin-torque distribution near the contacts? It seems to us that there are too 

many things that are universal across conditioned devices (blue-shifting and frequency 

saturation vs. Vbias, power saturation vs Vbias, ultra-coherent oscillations in the 

saturated regime, AP/P dynamical phase diagram asymmetry, and the emergence of 

strong FL-SyAF coupling via magnetic nanocontacts as evidenced by the M.R. loop 

behavior) for these finer details to matter too much. Whatever is going on, it is quite 
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robust. We would like to hazard a guess and introduce a hypothesis for what might be 

going on. 

Our guess is that the ferromagnetic coupling between the free and the fixed 

layer generated at the nanocontacts is largely responsible for the blue-shifting and 

eventual frequency/power saturation. Our simple physical description is that the nano-

contact exchange coupling, anisotropy field, and applied field creates a finite effective 

mis  about which the magnetization precesses. As the spin torque increases, the 

oscillation amplitude starts to increase. When the amplitude is sufficiently low, the 

exchange between the SyAF and the free-layer serves to keep the free layer spins stiff 

at the nanocontact. Since this is also the region where the barrier has been degraded, 

we expect the spin-torque to be negligible at the nanocontact. The spin-torque in 

regions adjacent to the nanocontacts, however, are not negligible and cause the 

magnetization to precess. This precession creates a lateral gradient in the free layer 

magnetization away from the stiff magnetization near the nanocontact region. As the 

effective oscillation amplitude increases, this lateral magnetization gradient grows. 

The magnetization gradient generates an exchange field which must also grow with 

the oscillation amplitude. The increasing exchange field increases the spin 

precessional frequency. Thus the frequency blue shifts as the effective oscillation 

power increases. 

As the oscillation power increases further, the increasing lateral exchange in 

the free layer and the stiff spins near the nanocontacts act to limit the oscillation power. 

Further increases in the oscillator amplitude by the spin torque are effectively 
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counteracted by the exchange interaction and the oscillation power saturates. The 

power saturation generates the observed frequency saturation and the high oscillator 

coherence in this high bias regime. This, of course, is a working hypothesis that 

probably needs to be tested numerically.  

6.5 Micromagnetic Simulations: Dynamics 

 

Before we start this section, we would like to note that we did much of the 

micromagnetic work before we had a clear understanding of where to direct our efforts 

in modeling. We include it in the thesis to document what we did, and as homage to 

the very long time we spent on it. We think that the physics that we inputted into these 

simulations was incorrect.  

The micromagnetic study was conducted in collaboration with researchers at 

the University of Messina using their finite-temperature micromagnetic GPMagnet 

package. The package is a finite difference code computed on a fixed size rectangular 

mesh. We simulated a 50100 nm
2
 elliptical cross-section stack. The cell size was 

1nm1nm .5nm. We used a layer structure of CoFeB(2 

nm)/Ru(.5)/CoFeB(2)/MgO(1)/CoFeB(4). As a first approximation, we kept the SyAF 

spins fixed. This may be incorrect and that the dynamics of the SyAF excitations 

probably play an important role in the dynamics, but our goal was to see what 

elements in the problem are necessary to reproduce general trends and characteristics 

of the dynamics (such as frequency vs Vbias behavior, power saturation, and linewidth 

reduction) and so we wanted to start with the minimum amount of variables/factors 
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and build up. We assume a two channel current model consisting of the MTJ channel 

and the nanoconstriction. We found that the MTJ channel was essential as there is a 

non-negligible tunnel current in parallel with the current going through the 

constriction. Attempts to model the dynamics without a parallel tunnel junction 

channel (i.e. just nanoconstrictions) lead to an unrealistic situation where the 

magnetization would execute dynamics only at very high currents I~ 3 mA. We 

calculated effective resistances for the tunneling channel and the nanoconstriction by 

assuming that the reduction of the resistance during conditioning was due exclusively 

to parallel resistances generated by newly formed localized hotspots/nanoconstrictions. 

We have made the simplifying assumption that the conditioning process only damages 

the barrier in the hotspot regions and does not alter the structure of the barrier on a 

larger scale. The resistance of the tunneling channel was set such that the RA = 1.5 Ω 

μm
2
. The resultant parallel resistance per 1nm1nm cell was P

cellR =1.5 MΩ. The TMR 

was taken to be 80%.  

 We used an RA = .055 Ω μm
2
 for the nanocontact regions. This means a 

resistance R = 1.33 kΩ for a 4 nm
2
 contact. This corresponds roughly to the parallel 

resistance required to reduce RP from its unconditioned value (375 Ω) to its final 

conditioned value (~280 Ω) in Figure 6.1 and pinhole area from a Maxwell-Sharvin 

calculation. Since the actual nature of the contacts (including the number of contacts) 

is not well known these estimates could be an underestimate of the single nanocontact 

resistance. The magnetoresistance was assumed to be negligible in the nanocontact 

regions. The spin polarization P in the tunneling channels was assumed to be PMTJ = 
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0.66. For any non-magnetic nanocontacts used we set the polarization there to be P 

= .38 and assumed that the spin-torque between the free and top SyAF layer was well 

described by the Slonczewski torque (with the spin accumulation Λ = 1). For magnetic 

nanocontacts, the spin polarization was taken to be P = 0.38 and the non-adiabatic 

parameter β = 0.04.  We simply guessed the polarization at the contacts and a more 

thorough study would need to vary the polarization of the contacts with respect to the 

MTJ to see what effect that would have. The time duration of the micromagnetic 

simulations were 100 ns resulting in a frequency resolution of ~ 10 MHz. 

We ran simulations for a variety of scenarios. We first tried unconditioned 

junctions where the barrier was considered intact and the tunnel current was uniform. 

The dynamics in this case was strongly red shifting with a change of frequency f ~ - 

2.75 GHz with ΔI~ .14 mA of current. The linewidths of these simulated 

unconditioned oscillators were large and ranged from Δf ~ 700 MHz – 1.5 GHz.  

 

Figure 6.14 a) Micromagnetic results for frequency vs current density for 

unconditioned junctions b) Oscillator linewidth vs current density for unconditioned 

MTJ. 
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The reason for the incoherent dynamics in the unconditioned MTJ structure is in and 

of itself not entirely clear. Spin-torque non uniformities due to current non-

uniformities arising from random variation in the barrier thickness could be an issue 

(although our simulations do not take this into account). Spin-torque spatial non-

uniformities in the field/electrode geometry we chose (P/AP collinear electrode 

arrangement) due to local thermal fluctuations of the magnetization could also be an 

issue. Also, edge dipolar fields coming from the SyAF may be another source of 

linewidth broadening. This source of broadening was also not modeled accurately 

when we chose the SyAF layers to be fixed. However, explaining the origin of the 

linewidth in unconditioned samples was not the focus of our study.  

We restrict ourselves to the question of how dynamical behavior exhibited by 

the conditioned devices might emerge. First we asked whether the nature of the 

dynamics (i.e. small linewidths, etc) in the conditioned MTJs depend on magnetic 

coupling between the free and fixed layer or whether they are simply a consequence of 

the emergence of areas of increased current density (hotspots) where the tunnel barrier 

is thin. We thus considered junctions with current hotspots in a variety of geometries. 

First, we considered a hotspot in the center, then one at the ellipse long axis edge at 

y=0 nm, x = +40 nm, then two hotspots at y = 0 nm, x = ±25 nm, and finally three 

hotspots located at   at (y = 0 nm, x = ±25 nm) and (x=0 , y=0). We use a coordinate 

system where (x = 0 nm, y = 0 nm) corresponds to the center of the ellipse. We ran 

simulations for nanocontacts of two different cross-sectional areas Apinhole= 12 nm
2
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and Apinhole= 4 nm
2
. We have included Oersted fields derived from the current flowing 

through the junction in these simulations. In all the cases that we simulated, the 

dynamics were both spatially and temporally incoherent. The dynamics also exhibited 

strong frequency red shifting as a function of increasing current density. The situations 

we simulated for junctions with simple current hotspots do not correspond to the 

experimentally observed behavior of STT-induced dynamics in the conditioned MTJs. 

This suggests that magnetic coupling between the free and fixed layers that we have 

argued occur upon conditioning are important for understanding the nature of 

dynamics in the conditioned MTJs. 

We thus simulated the dynamics including magnetic pinholes in a variety of 

locations and numbers to see whether we could reproduce the behavior of the 

conditioned junctions. We tried one magnetic pinhole in various locations, two 

pinholes in various locations and finally we tried the case of three magnetic pinholes. 

We found temporally and spatially incoherent dynamics and strong frequency red-

shifting for the one-pinhole regardless of the location of the pinhole. Simulations with 

two pinholes placed at y=0, x = ±25 nm (not shown) showed flat frequency spectra 

with virtually no frequency shift but incoherent dynamics (Δf > 500 MHz) for all 

current densities and fields (H=40 mT to 100 mT) applied to the junction. We then 

simulated the situation with three pinholes placed at (y=0, x=0) and (y=0, x = ±25 nm). 

We found that the dynamics in this case seemed have a frequency vs. Vbias behavior 

that is not too dissimilar to what was observed experimentally (Figure 6.15). We ran 

the simulations with and without the Oersted field but this did not seem to make a big 
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difference in the frequency and linewidth vs V. The oscillations show a weak blue 

shift and then a turn over and eventual red-shift as the bias is increased.  

 

Figure 6.15 a) 1
st
 Harmonic frequency dependence in the resistance signal vs. average 

current density with and without Oersted field for three pinhole case. Note that the 

spectra have the weak blue shift and red shift observed in the experiment. b) 

Linewidth vs. current density for three pinhole case. 

 

The minimum linewidth is lower than that observed in the room temperature 

simulations of junctions without pinholes. The linewidth vs current density shows a 

minimum linewidth of ~150 MHz (Figure 2.9b).  Clearly the oscillator has regions of 

bias where it operates far more coherently than when no nano-contacts exists. 
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However, the linewidth is still a bit larger than the type of linewidths (<50 MHz) seen 

experimentally for conditioned devices. 

We then reduced the pinhole size down to an effective area Apinhole = 4 nm
2
.  

The behavior of the frequency shifting did not change too much but the linewidth 

decreased considerably. We observed a T=300 K linewidth as low as Δf~50 MHz. 

This linewidth is close to the coherent linewidths observed in the experiment and is 

substantially lower than observed for the simulations with no pinholes. We checked 

whether the highly coherent dynamics and weak blue-shifting had anything to do with 

an increase in the average z component of the magnetization oscillation. The average 

z-component of the magnetization <mz> is extremely small and shows that the weak 

blue shifting is not due to an increased average out-of-plane character of the 

oscillation (as we have previously said).  
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Figure 6.16 a) f vs J (average current density) for first harmonic in the resistance 

oscillations of the three pinhole A = 4 nm
2
 scenario. b) Oscillation linewidth vs. 

current density of first harmonic. c) Spatially averaged mz component time averaged 

over an oscillation cycle as a function of current density. 

 

The trajectories are not simple in the case of this three-pinhole case and are 

certainly not spatially uniform. A look at a few snapshots of the dynamics shows that 

the magnetization executes rather large angle dynamics and that the dynamics are 

largely in-plane.  
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Figure 6.17 Snapshots of magnetization dynamics in three magnetic pinhole case. 

Location of the three pinholes are shown in the first snapshot. The dynamics were for 

H = 90 mT and J = 810
6
 A/cm

2
. 

 

 These large-angle dynamics (and no observed power saturation) do not match 

well with the picture that we have gained from the normalized conductance power data. 

The frequency red-shifting in the region where the linewidth is low also does not agree 

with our experimental observations of flattening of the frequency vs Vbias behavior in 
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the minimum linewidth region. We do not think that these simulated dynamics 

represent the real dynamics of the system.  

The fact that three correctly-sized magnetic nanocontacts placed in a high 

symmetry arrangement are required to produce coherent dynamics and weak 

frequency blue-shifting are also somewhat concerning. In principle, the two pinhole 

case with larger magnetic coupling area and/or higher polarization and lower 

resistance should be able to reproduce the frequency behavior and oscillation 

coherence observed experimentally. We do not discount the possibility of four highly 

resistive magnetic nanocontacts. The main problem is that based off our data we feel 

that the general mechanism for conditioned behavior should be fairly robust. The lack 

of robustness in the micromagnetic simulations, as evidenced by the large difference 

in the linewidths induced by changing the size of the three magnetic nanocontacts or 

by having two pinholes instead of three pinholes, points to the fact that we have 

missed some key physics in our micromagnetic modeling and/or there are numerical 

artifacts/effects that need to be taken into account. 

6.6 Future Directions and Conclusion 

 

The basics physics that we think we missed in our micromagnetic simulations 

are that the spin-torque at the nanoconstriction is negligible and that the spins there are 

stiff and act to generate a restoring force on the oscillation. Our inclusion of 

significant spin-torque at the nanoconstriction gets the physics wrong. In addition, we 

think that there may be finite size artifacts associated with the small number of cells 
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we used to simulated the nanocontacts as well as artifacts associated with sharp, 

discontinuous changes in the current distribution that were used in the simulations. In 

order to simulate further we think that switching to a finite element package would be 

beneficial. The mesh resolution near and farther away from the nanocontacts can then 

be set appropriately. For further simulations, we would ignore any spin torque in the 

contact region and assume the full MgO spin-filtered spin torque outside the 

nanocontact region.  

Our hypothesis, if correct, would prove an interesting and general point. By 

providing local spots in the free layer of an STNO where the free layer is locally 

tethered and where the spin torque is negligible in the tethering regions and high 

everywhere else, one can actually create an STNO which has highly coherent 

microwave emissions. It would be interesting to try and purposefully engineer a high 

TMR system with this sort of tethering/spin-torque distribution (as opposed to 

haphazardly blowing holes into a tunnel barrier by voltage stressing). We like a recent 

idea sparked during a conversation with our esteemed and illustrious colleague Dr. 

Sriharsha Aradhya. One could use sharp conductive AFM tips to apply biases in 

certain spots and break the barrier locally in order to generate a magnetic nanocontact. 

It would then be possible to control where the magnetic nanocontacts are, how many 

of them there are, etc.  This would open up the path towards reliable engineering of 

highly coherent MTJ spin-torque oscillators based off the mechanism we have 

discussed in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7  

                                      CONCLUSION/SUMMARY 

 

We will now provide a quick summary of the work we did. In Chapter 3 we 

measured surface magnetoelastic interactions in the Ta|CoFeB|MgO system and 

discussed how these surface magnetoelastic interactions could be important in the 

thickness dependence of the PMA. In particular, we showed that thickness dependent 

magnetoelastic effects could be used to extend beyond the simplistic Neel model in the 

Ta|CoFeB|MgO system and suggested that these magnetoelastic effects could be 

employed to tailor and optimize the behavior of the PMA. In addition, we suggested 

that strain could be an important knob in understanding the underlying mechanisms at 

work behind the VCMA.   

In Chapter 4, we used GHz frequency surface acoustic waves (SAWs) and the 

magnetoelastic interaction to induce spin-wave resonance in Ni|Pt bilayers. We 

determined that the excitation was a Damon-Eschbach magnetostatic surface spin 

wave whose wave-vector was set by the SAW propagation wave-vector and not by 

boundary conditions of the magnetic film. We then studied the in-plane angular 

structure of the resonant coupling between this Damon-Eschbach wave and the SAW 

and found that the anisotropy associated with dynamic dipolar interactions arising 

from the spin-wave was crucial in quantitatively matching the field angle and field 

strength dependence of the SAW absorption that was observed. Using spin pumping 

into the Pt and the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE), we were able to quantify the 
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thickness-averaged precessional amplitude of the Damon-Eschbach spin wave, and the 

magnetoelastic interaction Beff of the Ni film. We finished the chapter by arguing that 

ultrasonics and in particular SAWs could be used to probe and manipulate magnetism 

in a novel and interesting way.  

In Chapter 5, we performed macrospin and micromagnetic simulations (where 

appropriate) evaluating various magnetoelastic switching schemes and their strengths 

and disadvantages. We showed that the damping can be an extremely important 

consideration in designing toggle-mode devices based off of giant magnetostrictive 

magnets. We found that devices constructed on in-plane magnetized, higher moment 

giant magnetostrictive nanomagnets will suffer greatly from the high damping – both 

in terms of acoustical pulse shaping/timing requirements and the pulse amplitude 

required in overcoming the damping. We demonstrated that the penalty may be so 

severe that magnetoelastic switching with a transition metal ferromagnet like Ni might 

be more effective. We then showed that PMA giant magnetostrictive magnets could, 

with the right engineering, be more attractive for memory applications both in terms of 

storage density and minimum bit size but also pulse amplitude and timing 

requirements. In addition, we argued that the small size of the devices would ensure 

that the energy dissipated per write cycle due to capacitive charging/de-charging 

energies would be low. Finally we discussed various non-toggle magnetoelastic 

switching schemes where damping aids the switching process. We investigated in-

plane magnetized systems (in particular epitaxial Fe81Ga19) with biaxial magneto-

crystalline anisotropy and discussed ways in which one could make a deterministic 

two state memory out of such a system without compromising long-term bit thermal 
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stability. We finally evaluated a non-toggle switching scheme involving an in-plane 

magnetized giant magnetostrictive magnet with uniaxial anisotropy (defined by shape 

anisotropy) and an acoustical strain pulse direction 45 degrees  with respect to the 

anisotropy axis. We discussed the hard-axis bias field requirements in order to make 

switching deterministic and show that these considerations place severe limitations on 

the scalability of this type of memory. That being said, we also showed that the stress 

amplitudes required for a write operation are the lowest of any of the other switching 

schemes/geometries discussed in the rest of the chapter. 

In Chapter 6, we reported and provided a plausible explanation for the rather 

odd observation that the soft-breakdown of low-RA MTJs under high voltage stressing 

can cause the dynamics of such MTJs to become highly coherent. We showed that 

magnetic coupling between the free and fixed layer induced by ferromagnetic 

exchange through nanocontacts created during the stressing process are responsible for 

the dramatic rise in oscillator coherence over unconditioned MTJs. We also argued 

that the existence of magnetic nanocontact coupling, along with the guess that the 

spin-torque exerted at the nanocontacts is low, can explain many other aspects of the 

data – including changes in the M.R. field minor loop behavior, the AP vs. P 

asymmetry in the dynamical phase diagram, the blue shifting of the oscillator 

frequency with bias, and the normalized power saturation as a function of bias 

regardless of the applied field strength. We pointed out that the mechanism for 

coherent linewidth is fairly general, robust, and quite novel. It might be possible to 

either directly design MTJ oscillators with engineered magnetic nanocontacts or use a 

different geometry/interaction to tether the magnetization and allow for oscillation 
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self-limiting and high oscillator coherence over a large range of external field and 

voltage bias conditions. 

We conclude this thesis by noting that the last three to four years or so have 

been a remarkably exciting time to be in spintronics. A lot has happened and a lot is 

going on: PMA and VCMA in CoFeB|MgO systems, pure spin-current generation in 

metals via spin-orbit mechanisms and the physics of torques induced by such spin 

current at FM|NM interfaces, the discovery of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya anisotropic 

exchange at FM|NM interfaces [1]–[4], the physics of ferrimagnetic insulator|NM 

bilayers (i.e. spin-pumping/ISHE measurements [5]–[10], spin Hall magnetoresistance 

effects [11]–[14], and the potential for spin-torque manipulation of magnetic insulators 

[15]–[17]), recent measurements of spin-pumping/ISHE voltages measured through 

and in antiferromagnets [18], [19], and the list goes on.   

We think that the elastic/crystal strain degrees of freedom can be an important 

knob to tune and manipulate many of these systems. We have already argued for the 

potential that strain manipulation has in tuning and understanding the fundamental 

mechanisms behind the PMA and the VCMA. We have also discussed the possibility 

of using GHz strain waves to manipulate magnetization dynamics with a certain 

degree of spatial control. We think that strain could also be a powerful tool for 

manipulating oxide antiferromagnets, where magnetoelastic effects can be very large, 

in order to study the physics of oxide antiferromagnet|NM interfaces. More 

specifically, we think that ultra-high frequency ultrasonics might prove a much better 

technique than classic mm-wave electromagnetic techniques for resonantly exciting 
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these oxide antiferromagnets and performing spin-pumping measurements on 

antiferromagnet|NM bilayers. Recent work by the Robinson group here at Cornell on 

creating sub-THz phonon spectrometers on Si using Al|AlOx|Al STJs give us hope that 

these experiments could be done on chip [20], [21]. Strain could also be used as a new 

knob to study the physics of spin Hall effects and interfacial torques in FM|NM 

systems (and potentially tune/increase the spin Hall angle of certain heavy metals). 

There clearly is a lot that can be done with strain/stressed-based techniques in 

spintronics and nanoscale magnet manipulation and we sincerely hope to see 

development along these lines in the years to come. 
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